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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
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year in advance.

a

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
■Mine place every Thursday
morning at $2.oo a year,
invariably in advance.
Kates

Advertising.—One Inch of space, in
length ol eoluinn, constitute a ••square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week : 75 cents per
^eek after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
"eek, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00ocr square
per week ; three insertions or less, $1.50.
‘•.Special Notices.” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ci*. per square for each subsequent insertion; hair « square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 eta.
each subsequent Insertion.
Advertisement* inserted in the “Maine State
Pnless”(which has a large circula*Ion in every parof the Statelier $1.00 per square for lirst insertion*
an.I 50 cents per square for each subsequent inserof

tion

dOK PRINTING, ot
every description, executed with dispatch; and all business
pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted uu applicuI ion its alswe.

LANCASTER

PEERING HALL.
KilDWELL & BKOWNE, Mauasora.
WELL& BROWNE beg to
MESSRS.RID
that., owing to previous engagements, they
be

EASY

LADIES’

Also, Ladles’

Thursday Morning', May

USE.

SENATE.

mendation.

Holding Carpet

Chair 8,
FULL SIZE AND

FOU CHILDREN'S USE.

GEO. T.BUBBOUGUS & CO.

Friday Evening, June 1st,

Affairs.
The reconstruction resolutions
taken up.

May 31—dtf

FINE
THE BEST

SHIRTS

COTTONS AND

LINENS

used, and a
PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.
Are

HAND !

ported yesterday,

AL30,

with

as.Cupitolu.
strong distribution ot characters, together
LAUGHABLE FARCE, in which

a
a

MR.

S.

Shirt

Patterns

Cut from

BROWNE

E.

will appear. Particulars in programmes.
Tickets for sale at Crosman & Co.'s Drug

May 31—dlw

“

SATURDAY

LIGONIA

AFTERNOON.

r.ny3Udtd

_

Rejected,

FOREST

TROTTING-

PARK!

The Manager hereby offers

a

Purse of One Hundred Dollars,
°p»n to ail horses that never trotted for money tbarring the cli. g. Freeze out, said to be the horse that
h« ot everybody out or the regular purses,) to close

RDAY EVENING, at 9 o'clock, at
gATi
Street. Mile
best 3 in 5 to harness.

The members of Maine and

NECK

90 Federal

TIES,

WE OFFER A LARGE AND

ELEGANT

TROTTING PARK.
ON

TUESDAY,

For horsos that

JUNE 6th,

beat

never

Harness,

in

three minutes.

Geo. II. Bailey, names h. g.Tocumsch Sherman,
Win. R. Fields, names b. m.Maggie Mitchell.
F. Baker, namesb, g.Bakov Boy.

GOOD

DAY

AND

TUESDAY,

GOOD

TRACK !

J UNE 12th,

PURSE OF OXE HUXDRED DOLLARS.
Mile heats best three in five to saddle, open to all.
Geo. IL Bailey, names a. g.Hero.
F. E. Emery, names r. g.Billy Morris.
Geo. M. Robinson, g. g.Troublesome.

GOOD DAT AND

GOOD

TRACK.

These are two of the regular purses that closed
and will be well contested races for the
money. Pools sold every night previous to the race
at Bowdoin Hall, 90 Federal Street, Portland.

May 19th,

Tickets 50 Cents.

Ladies Free.

GEO. II. BAILEY, Manager.
May 28—did

TJE>

TO'W'UST

EMERSON & BURR
this

first-class READY-

a

HAT AND CAP STOKE,

Whore may be lound tbe finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at tne lowest it has been

enabling

us

to sell from

2o to 30 per Ccut. less than any other
dealers in Maine.
call and examine the

Don’t tail to

Stock

Splendid

of Goods!

Which for style and finish cannot be excelled, to be
lound at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

MECHANICS' GRANITE BUILDING.
£1^“REMEMBER 1

No. 317

FRENCH, M. D..

Surgeon in Chief 1st Div. 15tk Army Corps,
Announces to the citizens of Portland that he has
jK'rmnnently located himself in this city, and respecl-

Office

at

services to

the public.

Kiugebury

the

IIoiimc*

BY

PERMISSION TO

DUS. DAVEIS ot Portland, and B0WD1TCH of
boston.

May 30—dlw

SUMMER
MBS.

OPENING !
COLBY

Would announce to the Ladies ol Portland that she
M

ill oisen

on

THURSDAY, May 31«t,
at her Rooms,
No. 4 1-2 Free Street Block,
a choice election of Summer Bonnets, including the
PAMELA, PRINCESS, LAMBALLE,
and all the lale French styles, to which your attention
u raspoctAilly solicited.
inaySudtl*

SALE~

N OB
lOOO

Barrels

Choice St.Louis Flour,
Ground from 18C4 Wheat, by
No. 2 Central

luilyh U2w

Bushels

Whart.

Oats,

100 B hUGolden Fleece Flour,
SoutL’ern White Seed Corn,

IN

New York. He gave notice that he would
call it up m a week.
He also reported the
bill which was introduced by Mr. Garfield,
provements have been added. It will now be sold At
April 30tli, to promote the construction of a
a greatly reduced price, as the owner is living West.
line of railway between Washington and the
By addressing or calling on LEWIS W. EDWARDS
north-west, for national purposes, and moved
tor one week at Saccarappa, iurther particulars will
the previous question which was seconded.
be given.
iuay31dlw
Mr. Eidridge demanded that the engrossed
bill should he rear!; and as the bill was in
print and not engrossed, it went over until alter tlie morning hour.
A LAEGE VAEIEIY of the BEST GOODS
Mr. Garfield troin the same committee reFOR SALE BY
ported back the bill to authorize the Cleveland & Mahoney Railroad to continue said
CHARLES CIJSTIS & CO.,
Railroad from Youngstown, Ohio to Pittsburg.
MORTON BLOCK. CONGRESS ST. The bill went over until to-morrow.
A resolution wa3 adopted directing the
May 31—dlw
Committee on Ways and Means to inquire
whether the rules and regulations for obtaining evidence of exportation to entitle exporters to the benefit of drawbacks, not unnecesLBS. BOLTS AND SPIKES.
5000 lbs. new and second-hand Chain, ditsarily expensive and burdensome, had ought
ferent sizes. Also. Shovels, Spades, Axes, Hatchets,
not to he revised and amended.
Hammers, Camp Kettles.
The House resumed the consideration of
SHELTER TEXTS—just the thing for Hay |
Caps; and a few A Tents; all of which are selling the bill to provide for restoring the States
low,at No* 8 Moulton St«9 (store lonneriy occu- lately in insurrection, to their full political
pied bv Win. Duran.)
rights.
G. W. STEVENS.
May 31—dim
Mr. Broomall spoke in favor of the report of
the Reconstruction Committee, when the subSUMMER
ject, was postponed until Monday.
The House considered the bill from the
Under-Shirts and Drawers!
Military Committee to reduce and establish
the pay of officers, and regulate the pay of
BEST GOODS, ami at, a Fair Price, at Morsoldiers of the army of the"United States.
ton Block, CONGRESS STREET.
The debate was interrupted hv the reception of a message from the President, anCHARLES CUSTIS * CO.
nouncing the death of General Scott.
May 31—dlw
The action of the Senate was concurred in
and the House adjourned.

Meu’s

il.

BURG IN &

CO.,

N'o. 120 Commercial Street.

Portland Athenaeum.

v.»-

if

To loud Lumber and Latin at St. John,
N. b. fur Philadelphia UIMt italtiinore,
.and /teals for Eurotie, Alb., vessels wanted 1o freight Coal Irutn Lingan, Cowbay,
"alld other Nova Scotian lions t0 New
Abut veuselu to take luma anil other porta.
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Provat

No.

3

Jdaj

fc CHASE,
Moulton St., opposite Head ot Long Wharf.
30, lsttti—iltt

BETHLEHEM !
to sell mv new engraving,
match lor “Christ Blessing Little
is now meeting with uni.” This
commissions.
tavor, and ageuis report

ji tthUlum,
WANTED—Agents
picture
hildren
a

versal
An early application will

S to t.r address

secure

large

eh<3cc of territory.
HOLLAND,
Springfield, Mass.

W. J.

iuay30dlw

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Farnsworth Manufacturing Co. will be held at
th* Counting Boom of Dealing, Millikeu & Co., on
at 4 o’clock P. M.
Tuesday,
1 uesuay, June 5,1866,
s> B UASKELL, Clerk.
1866.
may30dtd
Portland, May 29,

THE

Miscellaneous Dispatches.
Toronto, C. W., May SO.
Intelligence lias been received from Buffalo,
of Fenian movements in progress. The military are on the alert, and every preparation is
being made for any emergency'
Jamestown, N. Y., May 30.
Governor Fenton arrived home to-day.—
He was serenaded by his fellow citizens, to
whom he made a short speech on the national
polities. He was conciliatory in tone, and
spoke strongly in favor of seciu-ing equal
rights of all men belOre the law, and of enacting security for the nation’s future by
such means as were essential, and he believed
that all would yet unite in a safe and satisfactory plan of reconstruction.

or

to Let.

good two story house, with all modem im"
on Atlantic St.
Also over $300,“
j«»| provements,
worth
oi residences in all parts of the City>
lx,0'»0
and vicinity, for sale. Apply to
A

PATTERSON &

CHADBOURNE,

Real Estate Agents.

82£ Exchange St.

Wanted Immediately.
custom Coat, Vest and Pant makers at
A. L. CHACE’S,
113 Federal Street.
maySldtf

SEVERAL

Street

Temple

New York, May 30.
Hie steamer Columbia, from Havana 26tli,
has arrived.
Hie small pox continued at Porto Rico, anil

Eating House!

liar!

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.
mills neat and spacious establishment well known
A tliroughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class house and restaurant, alter being thoroughly

cleansed ami refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
knowu to all former habitues of Baruum** as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

j

13 and
Mar 19— dlt
Nos.

Maine.

Buffalo, May 30.
men arrived here early this
the
from
West
said to be Fenians,
morning
though they claim to be en route to California
It is said that they aud brother
as laborers.
Fenians are in secret session here to-day.
Flags are at half-mast to-day for the death
of Gen. Scott. The Board of Trade passed
Several hundred

|I

appropriate resolutions,

The Common Council to-day adopted resolutions of respect to Gen. Scott. The courts

adjourned from the
Judge Nelson, of

E

It

may28dtd

I'rom

O

V

!

DENTIST,
Office
Reiu.red
t-2
hii

lu

13

Free Si.

Second House from H. H. Hay’s Apotbocarr
Store.
maylo
d&wtf

Richardson IVharf Co.
Aurnial Meeting of Stockholders of the Richardson Wharf (Jo. will be hold at the office
of
M.
Pay son, Exchange Streel, on MONDAY
Henry
June 4th, next, at :i P. M. for the choice of Directors’
business
other
wh.ch may come before them’
and any

THE

Per Order.
W. H.
Portland, May 21, 1S6G.

STEPHENSON,

Clerk
did

Kindergarten School.
Summer Term of this School for Children
will commence May 23Ui, at Uie old City Buildcorner of Congress and Lime Streets.

THE

ing,

may21d3w*

on the State road have been
and trains are running.
The American ship Hudson cleared i'rom
Charleston, yesterday, with 113 bales of Sea
Island and 3,805 bales of Upland cotton, the
cargo of the season.

repaired

Dr- W. R. Johnson,
linn

fairs.
The bridges

<f CO.,

A Jj

Georgia.

Augusta, Ga. May 30.
Generals Steadman and Fullerton, who
have been investigating the management of
the Freedmen’s Bureau in Georgia, will report
favorably on Tillsou’s administration of af-

130 Commercial Street.

IVt

same cause.

the Supreme Court, delivered a decision in the case of James Eagan, a
in
the
Albany penitentiary, that the
prisoner
trial of a civilian in time of peace is illegal,
and the conviction void.

H1IDS. prime grocery muscoY AIM) SUGARS, .iust landed
per Barque
Stover,” from Havana, tor sale by

tt

Ponce,

Various Items.

OHO
"VA

i—d

near

circulation of the Cronica, of New
in Havana, has been suppressed on account of an article against the Censor at HaThe Cuban subsidy of $3,000 in gold to
vana.
the Cronica has been suspended also.

Muscovado Sugar.

April

places

The

a Moderator.
2d. To choose a Treasurer.
3d. To tboosc a Standing Wharf Committee, and
sueli other Commitlecs as mav be deemed necessary
to manage the affairs of the Whart. Also, to transact any other business that may come before them
at said meeting.
EL1PHALET WEBSTER, Clerk
Of said Proprietors of Long Wharf.

LYNCH, BARKER

several

decreasing

York,

of Portland Long Wharf are
rjlHE Proprietors
A hereby notified that the annual meeting of said
proprietors will be held at the Counting Hoorn of D.
T. Chase, oil Long Wharf, on MONDAY, the fourth
dav of June next, at 3 o’cloc P. M., for Uie following

Norton

was

General.

Wharf Notice.

Portland, May 26,1*06.

to

at the latter place.
The Bulletin says President Baez is unable
to put down the revolution, and has determined to leave the country. This statement, however, is doubted, as the revolution is said to be
Great preparations were
on a small scale.
making for the reception of the new Captain-

On the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10| P. M.
gy Wedding Parties and families furnished with

Proprietors.
15 Temple Street, Portland,

spread

though it

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. IceCream and
Meat*.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in
the same building.
S. O. HENDERSON,
W. K. BICKFORD,

Havana.

From

(FORMERLY BARNUM’S,)

fiangor lii

iden,

of the

libra rv
Room, on Plumb Street, on WEDNESDAY, June
27th. at 74o'clock, P. M.
Particular attention is cilled to the rule requiring*
all books to be returned to the library on or before*
TUESDAY, June 12th.
NATHAN WEBB, Secretary.
May 30, 1SGC.
way31d$ul3&ju27

Vessels Wanted.

<

SALe7'

Annual Meeting of the Proprietors
rjlHE
A Portland Atlienamm will be hela at the

___*f

in»y30

Hosiery.

FOR

foe saie ny

E DIC’D

propriations.
Mr.Stevens, from the select committee reported a bill to authorize the building ot military and postal railroads from Washington to

A Country Resilience for Sale.
the vicinity of Saccarappa are offered for sale
sixteen acres of land under u good state of cultivation, on which are erected a house, barn aud outbuildings, all of the most modern style. The original cost of the buildings were $13,out), and late im-

purposes, viz:
1st. To choose

F. O. THOMES,

2000

Congress Street.

31—dlw

SOW 3ITSS6RS

203 Congress St.
REFERS

May

May 31,1S66—eodtf

Formerly of tho Regular Army, and lato

iilly tenders his

$ C 0-

MORTON BLOCK,

For Sale

Mar 30-dtf

F.

C U S T 1 S

CHARLES

Congress Street.
S. EMERSON,
M. L. BURR.

GEO.

Goods.

Congress Street, TUI!

At No. 317

for four years,

Richest

B2T We have ONLY ONE PRICE.

|

FURNISHING GOODS,

GENTS’

THE-

7000

CLOTH I HI HOUSE 1
day opened
MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

HOUSE.

Mr. Blaine from the select committee reported a hill to reimburse States which furnished troops to the’Union army for advances made and expenses incurred in raising the
same.
On motion it was recommitted with
leave to report next session.
The select committee on the war debts were
discharged from furthir consideration of the
bill to reimburse Kansas for similar expenses,
and it was referred to the Committee on Ap-

AS SOU TMEN T

-OF

$100.00.

Brothers*

and Bows!

Scarfs

inay29dtd

PURSE OF

Ancient

Lodges are requested to join with them.
Per order,
S. B. BECKETT,
may31—It
Secretary.

heats,

Mile Heats, beat Three in Fire

are

John Purington.

GEO. II. BAILEY, Munager.

FOREST CITY

LODGE, NO. 5.

hereby notified to meet at their Lodge Rooms THIS
(Thursday) AFTERNOON, at 2 o’clock, ior the purpose of attending the luneral of their late brother,

THE

CITY

F.

members of tlio above named Lodge

Mr. Johnson moved to strike out the words,
of any State legislature or

judicial officer of any State.”
10 against 32.
Mr. Johnson moved to strike out the words
“having previously taken ” and insert the
words, “at any time within ten years preceding the 1st of January, 1801, had taken.”—
Rejected, 10 against 32,
Mr. Saulsbury moved to insert after the
words “the President may by the exercise of
the pardoning power.” Rejected, 10 against
32.
A message was received from the President
announcing the deatli of General Scott.
On motion of Mr. Wilson, the Committee
on Military Affairs of the two Houses were
appointed a committee to report what steps
are necessary to express the appreciation of
Congress of the character and public services
of the deceased. Adjourned.

283 CONGRESS ST.

O. of O.

considered.

or as a member
as an executive or

GUAND EAST LYNNE MATINEE

I.

was

34.

Measure,

By CHARLES CIJSTIS & CO»

Store.

then

Mr. Hendrick’s moved to insert the words,
“during the term of his office” before the
words, “have engaged.” Rejected, 8 against

Miss DOLL IE BID WELL

With

were

The question was upon Mr. noward’s
amendment offered yesterday, that all persons
born in the United States and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and the State wherein they reside.
Certain verbal amendments to the second
second section as proposed by Mr. Howard,
were concurred in.
The substitute for the third section as re-

MADE TO ORDER!

1

largest

Atijoummeut of the Massachusetts Legislature.

Boston-, May 30.
Resolutions unanimously passed the Massachusetts Senate to-day, regretting the death
of Gen. Scott, and warmly eulogistic ot his
The Legislature adlife and public services.
journed to-day, sine die.
The

Cholera in New Yerk—Additional Cases.

New York, May 30.
The steamship Peruvian has arrived at
quarantine from Liverpool, with 75S passengers. She lost during the passage thirty-five

from cholera. Twenty-eight are now sick on
who will be transferred to the hospital
The report of cholera on the Union,
sent last night, is correct.

board,
ship.

Memphis Riot.

Statement of

Mr. Grimes reported
adversely on the petitions lor increase of pay ot naval officers.
The resolution for the pay of the Kentucky
Home Guards, called iuto service to ropel the
raid cf John Morgan in May, 1862, was passed.
The Committe on the Judiciary asked and
were discharged fiom the further consideration of tile petition of certain tormer slaves of
Mr. Curtis, for a portion of the Arlington estate.
A committee of conference wa3 asked on
the disagreeing amendment to the West Point
Academy mid fortification appropriation Lulls.
The Freedmen’s Bureau hill from the House
was referred to the Committee on Militarv

The former unsurpassed for vase and
comfort, and
the latter the most desirable and luxurious < 'hair for
Gentlemen in use; its cheapness is not its only recom-

on

31, 1866.
the

Public

Debt.

GENERAL ORDER, Sic.

Washington, May 30.

Devon Sewing Chair,

and

the

The Constitutional Amendment in the Senate.

WASHINGTON.

Stoneman’s Report

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

Devon Arm, and Devon Extension Ohair.

Hinged

Gen,

---—--

CHAIRS!

FOB

will

when thov will have the honor of presenting the great
Ledger story dramatization of the

HIDDEN

TO THE DAILY PIIESS.

a

and other

will return

but

HALT.!

received from New York, and for sale bv the
JLST
undersigned,
large invoice oi ORIENTAL,

announce

n'njhts,

FR3&1

Suitable for Pic-nic and other uses, and
very desirable lor dock use on
steamers, &c.
Walnut and Oak Library Steps, and Butlers
> older and Stand.

THEATRE!

absent for two

Advertisements.

Canvas anil Carpet Stools,

Entertainments.

Terms $8 per

advance.

annum, in

~*

i\ew
Terms j—-Eight Dollar.-

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 30, I860.

_PORTLAND,

Washington, May 3d.

The Secretary of the Treasury sent to the
House, to-day, General Stonemau’s report on
the Memphis riot. After giving particulars of
“

At one o’clock Tuesday, the House proposition came up as a special order in the Semate.
The question was at once taken on Mr. Johnson’s motion to strike out its third section,
viz: that disqualifying rebels till 1870. He
and his friends were not aware that it bad
been agreed in the Union caucus to reject
this, and so called the yeas and nays on his
motion. He appeared not a little surprised to
find it supported by everybody. Mr. Howard,
who, beearse of Mr. Fessenden’s illness, was

on

in caucus.

in

otrctrCS Ijf

the London Times has

DcrJin, lina written and
published the follow-

letter:

ing
Sir,—With bleeding heart, and bowed down
with grief, X place the palm of martyrdom on
the grave of him who has been

his mother’s

pride and delight, and whom I will ever regard as my true son. A nobler, a more loving
nature than his, it would be impossible to imagine. From love of country and freedom lie

The Gubernatorial Canvass.
the Lewiston Journal, May 29.]

[From

It is a source of gratification to notice the
high-minded, honorable course which is generally being pursued in the canvass for the re-

publican gubernatorial nomination by the
more immediate lriends of the two
leading
candidates for that position, Hon. S.E.
Spring
of Portland, and Gen. t'hamberiain of Bruns-

VICINITY.

AND

New Advertisements To-Day
Undershirts and Drawers—chas. Custis & Co.
Furniture—Geo. T. Burroughs & Co,
For Sale—Bolts and Spikes.
Fine Shirts—Charles Custis & Cn.
Portland Athenieuui—Nathan Webb.
For Sale or to Let.
Neck Ties—Charles Custis & Co.
Wanted lmmo liately.
A Country Residence tor Sale.
Men’s Hosiery—Cliarlos Custis & Co.
Ligonia Lodge, No. 5—1. O. U. F.

given charge of the amendment in the Senate, then brought forward, as a substitute for
it, the proposition which had beeu agreed up-

The new amendment was
tho not, he says:
The rioters were compos- drawn by Senator Fesscndet, but he concedes
to Messrs. HoVard and Grimes the credit of
ed ol police, firemen and a rabble of
negro its admirable
haters in general, with a sprinkling of Yankee
phraseology. When perfected
by two or three verbal changes, it was adopthaters, all led on and encouraged by dema- ed
by the unanimous vote of the caucus, anil
gogues and office hunters, and most of them
as agreed upon runs as follows:
under the influence of
John Creighwhiskey.
Section 1.
persons born in the United
ton, Recorder of t he city, addressed the riotStates and
ers, saying: ‘Let as prepare to clean every ne- are citizenssubject to the jurisdiction thereof,
of the United States and of the
gro out of town.’ Very few paroled Confed- States
wherein they reside. No State shall
erates were mixed up with the rioters on
make or enforce any law which shall abridge
Tuesday and Wednesday. A large portion of the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
the rioters were registered voters.”
United States, nor shall
any State deprive any
The amount of tlie public debt redeemable person of life,
liberty or property without due
May 1st, 1867, is $737,041,420; May 1st, 1868, process of law, nor deny to any person within
$407,415,250; Mav 1st, 1869, $690,428,131; its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
May 1st, 1870, $1*13,000; May 1st, 1871, $126,- laws.
Ski.’. 2. Representatives shall be
024,500. Amount of paper circulation on
apportioned
amoug the several States which may be incluMay 1st, I860, was $930,808,471, including the ded
within this Union, according to their reNational currency, $269,408,095; State circulaspective numbers, counting the whole number
tion, $450,000,000; United States notes, $415,- ot
persons in each State, excluding Indians
104,313; fractional currency, $28,192,017; com- not taxed; but whenever,
in
State, the elecpound notes, $167,012,141; on one and two tive franchise shall be deu:edany
to any persons of
years 5 per cent, notes, $6,036,900. It is esti- its male inhabitants, being citizeusof the Unimated $10,900,000 piir year will be Decessary ted States not less than 21
years of age, or in
for the payment of tlie guarantied bonds of any way abridged, except tor
participation in
rebellion
tlie Pacific Railroad—the total estimate being
or other crime, the basis of
representation
in
such
State
shall
bo reduced in the
$73280,000. The balance of unpaid claims of
which
the
number
of
such
male citunder
the
act
of
States,
July 27, 1861, indent proportion
izens shall bear to the whole number of male
niiying them for war expenses incurred, citizens
not less than 21 years of age in such
amounts to $12,293,1S7. Estimate for unadState.
justed claims of individuals on file iu the
Sec. 3. No person shall be a senator or
repThird Auditor’s office is, $2,051,058.
resentative in Congress, or an elector of PresiIn tlie Third Auditor’s office claims in
pay dent and Vice-President, or hold any oflice,
and bounty are estimated at
$18,000,000; on qvil or military, under the United States or
account of recruiting service $U,998; for monunder any State, who, having previously taken
ies deposited by recruits $24,944; in
an oath as a member of Congress or olficer of
ordnance, the
United States, or as a member of any State
miscellaneous and the medical branch $117,527. All the claims in the Second Auditor’s
Legislature, or as an executive or judicial oiHcerof auy State, to support the Constitution of
amount to $18,155,469.
Tlie State Department learns that no Aus- the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the
same, or given
trian troops have been sent to Mexico, and it
aid and comfort to the enemies thereof: but
does not expect that any will be sent.
Congress
may, by a vote of two-thirds of each
Tlie President this week granted thirteen
house, remove such disability.
Sec. L All obligations of the United States
special pardons under the amnesty proclamation.
incurred in suppressing insurrection or in deAccording to a special order from the War fence of the U nion, or for phymeut of bounties
Department, about forty captains and assist- or pensions incident thereto, shall remain inviolate.
ant paymasters are to lie mustered out of the
Sec. 5. Neither the United States nor any
service within the next few days. They will
receive no final pay until the Pay Department State shall assume or pay auy debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion
is satisfied they no longer are indebted to the
against the United States, or auy claim for comUnited Slates.
pensation for emancipation of any slave, and
Gen. Townsend, by command of Lieut. such debts and
obligations and claims shall be
Geh. Grant, issued a general order announ- forever held illegal and void.
the
death
Se
of
General
c.
6.
cing
Scott, and concludCongress shall have power to enforce,
ing as follows: as a testimony of respect, offi- by appropriate legislation, the provisions of
this article.
cers of the army will wear the usual
of
badge
It will be observed that this amendment difmourning tor six months, on the left arm and
the hilt oi' the sword, guns arc to be fired at fers in several
important particulars from that
each military post, at intervals of
thirty passed a fortnight ago by the House. The
minutes from sunrise to one o’clock, P. M., first clause of the first section and the whole
on tho day succeeding tlie
receipt of this or- of the third and fourth sections are new,
der; troops to be paraded at 10 o’clock A. M., though the third section is a substitute for the
and this order read to them, alter which all
section of the same number in the House
labor for the day wifi cease, and the
flag be proposition. That, it will be remembered,
at
kept half-mast during the day.
disfranchised the rebels till 1870.
This, it
will be seen, does not restrict the rights ot suffrage, but rather the privilege of office-holdDecision in a Contested Will Caee.
ing, and the point made against that by SecNew Orleans. May 28.
that it tied the hands of
The Supreme Court has decided against Mo- retary Stanton, viz.,
Congress by amendment of the Constitution,
ses Fox, claimant of $390,000 under an autocannot be made against this, as its last elause
graph will of John Macdonough. The cities gives
Congress the power, at any time by a
of Baltimore and New Orleans were the detwo-thirds vote, to romove the disability of
fendants.® Judge Hyanis dissented from the
holding office.
decision. The majority of the court say the
The new clause in the first section, defining
proof of the handwriting is not decisive; that citizenship in the States as well
as in the Unithe testimony of Nathan Case, one of the ted
States, is regarded on all hands as a very
witnesses, is not credible, and that there are important modification.
The amendments to
other suspicious circumstances.
the third section are not material. A strong
effort was made to secure some recognition of
The would-be Assassin.—The step-fath- educational qualifications as a basis of suffrage, hut it was held inexpedient by the maer of Blind, who attacked Caunt Bismarck rejority to Insist upon it at the present time.

Oidtij

PORTLAND

WARD

holders iu any incorporated insurance company art
he d liable to the amount o. the!r stock os *ccurit>
to their creditors,
what w'as the actual stock of the

CAUCUSES.

Tho Union Republicans of Pori land aro requested
to meet in their several Ward Rooms on

Saturday Evening,

J unc 2d,

o’clock,

at

for the pnrpose of selecting five delegates for each Ward to attend the State Convention
t» be balden at Bangor on Thursday, J unc 21st Tho
delegates ihus chosen will choose three delegates at
large t attend said Convention.
Per Order of City Committee,

Portland, May 31,1866.

MUNICIPAL COUBT.
KINGSBURY J., PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—The liquors weired a short timo
since at the store of Mr. James McGlinchy were declared forfeited to the city, no person appearing to
claim the

same.

Hodman, R. H. Sweetsir, William Finch, William Causer, C. P. Rolf and William Kelly, on search
and seizure processes, each paid $20 fine and the costs
—the whole amounting to $153.56.
F.

LReported for

the

Press.]

Funeral Services of Bishop Burgess.
The decease of the Right Rev. George burgess. D.
D Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in
Maine, was an event so entirely unexpected to the
church of which he was the honored hoad,ana the Stale
and community whete ho resided for the past eighteen
years, that the particulars ot the funeral services,
which were held yesterday at Gardiner, are of undoubted interest to our readers.
He was born In Providence, R. I., October 31, I860.
Atter graduating at Brown Uniyevs.ty, and holding

tutorship

a

in that

collogo,

he

traveled in

Europe,

and studied for two years in the universities of Gottengen, Bonn and Berlin. He was rector of Christ
church in Hartford trom 1834 to 1847. When the diocese of Maine was formed, ho was elected and cense
crated

Bishop, and became at the same time
rector of Christ chqrch, Gardiner, the duties ot which
offices he has filled with great acceptance and ability.
as

its

Ho has published two academic poems, a metrical
version of a portion of the psalms, pages trom the
Ecclesiastical History ot New England, a curious
treatise on death, entitled The Last Enemy—Con-

quering and Conquered, a volume of sermons on the
Christian life, a valuable discourse delivered in 1854
before the Maine Historical Society, and other works
of value and interest. His style was remarkable for
its

sterling

and solid

vigor.

health tailing him from his arduous labors in the
cause to which he devoted his
energies, he was persuaded to take a voyage to the Wost India Islands,
His

try to recuperate his vitality by the salubrity of
that region, and having at the same time the view of
performing missionary duties in various places. But
the benefit he received from that voyage was only
to

temporal y and gave no permanent relief. Tho general particulars of his sudden dissolution have been
given in the Press of the 22d inst., and his remains
having boon taken to Gardiner, the last funeral services of this beloved Bishop took place yesterday afternoon.

We lelt Portland in the

noon train on the P. & K.
company with the wardens and vestry-men
of St. Stephen’s and St. Luke’s parishes, with other

Iload, in

members, and many of the clergy of this and other
dioceses. The appearances at Gardiner showed how
deeply the death of tho Bishop was lamented by that

community. Flags at

half mast

were

displayed

steamer

memory ot'the lato Bishop. A large concourse of
citizens had assembled at the church where the funeral

services

in tho loss

were

to be

held, showing

their sympathy

which tho church and that community

called upon to mourn.
all the clergy resident of the diocese were
present, and the following from other dioceses viz:
Right Rev. Thomas Al. Clark. Bishop of Rhode island;
Rev. Messrs. 'Wheeler and Brown, of Rhode Island:
Brook*, Potior, Fates, Bradley,Babcock,Bartlottaiui
Wharton of Massachusetts; l*yn chon .Clark and Niles
ot Connecticut; Cliadwell, ot New York. There were
were also present Messrs. Adams and
Northam, lay
were

Nearly

delegates from Christ church, Hartford, the former
charge of Bishop Burgess, and many of the parishes
in the State were represented by
laymen as well as
clergy.
The services commenced with a procession
being
formed at the lato residence of the deceased, iu the
following order, viz:
Tho Bishop of Rhode Island and Rev. Mr. McGrath,
of Christ Church, Gardiner.

wick. Such a course reflects great credit
upon
both of these gentlemen, and stands out in
strong coutrast with the recklessness and unTALL BEARERS.
principled conduct of so many aspirants for
The Clergy of the Diocese.
political favors—a recklessness which springs
BODY BEARERS.
from a selfish and grasping ambition, an utRobert H. Gardinor, of Gardiner.
ter disregard of decency, honor and truth.
J. 8. Mitchell,
A. R. Chadwick,
Whichever of these geutlemen shall he selectC. P. Branch,
ed as our standard hearer in the
coming camEphraim Forsyth,
*•
Alonzo Parsons,
paign in this State, we may rest assured that
James Bridge, of Augusta,
he will be a high-toned gentleman, a
thoroughJl*
G.
K.
of
Jackson,
Portland,
ly honest man, and a sincere and tried delendH. Ingalls, of Wiscassct.
er of republican principles.
The Members of the Standing Committee of the
The only marked exception which we have
Diocese.
noticed to this high-minded course in the
Family of Deceased.
Kabl Blind.
May 10.
of Gardiner and
Clorgymen
vicinity.
gubernatorial canvass, has come from the
Wardens and Vestrymen of Christchurch.
Democratic press, and
particularly from the Wardens and Vestrymen of other Parishes in the
Portland Advertiser, whicli has
State.
POLITICAL.
improved evDelegates from Christ Church, Hartford.
ery chance to vilify Mr. Spring, evidently tor
Members
and Parishioners of Christ
Church, Garthe reason that he has so long home so
promi—Hou. John A. Peters of Bangor, is a candidiner.
nent and active a part in
Citizens.
sustaining those
date for the Republican nomination for Conprinciples so dear to every true man, hut so
Amid the tolling of tho hells and through the sigress, in the fourth district. The convention
distasteful to the Advertiser. With most relont concourse of citizens who thronged the entranmeets at Bangor, on the 20th of June.
publicans the Advertiser’s denunciation will ces adjacent, the procession slowly rnovod to the
—In another column we publish tho constionly he a letter of credit. It is our duty, how- church. The centre pews
having been reserved, all
ever, as a Republican journalist, to see that no
tutional amendment agreed to in the Union
in tho procession were
comfortably seated. The
true man suffers by vilification on account of
iu
caucus of the Senate.
It is understood that his devotion to
clergy their robes and surplices excepting those
priuciple.
who took part in the services, were seated in the
tliero will not be any speech making on the
For this reason we feel called upon in
reply
pew3 on the right, near the chancel.
In the
Union side of the chamber, and only such brief to the Advertiser’s
insinuations, to say what site pews were the family of the deceased. Theoppocotwe know from personal
debate as may be necessary toexplaiu the bearobservation, that fin was covered with black cloth and
at the
ings of the new proposition. Having already Maine has not a more honorable, high-mind- head of the aisle, outside the chancel. placed
The church
ed and patriotic citizen than Mr.
received the unanimous vote of the caucus, it
Spring, llis was
appropriately decorated with mourning and
marked success during a long legislative cais sure to receive a full two-thirds vote in the
reer, liis ability and public ami private integ- crosses, and wreaths of evergreen and flowers were
Senate.
The Washington correspondent of
rity, his unswerving devotion to principle, and j laid on the coflln, reading-desk and pulpit.
the Boston Advertiser estimates the probable
All the clergymen who
the generous and public spirited manner in
toofc part in the services
which he has always employed a large fortune, were of other dioceses, but formerly had charge of
vote at 34 to 14, and it is intimated that Mr.
|
in this State.
accumulated by his own efforts, to build
The service was the solemn
Van Winkle and even Mr. Doolittle may supup parishes
his city and State and particularly to assist
burial service of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
port the measure.
in the charitable agencies ot the
and was taken part in by the clergy and the congrewar, should
—The Democratic Congressmen held a caushield him from unworthy criticism. With- gation present.
The oliiciating clergymen at the
cus Tuesday evening at one of the committee
out entering into comparison between him
church were Rev. Messrs. Bradbury, Niles, Babcock
rooms of the House.
It is understood that
and Gen. Chamberlain, whose public career and Pales. The music
by a line organ and choir addthey consulted as to future tactics with respect has thus far been on the field of battle where ed to the interest and solemnity of the occasion.—
he
has
won
for
himself
to the reconstruction reports, and also as to
undying laurels, or The 130th Hymn “Rock of Ages,” &c., and the 201st
without intending to advocate in these colthe expediency of withholding further moral
Hymn, “Who arc these in bright airay ”—a tavorite
umns the particular cause of
any candidate hymn ot the late Bishop—were sung during the sersupport from the President, unless he makes a tor
gubernatorial
justice
demands
that
honors,
different distribution of offices at his comvices, by the choir.
we should say this much in defence of Mr.
The eulogy by Bishop Clark, on this occasion was
mand.
Spring.
an appropriate and worthy tribute to the worth and
—A “Friend of Andy Johnson” writing to
The important duties of the
Republican
Convention which is to assemble at Bangor Christian virtues of the beloved Bishop. The adthe Argus, suggests the name of Dr. B. F. Buxdress is hereatter to be published.
on the 21st
proximo, will he by no means diston of Warren as Democratic candidate for
Alter the services in the church were
when a tried, experienced and able
ended, the
charged,
Governor.
standard bearer shall have been selected. The procession was reformed in the aisle and proceeded,
—The New York Tribune says that during
the
with
a
solemn
of
organ
to
giving
Maine wifi be the first to
Republicans
requiem, the cemMr. Fessenden's illness, Robert Dale Owen’s
speak through a State convention since the etery adjoining tho church, where the last lites of
the
of
church
were
of
President
Johnson.
exercised.
The
reconstruction was before the CommitThe counapostacy
plan
clergy ware formed
try will look with much interest for the offi- in a circle arouud the grave, the bearers, mourners
tee of Fifteen and a motion to report it to the
cial promulgation of the sentiments of the
and
ill
the
officiating clergymen
centre. Tbe comHouse was carried by an almost unanimous
Republicans of the Dirigo State. Those sen- mittal service was read by Bishop Clark and Rev. Mr.
vote of the Republican members. Out of courttiments should be expressed
and
uneand
the
commitment
oi
Babcock,
tbe body to the
lyoldly
esy to Mr. Fessenden, action was delayed until
earth was made by the bearers, while the
quivocally, so that he who runs may read.
Bishop read
his recovery, and meanwhile the New York,
*11 a clear and distinct voice, the committal service in
Indiana and lllluois delegations meeting in
The Concord Railroad.
the following words: “Forasmuch as it has pleased
caucus by States, had successively remonstraAlupghty God in his wise providence to take out of
MEETING OF THE CORPORATION.
ted against the inclusion of the suffrage questjiis world the soul oi our decoased brother, we therefore commit his body to the ground, earth to earth,
tion in the proposed amendment to the Constito
the
[Special dispatch
Boston Advertiser.1
ashes to ashes, dust to dust, looking for the resurrectution. Before Mr. Fessenden recovered the
Concord, N. H., May 29.1860.
tion in the last day. and the life of the world to
come,
Committee had accordingly changed its plan,
The stockholders of the Concord Railroad
our Lord Jesus Christ, at whose
coming in
held their twenty-fifth annual meeting in this through
and thus the question of impartial suffrage is
to
the
world when the earth
glorious majesty
Judge
city, to-day, the president, Hon. N. G. Upliani, and the so shall give
shelved for the present, though not for long.
up their dead, and the corrupin the chair. Speeches were made by Anson
—Notice is given in another column of the
bodies
of
those
who sleep in Him shall be
S. Marshall, Esq., and Colonel J. H. George of tible
changed and made like His own glorious body, accordhig
Republican ward caucuses for the election of Concord, and Hon. M. W.
of BradTappan
delegates to the State Convention. The basis ford. The speeches were devoted to the re- to tho mighty workings whereby he is able to subdue
of representation adopted by the State Com- port of the directors and arguments against all things unto nimself."
Thus beneath the shadows of tho vencrablo church
and for the deposed conductors.
mittee allows to the various towns of this counAt the conclusion of Col. Tappan’s remarks, In which he so long officiated, and in the place selectty the following delegations: to
Ex-Gov. Gilmore moved to proceed to the ed by him, at the close of the day and near tie time
Baldwin
3 New G1 meester
4
when tho sun was about to cast lengthened shadows
choice of directors.
5 North Yarmouth
Bridgton
3
Hon. Edmund Burke of Newport moved a over the spot, was deposited, iu the silent grave, al]
Brunswick
7 Otislield
3
series of resolutions commending the hoard of that remainod of the Christian Bishup, the able schol0 Portland
Cape Elisabeth
38
directors for their action in pursuing the in- ar, and the patriotic citizen.
*
2 Pownal
Casco
3
Cumberland
3 Raymond
vestigations with regard to the conductors, re2
4
Falmouth
King’s
Lady’s Book far June comes to hand,
3
gretting that that course had not been taken
Scarborough
fi Sebago
2
Freeport
before, and advising the appointment of a bright and fresh as a June rose. Its little managers
Gorhaui
(i Standish
4
committee of investigation to consist of three
are indefatigable in their eflorts to make it neat and
3 Westbrook
Gray
8
stockholders. The resolutions were tabled.
attractive. The present number contains a fair por3 Windham
Harpswell
6
Gov. Gilmore objected to the manner in
tion of original matter, some tasteful selections in
3 Yarmouth
Harrison
4
which the matter of the conductors had been
3
prose and verse, and any number of brain-crocking
Naples
brought before the meeting.
puzzles, charades, &g. Success to the “Little Kings”
The grand result of this meeting is the and their “Book.”
choice,
of
a uew board of
by
large
majorities,
PROVINCIAL ITEMS.
directors, (with one exception,) consisting of
Coughs and colds are often overlooked.
A conJosiah Stickney, of Boston; Francis M.
tinuance for any length of time causes
Weld,
irritation ot
—Tlie accounts from Nova Scotia are favoraof Boston; Thomas Chase, of Nashua. N.
or
some
the
chronic
Lungs
Throat
H.;
disease. “Brown’s
ble for the success of Confederation.
Nathan Parker and Phineas Adams, of Man- Bronchial Troches” are offered
with the fullest con—The New Brunswick papers come to us chester, N. H.;J. Stephens Abbott, of Con- lldcnce in their
efficacy, giving almost invariably
cord. N. H., and Richard H. Messer, of New sure and immediate
full of electioneering articles. At this distance
relief.
dAwlw
London, N. H.
it is of course difficult to sift the truth from
The meeting then
It is conceded by ever? one
the
adjourned,
leaving
that
the preparation*
the various conflicting statements; but it
report of the directors on the table unaccept- for the hair got up by J. M.
Todd, arc fltr belbrc any
would seem that the cause of Confederation is ed, and
refusing to take up the resolutions of others offered to the public. Herein the great deMr. Burke,
gaining.
mand fit them.

carried away to sacrifice himself in order
to spare to his fatherland the miseries of a
wicked war. His was a heart full of devotion,
full of filial kindness, full of the most
generous aspirations.
11' others blame him, let it
not be expected that I, to whom he looked as
to a father, should give the right to
any one
ofsaying that X reprobate him whose inspirations have been the purest, and who has en
thusiastically—although to the deepest sorrow
of my disconsolate wife, of myself, and
my
family—given up his young and promising life
in his country's cause.
1 am, Sir, yours obediently,
wa3

—

company?” This capital stock was nominally $22b,000; what it was in reality it is hard to say.
There are policies to the large amount of $300,000,
in liiis company in Portsmouth and the
neighboring
towns, the holders of which will be obliged to affect
re-insurance in sound

Says

companies.

the

corres-

pondent, the whole truth is that this company has attempted to do a big business upon an insufficient capital; having voluble agents iu all parts of New England and notwithstanding that for live or six month*
past it has be n certain that the company must wind
up, live yours* paid up policies were issued up to the
very day before the filial suspension transpired.
'□icro are many losers by tins company in this vi-

cinity.
A Destitute Family.—Wo learn lrom a reliable
Aturco that the family of Mr. Jacob Hogan, whose
house was damaged by fire on Saturday last, lost on
that occasion not only their furniture and bedding,
but all their clothiug except such as they had on at
the time, and all the money, a small sum, which they

by

“rainy day.” They arc a worthy,
industrious family, accustomed to provide for themwithout
selves
the aid of charity, but in the present
had laid

for

a

iiumodiate and pressing wants
greater than they are able to meet. Any assistance in the form of money or clothing which kindhearted persons may be willing to render them will
be exceedingly acceptable at this time. Should any
persons feel disposed to contribute, either in the form
of money or such articles of clothing as can be made
available in a family of children, we are requested to
say that such contributions, if left at the Police Office
will be promptly forwarded to those for whom they
circumstances their

are

are

designed.

Gorham.—We have
been out to

Gorham,

seen

a

gentleman, who lias

examine

the house and
grounds of the late Rev. Dr. Adams, which are offered for sale in another column, and were pleased with
his appreciation of the property, which we regard as
•the most eligible in that village.
Ho spoke with great commendation, of the energy
of the directors of the P. & R. R. in putting five
trains a day on that road, thus making the facilities
for travel keep pace with the increased demand lor
accommodation iu reaching the country.
Unless the other Railroads take similar measures
to

in thus making country towns easy of access, we
shall expect that Gorham will soon sustain the same
relation to Portland that Malden, and ai\jaccnt villages, do to Boston.
Our merchants want
ter

a

smell oi

the country

af-

the business of the day is over.

Works, &o„ for the Ith of July.—The
Arrangements have made a contract
whh Mr. S. W. Creech, of Boston, Agent for C. E.
Maston’s fireworks, f>r the display in tliis city on the
evening of the 4th of Jnly. Mr. Creech formerly resided here, and he takes a great 'interest in our city.
It he does not give us the most splendid display of
Fire

Committee of

fireworks ever exbiLitei in this Stateare mistaken in the man.
The balloon ascension is to be made by Messrs.
Swan and Starkweather, two soldiers ol the late war
who understand their business, and who lad
year
made a beautiful ascent from Salem, Mass.

trom

Star of toe East and other places, and
the stores generally closed, as token of respect to the
the

The Stoppage of the Piscataqua Insurance
Company.—A correspondent of the Portsmouth
Journal says the Piscataqua Fire arid Marine Insurance Company of South
Berwick, has gone up quite
as effect ualiy as if assisted
by uitro-glycerinc. The
w riter asserts as one
instance oi many similar cases
in the official exhibit that forty-three shares ot the
Great Falls National Bank rendered in the assets of
the defunct company, prove to be the private property oi one Wm. Hill of North Berwick. An interesting inquiry now is, in'view of the fUct that the share-

Cathedral.—We are informed that
the imposing ceremony of blessing and laying the
corner stone ol tbe Catholic Cathedral to bo erected
in Cumberland Street, opposite Boyd, will take
place
this afternoon at four o’clock, should the weather lx
flue. The 1tight Rev. Bishop will perform the ceremony, assisted by a number of the clergy of the Diocese, during which a collection will be taken up.
A
choiv composed of the musical talent ol the city, under the direction of Mr. Denuett, the leader of the
Cathedral choir, will take part in the service,
CATnotic

The Bangor Whig of Wednesday, says it was mkinformed in regard to the call of Rev. Dr. Tettt to
the pastorate of the Central church in Portland.
ITEMS Ol' STATE NEWS.
—The

Presque Isle Sunrise learns that JewClayton’s drive of eight millions of uinc
lumber is hung up for want of water,on the Allegash, and will not be got out until next year.
ett

&

—The Maine Farmer says:

Thomas S. Lang,

Esq., of North Vassalboro’, passed through this
city on Thursday of last week, on his way
home from Boston, whither be had gone for the
purpose of having an operation performed upon one of his
eyes. It has been sightless for
time, but he received encouragement from
the highest medical autiiority, that his sight
could be restored. We are happy to say that
Mr. Lang’s general health has greatly improv-

some

ed.

General AYhiUlesoy's Report.

Among

the papers sent to the House of Representatives on Monday, by the
President, was
a u'a»s
of documents

respecting the Freed-

“en’s.”ureau>
including
tu'

fnil report from

a

Assistant
„itu««y.
ariilina, to

ort

Commissioner of

the Head of the Bureau.—

Nobody who knows Hen.
Whittlesey baa felt
any uneasiness with regard to the
aspersions
which have recently been cast
upon his charHis position in this
acter.
State, Use pure record of his past life, the unshaken
confidence
nJl combined to
pip-.. tiim
above the petty slanders which some
papers in
Maine have nevertheless not been al*.ve

ot Gen. Howard

re-

tailing. We find the portions of his report
bearing most directly upon the visit of Generals Steadman and Fullerton, among the
special dispatches of the Boston
^deerlUer. as fol-

lows:
Generals Steadman and Fullerton have visited this State,
eomuihsioued, as they iu formed me, to examine and
report upon the workot
the
ings
Bureau. In what purports to be
their report, published m a
New lork paper,
there are several statements
so suited to tuaK:
recl

UiemPreS8i0n tUat 1 fcel oomIH;llc<I t0

cor-

It would be
impossible for the moat impartial pci-sou to avow some
mistakes, unless
more time were
given to the careful
on ot witnesses and the
of
than a rapid journey over asitting
wide
allow. By listening toe*
parte statementsot
those who are
bitterly LobUh* to the Buri*iu
or who think themselves
wronged by its
and having no tune to make a
thorough invesUgalion, as they admit, there officers have bean
misled in several important eases
The first which 1 shall notice is
the conditionot the settlement on Trent
Biver, opposite Newberu. No complaints had
been made
agamst the superintendent of that village until very recently, when, at his
request, aboard
ot inquiry was organized.
This board gave
the case a patient and
impartial hearing, and
hail prepared their report; but before
the proceedings had been revised, or even forwarded
to me, they were demanded
by General Sleadman by order ot the
Secretary ot War ami a
pottion ot the record sent to the New York
Herald and published. The
that
simple
the matter was under
investigation, with a
view to
correcting the evils complained of, is a
sufficient defence of the
Bureau.
A second subject is
reported uffc* bv the
commissioners, under the head ot “brutal officers shooting down a
freedman.” In
paragraph ot their report several lalse
are made,
it is not true that Mr.
Bovden is
an employe of Colonel
Whittlesey, aov more
than tue conductor and brakemau
ot a railroad in Maine are my
employes because I own
stock in that railroad;
or, than that the secretary ot the United States Treasury is my employe because I own United States bonds, and
am interested in the
of
proper
the Treasury Department. It management
U not true that
Generals Steadman and Fullerton
received
the statement ot the ease from Mr.
Jameshimsell, lor, as i have since learned, he did not
meet them, anil his statement in
writing previously made, is materially different. It is not
true that the freedman, when
escaping from
tie guard under which he had been
placed to
work his sentence, “was
pursued by James,* it
that he was fared upou while
attempting “to
cross the river in a canoe,”
I hose mistakes of the
commissioners may
lie excusable on the
ground that they “were
unable, owing to wantot time, to inquire into
the matter.
The tacts in the ease are

exZnt
Se

territory^?!*
agents’

Zt

jjffi,
sWinncnU

painkil

enough, without exaggeration, and are fully
set forth in the report of
Lieutenant Coats,
whom I ordered to
investigate the allair as
soon as I obtained evidence that
the freedman
was

killed.

Oouer

wile

subject upon which the commis-

dwell at great length
is, “officers engaging In private business.” The charge

sioners

against me ofgiving false testimony will not
be believed by any who know
me.
No such
question as tnat. quoted in the report was uttered in my hearing. It was
asked by C-neraibteadman in writing, and answered in write
lhe question put to me
mg.
war, “Are your
officers cultivating
(anus, or interested in
larms

I

replied, “No, sir;”

or

words oi like

import, except indirectly, by luraishing money so tar as t know.” He then in a loud tone,
as it to intimidate
me, said“We want to
know 11 any officers are
concerned, in anv wav

directly

or
indirectly?” I replied; “rf you
wish it, General, I will
put my answer m writHe assented, and i wrote at
ing.
once the
note marked U.,
giving a brief hut explicit
statement, which I supposed he desired, ilut
not satisfied, he addressed me a
communica-

tion, requestim; more definite information, to
which 1 replied at
length, having nothin" to
conceal or apologize for in
my own conduct,
anil knowing
nothing against my subordinate

officers in tins relation.
I have yot to learn that
ay officer in the
United btates service has no
right to control
his private properly, or to
invest his earnings
IU
w^ich !>• may deem useful or
profitable. So long as he is laithlul and hou84 be
official duties
rf
with diligence
and
he should be

aJ!y J}Uiduess

ml’h u“S

“Hi"**

an announcement which will be received
efficiency,
with great joy by his numerous friends who
protected against curiosity that pries into his
have been so greatly solicitous for him during
private affairs, and against
calumny that
the past year and a half of extreme suffering.” ; stains his reputation and wounds his character.
—The North Ausou Advocate tells the largest
story of a big fleece that we have yet heard.—
Misdirected Sympathy.
That paper asserts that Mr. George Ladd, of
The World yesterday devoted over a
column
Starks, has recently sheared from his Vermont to what it called “the
torture of Jetfersmi DaBuck, “Young Charley,” 27 1-4 pounds of woo'- vis, m which such adjectives as. u wickod w
Before shearing, his live weight was 175 lbs.—
“horribie,” Ac., Ac.,
Mr. Ladd also sheared 14 1-2 pounds from one
the
official
Now,
of Young Charley's lambs, less than one year
report made upon Davis’s
condition does not anywhere sliow
that he
old. Teu of Mr. Ladd’s fuil-blood Spanish
has been “tortured,” or that he has
breeding ewes,' all having raised lambs last ed with extraordinary or criminal been treatseverity. It
year and this, sheared from eight to twelve lbs.
sets forth that he is much
shattered, in mind
as well as
respectively.
body; but he was that before the
—The Lewiston Journal says that a
collapse of the rebellion. It is notorious that
young
lady 22 years of age, arrived in that city, May during bis reign at Hichmond he was often
unfitted, by nervous suffering, for any part in
23d, since which time her friends have heard no
public affairs, and for any duty, howerer triword of her. She then wore a black hat, brown
fling. It is not sGrange that a man broken
veil, water-proof cloak, brown dress with a d'1'™
ueural«ic disease so long
wide blue stripe around the bottom.
ago as lstt4, and since then suffering the treHer
mendous shook of a failure of all his wicked
friends are greatly distressed at her strange abprojects and a tedious imprisonment, should
sence
She is a young lady of excellent eduDe hi the comiitiou
described by nr. Cooper.
cation. Any iuformationas to her whereabouts
But the World, which
grows so Airious at
will be thankfully re-eived.
the sufferings of Davis that it can
scarcely
—The Cth of June is the day appointed for a
tind words in the
language to express itself,
publicshecp-slieariug festival under the aus- showed no such sympathy with the thousands
pices of the North Kennebec Woolgrowers' of Union soldiers who were literally tortured
to death at Atidersouville. It cared
Association.
very little
Some of the choicest sheep in lor their
sufferings; it is only when the rebel
North Kennebec and South Somerset will be
who sent the brute Winder to
command at
present, with a sprinkling of the best grades. Andersonville, and with whose
knowledge
&c., of all breeds. The exercises of the day and consent our men were there tortured bv
his chosen jailer-it is
will close with a public dinner aud a
when
Davis comonly
pleasant
plaius that the World’s sympathies are arousand profitable time is expected.
ed.
A little son ol Mr. Nath'] Gould, of BrewWe should not find fault with
this-—for
er, was drowued in the river Tuesday tbrenoou.
men must be expected to
sympathize with
He fell from some logs upon which he was
play their tneiids—but it is not right to misrenre
ing, and sauk before he could be reached. The sent a case, and to
the

abound“dawnin«’”

'?i£alth ,by.

—

child

was

about six years old.

The naval Depot.
(Fromit0 Boston C'omiu. Eulktin, May 2fi.]

The experience ot tlie past winter has clearly demonstrated, that League Island is not a
suitable depot lor our iron-clads at all seasons

of tlie year. However desirable on account
of its tresh water and proximity to the coal
regions, League Island is liable to be ice-bound,
which is a fatal objection, for a great uavai
power to be efficient must have its means ot
attack or detense always ready for action.
This truth is recognized by the Secretary of
the Navy, who, with commendable fores edit
has recommended that some suitable
depot
should be selected with as little
delay as possible. A commission has,
therefore, been or is
about to lie, appointed, to examine
our seaboard lor a suitable tresh water
locality Last
week we called attention to
Portland harbor
on account of its great
depth, vast size and
excellent tresh water facilities:
and. since
then, we have conversed with those who ha>*
personally inspected the place, and have I***
informed that it is unrivalled
staas a navW
tion, and also that the Presum pscot river wabe this as
ters oiler unusual
advantages. Bu< we
it may, for we have no
prelerauf«*» allhope
the
the commission will
give the subject
attention Its importance demands.
Would it not be well for :l«? Secretary of the
one
Navy to appoint, on the commission,some
who is familiar with the dock-systems ot the
? Such a man is Mr.
great European powers
Donald MeKav, the tnmous shipbuilder, of
last letter, which we pubHis
East Boston.
dwelt at consideralished a lew months since,
ble length upon this very subject of docks and

he had carefully exilejKX-s, which shows that
those of England and France.
His
practiced eye and large experience would be
ot great service in selecting a place, and tor
this reason wc suggest that he be added to the
commission. We make the suggestion without his knowledge or consent, actuated entirely by an earnest desire tor the public good.

amined

charge

President

oFthe
United States with
“torturing” a prisoner of
state; for if it is true that Davis
“tortured the blame and
disgrace vvould
upon tbe President.-*.

h^Zen

r.PosZsf/i

VAHLETUBS.
—At a late
meeting of the Boston Society of
Natural History, Dr. B. G. Wilder exhibited a
yellow band of the silk of *VCphila plvmipet,
the geometrical
spider, which has been woven
in the middle of a ribbou, by a power-loom.
The thread consist** of eighteen threads,
reeled directly fro* the living spider. Twenty
threads from lb*' cocoon of the silkworm were
a
necessary to *ake thread largo enough to be

"sual way.
in
—It« stated that Professor Edward L. YouniaIC has accepted a professorship of ehemisIrj in Antioch College.
—Carlcton will publish this week
Mrs. Mowatfs uew novel entitled The Mute
Singer," also the “Life of James
Stephens," witliahistory
of the origin and progress of
F.-nianism authorized ami revised by the
great “Head Centre”
h iuiself, ami a
description of his escape from the
iron bars of John Bull’s
bold.
woven

strongest

—Kev. Horace Busbnoll of
Hartford, Conn.,
lias been appointed
by Secretary Welles one of
the Board of Visitors to the Naval
Academy at

Annapolis.

—The last number of Every
Saturday contains a lively personal sketoh, translated
from
L'Evenement, of M. Ernest Renan, which is of
especial interest at this time when every one is
occupied with that brilliant writer’s new work

“Les Apotres.”

—A one-armed beggar, who has been
workon the sympathies of the

ing

Worcester publlo

for several days, has just been
discovered to
have an arm, hidden close to bis
body, under

his clothing.

DAILY PRESS,
~~

ThurscUy Morning, May 31,

means

It

of

The vessel Is steered

wholly.
a

by

rudder on the same

principle as a
drilling balloon canonce get momentum, and,

sailing vessel. True,

a

not be steered, but
says the Doctor, there is no

PORTLAND'■

prevent

difficulty.

We do not pretend to offer any opinion as
feasibility or non-feasibility of this wonderful new project. We are certainly not

1866.

to the

--

Correspondents*
unless aecomNoeoranunication will be published,
address of the writer, v* e
pwled by tho name and
oommunica•nnot undertake to return rejected
To

facts before our readers that they may form their
own estimate.
If it should really be demon-

wise

enough for that, but

we

lay the

strated that aerial navigation is one of the
possible things, and a few years should see us
the
making the voyage to Europe through
Union State .Convention,
of three days or less, it would
air
in
are requested to send
a
Maine
of
voter*
period
Th» Union
40 a Convention to be held at Bangor on
be no more marvellous than other triumphs
fllvwtoa
karmlay, dune 21*1, at 11 o'clock, A. M., for the yurcandidate tor Governor, and I wuich this Inventive age has witnessed.
poMi of nominating a
tranActlng any other business that may properly
oorne belbre the Convention.
Samuel K. Spring—Facts of History.
lire basis of representation will be as follows: Each
olty, town and plantation will bo entitled to one delPetroliA, C. W., May 24,1866.
additional
an
delegate for every seventyegate, and

tfona._._

five votes oast lor Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial
election of 1864. A fraction of forty votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
.TAMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,

OoTjul,
G. HAH LOW,

XV. A. r

E.

LEE STRICKLAND,
H. B. PRESCOTT,
JOfilAlI MERKOW,
S S. MARBLE,

SJMONTOV.
ELIAS MTLLIKEN,

T

R

Union State
Committee.

JAMES WKIOili,
HALE,
HVo.v 'PWlTES,
K. J.

to justify

our

uefect,

The Maine State Frees,

Pqblisbed

We regret to see in the columns of the Republican Clarion a long extract from a mischief-making article which appeared some
weeks ago in the Advertiser of this city. The
extract includes a comparison of the administrations of Governors Coburn and Cony, dosing with the following malicious insinuation:
only
opinion, that unjust intrigue, and heartless treachery, and uot any
marked
occasioned the overthrow of the former, to give place to the latter, which, by the way,
was uot the administration which the Intriguors intended to install.

1866.

this morning, contains

Editor of the Press:

From a leading editorial in the Press of the
19th inst,. I dip the following extract:

Our purpose is

EUGENE HALE,
HAtii rd.S Ji. r.ilNE,
EBEN WOODBURY,
May T,

Jo the

a

full

re-

port of the proceedings in Congress during
the week, Washington letters respecting the
Senate debate on the Constitutional amendment and the management of the Preedmen’s
Bureau, the text of the hill for equalizing soldiers’ bounties, the resolutions adopted by the
Union Republican convention at Alexandria,
Va., a sketch of the life of the late General
Scott, a list of the appointments of the East
Maine Methodist Conference, a vivid account
of the engagement of the Thirtieth Maine at
Cane River by a member of the regiment, and
and a great variety of foreign and domestic
news, including a review of .the Portland
markets and the shipp'ng news received at this
port for the week.

This is all the Clarion quotes, but the Advertiser goes further, expressly ascribing what
it calls “the overthrow” of Gov. Coburn to the
machinations of Senator Spring, and charging
Gov.
upon Mr. Spring the design of ousting
Cobum to make room for himself at that
time.
During my temporary sojourn m thi3 oleagsection of the Queen’s dominions, I
have seen several articles in the Press touching the approaching gubernatorial nomination for your State, from which I have learned that, prominent among the candidates for
the honors of the Union convention, stands
enous

your estimable and public-spirited citizen,
Hon. Samuel E. Spring. Nothing connect-

swindle and tJ» treasonable administration of
Buchanan.
After the re wilt of the first ballot the name
of Gov. Cobur i was withdrawn, and though
on the second 1 'allot the vote for Judge Cony

nearly un. inimous, I did not have the
pleasure of casting a vote for him, because

was

when the vote w.is taken X was absent from
the hall engaged as a member oi the Committee on Resolutions.
Had the name
of Mr. Cobum not been
withdrawn I
should have felt that my duty to him and
his friends was

to a certain distance from the centre of the
ear, so as to give the axis of the balloon the
Then gas is allowed to
proper inclination.
escape, and the descent begins. It will be just
iike the ascent, the line of least resistance will
be foUowed, and in going down so many miles
—two, for instance—so many miles of forward
movement will be made,
Having approached
near enough to the ground, another ascent
will be made, and then another descent, and
so on, till by a succession of tacks, as the sailors say—only in aerial navigation the tacks
will be up and down instead of being from
side to side—the end of the journey will be

should be so ungenerous and so untrue to
facts as to insinuate that he was crowded off

by intrigue, and X confess to feelings
closely bordering on the indignant when I reflect that any Republican or Union man
•hould feel called upon, either to gratify rethe track

reached.

convinced that
Andrews is fully
the existence of winds and current will
offer no insuperable difficulties in the way of
his echemr: ■, since such speed of upward or
downward motion may be imparted to the
ship that the utmost effect of a storm of wind
yrould be to retard her motion, and not to
Dr.

city appear too conthought served to rebuke
the zeal I had myself mani-

not a little for
fested in urging the claims of Gov. Cobum.—
When, the next day, the vote was taken in
the convention I gave my vote for Mr. Coburn,
though I had for years been a warm admirer
and zealous friend of Judge Cony, with whom
I had “fought, bled and died” in the cause of
Douglass, in opposition to the Lecompton

me

Mary,

a

Swett, of

rana

of Curtis and Lo-

daughter

Windham,

whose death, in
1862, struck the first blow at his own life.—
The union with this excellent woman was affectionate and coidial, and the separation

Newbpapeb

yo TICES.

IIASIIEESH

--

and

Dry

candy:

Advertiser presents the name of Mr. T. W. Newman as managing editor.
An article from
Mr. Francis O. J. Smith introduces Mr. Newman to the readers of the Advertiser and also
announces

that Mr.

McGregor will

remain as

city editor.

Spring

Newman says, on his part, that he intends
“to make the Advertiser an outspoken and
fearless advocate of truth and at the same
time to render its columns, interesting to the

let himself down to so base a
level as to intrigue for his own nomination.—
Those who harbor even the shadbw of such a
thought don’t know the man. I know; so far
as the Bangor movement referred to is concerned, that nothing could be further from
the truth. I have known Mr. Spring intimately for four years, and politically I think I
have shared largely in his confidence, and X
know—as well as a fallible man may know the
motives of his fellow-man—that the kind of
ambition for place or office that has in it the
slightest alloy of baseness, never found a lodgment in his soul.
This article is already longer than I could
desire, and yet I ask indulgence for a very
few words more. That Mr. Spring may l>e
nominated at the approaching Convention at
B&ngor, is my sincere desire, because such a
nomination would be one eminently fit to be
made, and he would make a chief magistrate
of whom the State would have just reason to
be proud. True, he is not a
soldier; he is
not even a member of any of the learned
proever

trade,

and a
population in 1814 of only 8,000,
to their
present high standard of prosperity
an

w<;altbof

®Xa®Ple

Long

may he continue a

bright

commercial integrity.
die there are other
survivors of persons
who were in
trade at that period, yet Mr. Dana and Mr.
Punnton were the only two who
Kept the doors of their warehouses
open to
tne busy life about
tijein to the cloge of the
half century from
the peace of 1815.

general

reader.”

Mr. Newman has had a varied

experience
editor, having been at one time connected with a radical anti-slavery paper published
in Hallowed, and subsequently publisher of
the Hallowed Courier, a Democratic
weekly
which emigrated to Bath sometime during the
rebellion, and proving unprofitable there was
finally sold to Mr. Smith and merged in the
Advertiser. More recently, as we learn from
the Star, he has been employed in some capacity upon the New York Tribune.
as an

SPECIAL NOTICES.
DR.

LANGLEY'S
»

ever

used.

They effectually
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver
Bilious Complaints, General debility, and all
kindred diseases.
They cleanse the system, regulate the hotels, restore the appetite, drive out all humor, purify the
blood and strengthen and invigorate, build up and
restore to health and soundness,both body and mind,
all who use them. Sold by all dealers in medicine.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St.,
Boston.
niayl sn dim
euro

and

TIN- TY EES!
LOOK ! LOOK ! !
25 Tin-Types for 50 cents*
25 Geui Aiuhrotypes, 50
-AT

cents*

THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
jallsxdtf

No* 80 Middle Street,
A. 8. DAYIS.

A Rich and Varied Assortment
Of Boots and Shoes, for Ladies. Gentlemen, Misses
and Children,are tor sale byT. E. MOSELEY & CO,
Summer Street, Boston. The prices are reasonable.

Wlstar’s

Balsam of Wild

Fancy

STOCK

EICH
OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
influenza. Whooping Congh, Croup,

Throat, Lungs, and
Including

even

confidently invite the attention of the
LADIES of the City and vicinity to our latest
selections ol

From the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprises many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere to be
found in the City.
We would call special attention to

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
The following explains itseir. it is but one among
the many letters of like import constantly being received by tlip proprietor*:
Fciirjleld. Me., April 28, 1864.
Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WIST A IPS BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY, I am induced and take great pleasure in
to the great cure it accomplished in
giving
my family in the year 185G, During the summer of
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attacked with spitting of blood, cough, weakness
f
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption.” He was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit from it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himsell and others,
I was induced to purchase one bottle 01 Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short time restored him to his usual health. I think I can safe'y recommend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, I think, all it purports to be—the great Lung
Remedy Jor the times!
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary
offering to you in lavor of your Balsam,and is at your

publicity

As ever, yours,
ANDREW ARCHER.
Pamphlets containing testimonials from many well
known and reliable persous, will be sent free to any
address.
PRICE ONE DOLLAR A BOTTLE.}

Silk

Foplins,

OUR STOCK OP

PLAIN

AND

And for sale

In all tho different qualities, is the most complete
and desirable ever offered in tills market.

SHAWLS !

GRACE’S

In both

Woolen

of

niutions in a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mall post paid tor 36cts.)
SETH W.FOWLE Jt SON,EUOERIETOItS,
18 Tremont St., Boston.
R^Solil by Druggists and dealers generally.
Feb 19, I860—SNcod&eowlyS
CHOLERA !
Prof.

CHOLERA !

Bouve’s

Atmospheric Purifier.
This article lias been extensively used as a Deodorthe
Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
ising Agent by
anil France, during the late Cholera epidemic, and is
the most perfect disinfectant extant. It
effectually
destroys all noxious gases and effluvia arising from
decaying animal or vegetable matter, and tor purifying Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., can-

not las surpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.
May 9-sndgm.

and No Variation!

One Price

Waste

Street Block.

8 Free

Also,
AGENTS FOE THE SALE OF THE

Oo.’s

Grover

street, Williamsburgh, N. Y.. has been completely
cured ot a violent attack of
Neuralgia, with which
she has Buffered tho most
excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe’* Gkeat Rheumatic Remedy.
May 10—Bsdlm.

Colgate’s

Aromatic Vegetable

Soap.

A

superior Toilet Soap,prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies
and
for the Nursery, Its perfume is
exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all DrugfelO’GGsxd Ly

ITCH !

ITCH !

1 .allies are invited to
Maohijte.

examine this celebrated Fam-

Machine Findings at the manufacturers prices.

at

&

ELDEN

DRESS

STOBE,

C.

Wheaton’s

and all

EruptionsqTthe Skin. Price

Chilblains’

50 cents.

For

By sending GO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwarded by mail, free oi postago, to
any part ol the

United States.

Oct25,18G5.—s N d&wl.vr

DffPOHOI’S

LOTION.

EV POSITIVELY
Infallible

Aii

Care

IX ANY

T™

for

Itch S

FORM.

Headache, Constipation, Pimples,BlotchDrowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.

Sallow Skin,

Palpitation,

and other disagreeable
complaintsarising
disordered liver.
H. H. HAY, Agent for
Portland; F. VV. A. Rankin
Jr., Lewiston, Agent (or Maine.

from

a

SiU'Fiily Cents per package.

mayl8d2ms»

REMOVAL.
C. W. ATWELL,
advertising agent,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 Up Stairs,
83 Exchange Street, Portland.
IEP“ Advertisement* received tor all papers in
Maine, and throughout the country
may8’66*ndtl

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st ot
and will attend to any business entrusted
him, before the Supreme-Court, Court oi Claims,
or any of the Dcimm-intent*.
dc20tt

Are now prepared to ettectiusuranco

CARGOES,
IN

F.

new

Fancy

on

FREIGHTS,

Small

Huttons,

ALL ITS FORMS.

PORTLAND, MR

A.

1>AVIS

DAVIS 4 COLBY,
84 and 86 LuS&lle Street,

Chicago, IU.

145 MIDDLE

CHASE, CRAM

POUDRETTE.
L.

O F F I C K
MIDDLE STREET.

*

April 16—is2m

AL u,n;!?r’tel>
ADVANCES
Tn^

arc
on

Prepared to make LIBrsRgoods in transit, in store,
fbr sale, or shipment. Also on vessels or
other
auy
J
good security,

1

OHUEOHILL, BROWNS & MANS03T.
10—dtl

Jan

Ill

Nt

CUTTING !

AMMUNITION, Gunn,
Revolver., hUhing Tackle andRifle.,
Spirting

!phabet*
>?°w and Figure*siz<®

II

April

6

L‘ BAILEY,

,1ft
dtl

12

Exchange street

TJF TOWN

A.T

CAN

Congress Street.

SAMUEL

be touml

one

BELL’S

of tlio host

ve

leased the

ownausjiulacture and

Agents for

Gray's

OF

Mar

ns a

try.”

11-dim

AKA

CUSHMAN,

CHAKLKS H. STAPLES.

ol BOOTS, SIIOES and
found in this city, which will l* sold at
iff b L
cash price, at 36$ Congress
Street, near Green St
SAMUEL BEI ,L.
Oct 26—dtl

J.

B.

Clothing,

digjtafech any convenient port.
MctilLVKRT, RYAN & DAVIS
101 Commorcia1
April 17—dtf

a

un-

DODGE,

GROCERY, PRODUCE

and SHIP-STORE BUSINESS, 17 Silver st.
WM. H. STAN WOOD,
FERDINAND D01K1E.
TfF* Accounts of the late tirm to be settled with
W. H. Stamvood, 17 Silver St.

May 17th,

2S06.

may21d2v/

undersigned
day
under the firm of
THEnership

lorrncd

a

copart-

BUltTON, THOMES & CO.,
151

COMMERCIAL STREET.
BrukcraandCummiamun Merrhanta.
A. Id. BURTON.
R. C. THOM KS.
April 30,18«C.
mayltl
1

the

141 & 143 Middle

undersigned
under the Arm
THE
L,.

and Counsellor at

Mar ‘2\—d A wCm

Holi.jltor

of

CLIFFORD,
AT

LAW,

Patents,

Ao. IOC. Middle Street,
*

PORTLAND,

Aue25—(lit

Attorneys
OFFICE

MAINE.

STROUT,

& Counsellors at Law,
OVER CANAL

BANK,

Middle Slreel.
ts..

hiwihv_(,nhl9dtn

A. A. STnOPT.

DeerinK, Milliken &

Co„

Successors to O. L. Storer tf Co.,
JOBBERS Or

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

Furnishing Goods !

Manufacturers ot ami Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
EMPIRE SEWINO MAC HINES for
State of Millue.
POKTLAjm,
Sa ndtl 60 Middle at.,
8 cpt 7—iltr

A*

out* lor

&

copartnership

SONS,

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fi&Bif

(Jopartuursliip ^Notice.
Copartnership beretoiorc existing under the
f|\HE
1 name uf
will be

s
|<. .1 A< J KS«) N JlMlN,
continued atler this date under the style of

PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale ami retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl foot ot High Street.
Dec 21,1865—dtf

LISBON BALLS, MAINE.
ThisHouse is located about 28 miles from
on the Androscoggin railroad, in
and thriving village, near
U.raVBthe Depot and Telegraph ofiice; and is surroumieu by pleasant drives,.pleasure grounds, a splendid gr ive, suitable tor l'icuie parlies, &c., ami in the
immediate vicinity ol two celebrated Mineral springs.
The Subscriber intends making this a first class
Hotel, and solicits a share of public patronage.
A. T. TIERCE.
Ll3bi.ii Eidl», Way 20.
May 20—dim
rrnnfc

Portland,

'jfRSJjMavery pleasant

Portland

_

8HEPLEY &

a

Grocery and Bislierinen's Outfitting Business.

Law,

Office, 3d Story,

WILLIAM 1L

Notice.

Androscoggin House,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

COUNSELLOR

lormed

For the transaction ol a

Fortland, Feb. 14,1S6G.

No. O.! Commercial Street,
i'OIU'LAND, ME.
JITgTUS G IlEELY.
, apl4(l&wtf)
DOKNELL,

the Poet

DANA

St.,

»d Wholesale Dealers iu

over

have

name ot

djtwtf

Office

1

1

Copartnership

Patent Enamelled Collars,

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

Southern Pine Lumber
\\7T'are prepared to execute orders for SOUTBtLUMBER, by the cargo, delivcr\
cd with
at

DUNNING,

WM. H. STAN WOOD.

NO.

Grooeries, I.’our. Pork. Lard, Fish, &c.,

*.

ItUBBETis^h^t J*?
'the4

AND JOBBERS

Made

Ready

WARRANTED!
Can » of any aito and width made to order, and
rorwai ded with promptness.
Iti. our aim lo furnish our customers and the trade
with G and .Simu<! fVurrantid Gondi. To those who
are alr.iady our sustomers this last remark
perhaps
is not necessaryto those who are not, we would sav

the

A. Murcliaudiae

new store

40 Union Street, Portland,
we inte nd to
koep a good class of Good* adaptthe trade ot this State, nearly all of wbudi are

existing under

have this

CO.,

Portland, March 12,1866.
with our Manufactory at Auburu,

heretofore

Copartnership Notice.

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND,

>.

“Giye

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store
No. 353

when
ed to
ot out

connects >n

Stencil Al-

sr si*'®%aKtasus
G‘
A

■

Work executed In every pari ot the State.
iuneldtf

A

for the

aTARBIRB.
dfw

IHssolu tion of (’opart nernh ip

STANWOOI) &

L. It. DENNETT.

DONNELL & GREELY,
Comn. \ission
Merchants,

New England Retail Trade.
MANUFACTORY, Aubnrn, Me.
We lit

STENCIL

Post Ollicc.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

FOLLETTE,

Expressly

J. W.

Copartnership.
formed
copartnership

PORTLAND, ME.

BOOTS & SHOES,

AV11 IT I F.MORE.

For the transaction of the

Attorney

WHITNEY.

copart-

and Provision Business,

The undersigned have
der the. name of

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Mar 12-

manufacturers and jobbers of

Grocery

ELIJAH

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

JTos.

ARA CUSHMAN &

a

DUNNING & /ST AN WOOD,

roayStf

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Mar ID—dlf

Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in
largo or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag ieultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

X

E

Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER'S prices.

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coo’s Super Phosphate of Lime.

undersigned have this day formed
nership under the tirm name of

mHE

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent.

J. F. MILLER.

HOOP SHIRTS AND OORSETS,

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate of

Lime.

May,

WESLEY JONES,
A. D. MACLEOD.
may29d3t

18CG.

MILLER A DENNETT,

Opposite

Me.

GLOVES,

23rd

Portland, May 22,

Congress

AND

by

STEPHEN

STATE OF M-A.I2STE.

HOSIERY

the
of JONES & MACLEOD, is this day dismutual consent.
The business w ill l»a
on heroafter by
ALEXANDER 1>. MACLEOD, who will pay all debts due by the late liriu,
and receive all sums duo lo it.

solved
carried

for the transaction of Iho

331

B.

Partnership.

partnership heretofore existing under

of
TilstyleCopartnership

04

i

aplSisd'2m

ap21eodtf

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Maine.

WHITNEY.

180#.

Wholesale

STURTEVAWT,

Portland,

QrWA BARBELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OUU 500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDBETTE, just received and for sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Soed
Store, by

any

Warehouse No. 120 Commercial Sticet.
April 2.

Wld|[ery’« Wharl,
Tobtland, M*.

MANUFACTURERS

St,

on

Wliittemore, Starbird & Co.,

WISCONSIN.

&

tor

CO.,

Pioneer in this business.

Copartnership.

octiedti

&c.

Pobtlani),

of

WALDRON,

•

MKAL, fresh ground, from our MILLS can
iurnished in largest quantities at short uotice.

CO.,

GENERAL

STREET,

A.pril 4, I860.—<12m

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 2d, 18C6—isd3m

&

{
)

H

COHN loaded in Cars and forwarded
of Rail Roads or by water at short notice.

MILWAUKEE,

)

sujterintonduuce

under the

NO. 01 COMMERCIAL. STREET.

A» before.

KENDALL

&

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

Hosiery,

Wares,

order,

nicest

Portland,

llOVft’tlSdtf

Commission Merchants,

and exten-

goods being bought for cash at the lowest importers and manufacturers’ p; ices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advantages of .the beet JSew
York and Boston houses.

Business,

DAVIS &

Street,

These

BROKERAGE,

M.

Woolens,

Free

CHAPMAN.

J.

Gloves, Corsets, Dress Trimmings,

We shall also continue the

C.

and

18

SALT,

naiuo

Portland. Maine.

and White Goods,

ROOK

THE

DAVIS,

sive stock oi

and

And Commission

SMALL

■Call the attention of the trade to their

From our large.experience in matters
relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel coulident of
being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.

SHIP

Goods
Arcade

GOODS

MERRILL <C

a

#25,000.000.
VESSELS,

Importer*

Jobbers of

and

Commission Merchants,

WHOLESALE I,

Trade.

To which manutacture particular attention will be
given for superior quality and put up in the

Dissolution of

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & 00.,

-AT-

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

Poland’s Magic Powders*
Tlio Great Remedy for all Bilious
Affections.
cure

r^prsKnUng

I'ANIES of New York and Boston.

Manufactured by B. V. BRADBURY, Bangor. M
Agent forPortlaud, II. H. Hay, Druggist
Mar 'J—SNeod&w3m

They

FANCY

Advances Made.

ARMY ITCH.
DR.

PRICES.

Grain

PREMIUM GROUND

bo

Mu.

OPENING! !

LARGE

INSURANCE.'

MARINE

roa TLAND’ME-

Feb 514—dGiu

wear; Broadcloths anil Doeskins.
129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
may8t(

FERTILIZERS.

Ointment

saio by all druggists.

es,

CASH

Law,

to

variety ol
Mourning goods :
Also a good line of single and doublo width Cloth s
lor Ladies’ Sacipies; Woolens for Mon and Buy*j

Embracing large assortment of Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, which he will be happy to luako up to order or sell at the
LOWEST

Counsellors at

.January,

A lull

a

And

The

117 Middle Street,

ZSZZ2Z- {

GOODS!

TAFFETAS.

continue the

FLOUR, CORN, MEAL

W M

Attorneys and.'

CHAMBRAS,
organdies.
POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,

Street,

April 18—dtl

And will

MUSLINS,

Tailor,

137 JUiddle

EDWARD H.BURG1N& CO,

Street,]

FFFFY,

t “hklll,’

mohairs,
BRILLIANTS,

style

BRADBURY A SWEAT,

LAWNS,

BECKETT,

Merchant

Law,

Orders from out oi town solicited.

y attended to.
May 22—dt t

AT

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,

BUUGIN has admitted GEORGE
m Ills business under the icn.,.

a

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

EASTMAN BROTHERS

$1.00

H.
TRUE
EDW’D
partner
of

and

STUOOO AND MASTIO WOfiKEES,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

GOODS I

selection of Spring and Summer

Copartnership.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

J>ry*

A choice

GOODS,
Stationery, &c.,

NO. 332 CONGRESS STREET,
mayawtt
POKTUANIi, Me.

PLASTERERS,

E.

ENVELOPES',

IN

W H O la K SALE

ItOSS &

PORTLAND.
aplTsNjm

Yankee Notions,

May 2—dim

“•

Advertisements.

ITCH !

Will Cure the llcb in
Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS,

WHITMAN,

JUST RECEIVED

FANCY

Portland* Maine.

10—«lti

NEW

May 23—SN d2w*

W.

SEWALIj,

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

Street,

at

No. 59 Exchange

Woodman, True & Co’s,

CHEAT
99 Exclmnne street.

SOMERS

FARLEY’S.

U.

Counsellor

1®= One Price, and No Variation !
May

DBESSEB’8

Aug Mt, ’05—eodis&wly

aplC—d6m

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

MACHINES,

ily

mh28dCmes

April 17,1S08.

Scratch, Scratch, Scratch!

Baker

Ac

SEWING

LYE!

BOOTS, SHOES, BUBBEBS,
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

AT

Tailor,

Exchange

38

Olllce

JOBBERS OF

For

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial 1 setli inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. Tectli extracted without pain by the
Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether or Chloroform. All opera
tioin* warranted to "ive ftalisacUon.

PORTLAND.

Five Free St. Block.

500 BUFF

OSGOOD,-

DENTIST.
8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

BEitltY, Jit.,

C.

SON,

Street, Portland.

C. H.

17—d3in*

Priiitn* Cot*

-at-

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,

Mibacte.—Mb*. Pabkes ol No. 137 Fourth

A

No.

usual full and complete.

as

Hosiery, Hdkfs White Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Ilard
Soap,
25 GALLONS of the very best Soft
Soap, for only

j)

118 Middle
May 1—TuiTh 4w

3NE.

pressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
Cutting personally attended to.

Department!

IST A Large
Delaines, at the bottom prices*

•r

Chase.

N. ELSWORTH &

104 MIDDLE ST., FOIITLAND.
Iam now prepared to exhibit luy entire Spring and
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made ex-

AT

Ware

IMPORTERS !

Wo.

lit A

ME.

Crockery

Dt

May 10—d2m

co m

tons and

-on-

over

POBTLA.ND,

FINDINGS,
33 fjXIOX STltEET,
M

ri: a n sox,

_May 10—dly

AXD

PORTLAND,

u

Manufacturer of Silver Wore,
Congress Street, opjiosile City Building,

238

Co.,

&

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

OUR

Assortment of

Box of the

1

stai it s.

AND

WATCH-MAKER,

(Patents of 1st and 8th Feb. 1859.)

Stevens,
HaskeU,

Commercial Street,

Gold and Silver Plater,

MANUFACTURERS,

House-Keeping Department!

a

CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOILS, CHAPPED HANDS,
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt In action, removes pain at once, anil reduce)) the most angry looking swelling)) and intla-

Tyler, Lamb

OUR

JJAS Just receivod SPLENDID STOCK
SALVE
SPRUSTGr GOODS,
cases

EVERY

m.

&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. A.1
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on band LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS oi all descriptions.
aprOdtt

Will lie found a careftil selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men’s and Boys’ wear at tlie Lowest Price.

Is

& CO.,

Manufacturers,

u J>

description of Water Fixtures tor Dwelling House**, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

March

SA-PONIiniER 1

J. C.
M. E.
A. L.

DENISON

Office 151

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

Mourning Department
IN

GREASE,

54 & 56 Middle St,,

3m

Paper

PORTLAND. ME.

Merchant

WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

YOUR OWN SOAP !

Eur

,st* MIDDLE STREET.

A. C.

AUG. 1’. YORK,

Has received special attention and will be found
plote in all its branches.

compl

TSrcoSoa. tnrtndj UuA.

Closets,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Thin Goods !

Elegant
Our

Grocery Stores.

.^rt'VlVK'

DEALER

baffled all other modes of treatment. All seeking my aid should do so immediately os my ntay in
Portland is unavoidably short. Those who are not
able to pay for treatment will be treated free
every
Friday afternoon. My treatment is original with mysell and unlike any other now in
use, which I will
demonstrate to any intelligent person. Personal reference to hundreds of my former
patients. Office in
Tolman Place, a few steps from Congress street, just
above Casco Street. Office Hours from 9 A. M. to 6
p- MDr. HARVEY.
Portland May 26th, 1866.
gyd&wtf

and

,n th© several States by prompt and
fSSf**1*1
correspondents.

a|,J7

tho

Is full from tho RICHEST to the lower qualities, in
BLACKS and COLORS.

ever

fel7’C6sNcodstcowly8

Works like magic in

at

OUR SILK STOCK

to New York in September to remain until next
M.ay.
I then go to Europe
It is needless for me to inform
you what I can do lor old chronic
tints that have

Drug

reliable

MAKER OF

31

LOWEST PBICES1

A Card.

all

—NOU THE—

New England, Western aDd Southern States,

SOLE AND UPPER. LEATHER,

And all the best varieties of

have returned lrom New York and shall rema in
in Portlanl until September. This will be
my lstst
v*sit to the “Forest City** for several
years as 1 rotvirn

nbont 3S Ovnata.

—AND—

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

respectfully solicit*
augiMti

CASHMERE SHAWLS,

opening

lm

stoves.

Dong: and Square in all Grades.

Now

l. f. hast.

STREET.

JAMES O'DONNELL,

-AND-

I

CONCENTRATED

KXJWAHDS.
70 EXCHANGE

NOTARY PUBLIC

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

SPRING

stock of

mayU_

PLUMBE IM

Plain Black Thibet Shawls,

wonderful Vegetable Extract has been the
thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and
everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive
discharges lrom tho EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long ttanding.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as 11 by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. Per sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODYVIN <£
CO.,
Ho. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb A,
21—SNd&wly

Manufacturing

A. It.

«

ot restoring

FOWLE & SON,
is lYemont Street, Boston.

by all Druggists.

FANCY

GOODS!

DRESS

Federal Sts.,

good

Please jive us a call amt buy at prices wl.icli will
satisfaction.

to suit.

and Water

a

__

In all the most poricct modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this seaauu lor Suits.

This

PttEPARED BY
W.

assortment

hand

Groceries,Country Produce,Fruits.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

Pumps

on

give you

B«wli, Uriiss Si Silver Plated Cocks*

disposal.

SETH

our

of

Dead.

Penn’a Salt

quantities

GROCERS,

Exchange and

have

HEAVY IRON*

1ST* Orders from the Country
ed. Job Work done to order.

Force

DRESS FABRICS,

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure tor
Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the

one

in

AND SEASONABLE

ELEGANT

—

Buy

OF

Furnaces a.n<l

Mageo

WE

This excellent medicinal compound was first prcP. in 1847, and was then employed with
success in expelling humors trom the Wood:
hnt in 1848, a medical friexd, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of humors, suggested some important improvements,
which were adopted, ami which have made it
(so the
pooplesayftbe very beat remedy lor all kinds ol humors known to “the faculty.”
This preparation is
composed wholly ol vegetables, among which ara
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine
Mandrake, Senna, and Bloodroot. Suffice it to say
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of lamllies as a
general ihedi.ine. Unlike many other popular remedies, it Is very grateful to the taste. Large else bottles 7Soentg. Prepared atthe New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
3m
ap22

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

Iron,

ELDEN& WHITMAN.

great

your

in

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

IS

Using

Corner of

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and shout'

pared by l)r.

and

RETAIL

and Dealers

0f

WORKERS

NOW OPENING BY

Dr. J. W. Poland's Humor Doctor.

By Saving

EDWARDS & HART,

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

GOODS

DRESS

AN INVALUABLE SPUING MEDICINE.

MAKE

SON,
MAINE,

MauuCitturcr,

A ml

discovery or experiment; our goods are standard.
In the East, Hashoesh is the
beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is Used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success we need only
refer our readors to the unlimited
testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so
long have escaped tho practical seionce of the Western
World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it
pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the
public, and especially ol

means

&

PORTLAND

—AJD—

no new

May 30—SNd&wtqjune

NOYES

3.

Cards.

_Business

FURNACES, RANGES,

Silks,

ers wo

And every affection ot

The

-1.

—

Shawls,

useless to present tacts or arguments, but to othfeel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer

t is

as

—FOB—

Business Cards.
No. 30 Exohange

Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel couildeut that a trial will
liilly sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who let their prejudices
always blind their judgment

Cherry

Still maintains its long established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY,

---

Goods.

One Price, and No Variation !

The attention of the public ij invited to Hasheeth
is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure oi all diseases of the

_

ROOT
AND HERB
BITTERS,
The Great Blood Purifier; the Health Restorer,
and the most perfect Spring and Summer Medicine

--

Candy, which

Changes.—Yesterday’s

Mr. Smith intimates that he will
himself continue to write for the paper. Mr.

express^

this

June, 1824,

married

sentment or to promote a sinister purpose, to
insinuate that such a man as Samuel £.

with his brother Nathaniel the year before
Mr. Purinton, and still continues an uninterrupted career of active, faithful, upright and
honorable mercantile life, amidst all the fluctuations of trade, all the vicissitudes in the
perhaps social habits and commercial transactions of
the reason he did not favor a change of candi- °ur
enterprising community. And he has
date with more earnestness, was because of | lived to
see these enormously extended from
his unwillingness to make the division in the
the humble dimensions of our
very limited

delegation
spicuous, and

the society and communion of the Friends
end joined the church of the First
Parish,
and in 1847 was appointed one of the Deacons,
having for his colleagues the late George Bartol and Thomas Freeman. In
he

SPECIAL

_

tle to influence the opinions of the
meeting
and at the moderation with which he
ed his preferences. I knew his opinions
touching the policy proposed were decidedly cm.
phatic; I knew it from previous private interviews, and I thought at the time that

from his own

private and domestic char- j
unexceptionable. He early left

fully discharged with the first most painful.
One, of several children, a son,
ballot, and cheerfully have voted tor Mr. Cony, is the
only survivor. But the mother of Mrs.
he having already received a
large plurality, Purinton, born in April, 1775, and now past
thus indicating
unmistakably the popular will ill years of age, long an inmate of the family,
of the convention. The almost unparalleled still lives
in a fine state of preservation, an
majorities with which Gov. Cony has been admirable specimen of the
simplicity and puelected for three consecutive years, and the ferity of the worthy followers of their devoted
licitous manner in which he has administered and
consistent (bunder, George Fox.
the affairs of the State, surely ought to satisMr. Purinton’s death was calm and subthose for whose relief it is prepared.
Invalids can
fy reasonable men of the wisdom of the poli- missive, he was not
only resigned to the Di- bo assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
and
to
which
led
to
his
vindicy
nomination,
vine Will, but impatient to be relieved from
or anything else that is in
any way injurious to the
cate the judgment and sagacity of those genthe wearing, tedious hours of the bed on which system, but that it is an agreeable and
permanent
tlemen who predicted that such a course he was
tonic.
languishing. His only fear was that
Sent
to any addresson receipt of
would strengthen the Union cause in Maine, he did not
price and stamps.
possess his spirit in sufficient paPrice-Large Box $1.00, poslago 15 cents; Small
and give increased efficiency to her example.
tience. In taking final leave of him wc can
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
For sale by all DrugAs a last, and I think I may claim consistjustly say that we part with a faiflhful, honor- gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
ent, practical friend of Gov. Cobum, who able ditizen and a
Imported and manuiactured solely by the SYLman, whose constant endeaurged his re-nomination and worked to secure vor was
VA'N OBIRNT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
conscientiously to do his duty.
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
it, I sincerely regret that any one who then
WW. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
acted and sympathized with me in that effort,,

politics of your State has
afforded me more genuine '.satisfaction than
this. The reasons for gratification over such
intelligence, though not set forth, may be
clearly inferred from what follows.
The New Flying Ship.
With so wide a distance separating
One day last week the telegraphic dispatch- the place of my present sojourn and the theatre of your approaching struggle, 1 should
es from New York contained the following
have had no word for the public eye, had not
brief announcement:
the extract copied above revealed to me the
Dr. Solomon Andrews with three others,
baseness of the means being adopted to defeat
made an ascent in a flying ship, this afterAfter remaining an hour in the air, the promotion of one of the most high-mindnoon.
the party landed at Astoria, five miles distant.
ed gentlemen, truest patriots, and magnaniHe found difficulty in making headway when
mous public men that it has ever been my good
against the wind, but has no doubt of his abilfortune to become acquainted with. You are
ity to navigate the air.
correct. Mr. Editor, when commenting upon
Perhaps our readers may not all be aware—
the intimations of the Clarion and the more
fessions; I think he has never reveled in
most certainly we were not until quite recentdirect allegations of the Advertiser, in your academic halls or travelled In the
higher paths
ly—of the scope and importance of the enterstatement that, “to the friends of Mr. Spring
of a literary life; but he is a MAN; a man of
prise which was subjected to its first test on
this (your) vicinity, there is no need to heart as well as head one who can think and
the occasion above referred to. The idea of “in
;
that the substance of these allegations is feel at the same time; a
self-made, self-reliant
navigating the air has always had an especial “say
man, the architect of his own fortune, an infascination for men of bold inventive genius, “not oidy incredible but impossible.”
I trust it may not seem egotistical to the corruptible
and innumerable have been the attempts to
merchant, a generous, philanthropreader for me to say a word touching this mat- ic citizen, from whose door the
overcome the great difficulties in the way of
deserving poor
relation to facts with which I was some- never turn empty
such a means of locomotion. Hitherto, how- ter in
away, whose eye never fails
what personally connected. As you state, the to glisten in the presence of human sorrow
ever, all such efforts have proved abortive; and
from Portland to the Bangor Con- and whose hand is never withheld when huperhaps the great majority of people have set- delegation
tled down to the conviction that aerial navi- vention in 1863, that nominated Gov. Cony, man ministry can afford aid.
was about equally divided on the question of
Sure I am no soldier of Maine, who knows
gation is one of the impossibilities. But we
live in an age of astonishing achievements, renominating Gov. Coburn and the policy of and understands Samuei, E. Spring, will
changing the basis of party action. It was my withhold support from him because he did not,
and it is not impossible that we may yet see
lot to be a member of that delegation. My
the realization of even the wildest dreams of
during our late bloody struggle, wear the decdesire to see Governor Cobum renominated
orations of the field. Of the cause for which
the poets and inventors.
was well known to those who elected me.
I
younger men perilled life and fortune, Mr.
To show our readers that this project is not
Spring was ever a generous supporter. In
confined to a few visionary} enthusiasts, we had in the columns of the Press, as you say
until the wish of the majority had all good works for the soldier in the
hasten to inform them that.there already ex- “insisted,
field, for
“been clearly expressed, that all men who his family in the humble
ists in New York an organized company with
cottage, for the
“were willing to stand by the Union could and wounded hero in the
hospital, or for the fampresident and directors and capital subscribed,
which intends at once to fix upon routes of “would act with the Union party as well un- ilies of the slain, he was ever in the front
“der the name of Republicans as under any
rank. His labors for the Sanitary Commisaerial navigation between our great cities, and
sion were unceasing, while his contributions
construct aerial vessels for conveying passen- “other.” I had opposed all change in the organization of the party, not from any bigoted were never withheld—were always munificent.
The first of these as we
gers and lreight.
attachment to the name,—for I had then nev- Prudent in his
have seen is already built, and has passed its
personal expenses, simple in his
er cast but a single Republican vote at a State
habits of life, economical in his family, yet
first trial with a fair degree of success. The
for years, I am credibly informed, his
inventor of the flying ship is Dr. Solomon An- election,—but because I believed the organizaexpendtion to be sound, healthy, free from weakenitures have nearly if not quite kept even
drews of Now Jersey, a man whose active mepace
and
that
under
it advantages with his liberal
chanical genius has already given to the world ing corruptions,
income, six-tenths of the
might be secured to the cause of a bleeding whole outlay having been to promote the vanumerous inventions of much practical value,
country that would be lost in any attempt at rious philanthropies—whose name is legion—
and who is enthusiastic in his belief of the ena new organization of political
forces on the which have’ been bom of the terrible ordeal
tire practicability of the present scheme. A
eve of a hotly contested election.
Such were
through which our country has passed, and
writer in a recent number of The Nation, who
the views put forth in the Press, and with
from which she has so gloriously emerged.
visited this unique vessel just before its trial,
such views I went to Bangor, with an unwavthus describes its model:
I
Spghwink.
ering purpose to labor for Gov. Cobum’s nomShe is a balloon, not round like a ball but
the State committee
ination,
believing,
though
elongated, and at each end running to a sharp
John Purinton.
point. As the ship is now lying, these beaks, had dropped the word “Republican” and callThe tall form and genial countenance of this
her prow and stem, point toward the horizon, ed simply a“Union” State Convention, that
and it is not intended that they shall ever
aged citizen, which for more than half a centhe union of all the unconditionally loyal meu
point up and down toward the zenith and the of the State could be best
promoted by such a tury has passed steadily through our streets,
nadir. From end to end her length is eightywill meet us no more. After life’s fitful
fever,
six feet, and her diameter from side to side at course.
he
the point of greatest width is forty-two feet.—
sleeps well; he died on Wednesday mornthe
to
the
Convention
During
evening prior
In shape she would look much like an Indian’s I
ing, in the 79th year of his age. Mr. Purinton
was jnvited to meet gentlemen at a room in
bark canoe to be closed as the bottom is, if it
the
House.
There
I
found
Bangor
perhaps was the son of Abraham and grandson of
were not for a leather strap which,
passing
fifteen or twenty gentlemen from different Elisha Purinton. His grandfather came from
from the bow, goes underneath the vessel to
the stem and then is carried along the top to
Massachusetts, and took up a farm near Duck
sections of the State,—men who might safely
the bow again. As the balloon swells against
be regarded as exponents of the public Union pond in Falmouth, where the subject of this
this band, there is created a longitudinal denotice was bom, October 3e, 1787. They were
pression extending the whole length of the sentiment of their respective localities. There
vessel, and like the cavity made when two was no formal organization of the meeting, Quakers, and his grandfather, jn addition to
cylinders are laid side by side, and this depres- but conversation soon revealed that the object his farming, exercised the gift of preaching
sion can be made at the captain’s will. Its
when the spirit moved him, which was quite
of the parties to the interview was to compare
capacity is 66,000 cubic feet, and the material
often. He may have been one of whom Dr.
notes in relation to what was best to be 'done
of which it is made is very heavy
silk.
pongee
As you look up, a portrait of General Scott, in
on the day following.
It was my first experi- Deane in his diary speaks under date of May
colors once gaudy but now faded, stares down
ence in any other than a Democratic Conven6,1779: “Four Quakers at our meeting sat
from the forward part of the balloon, and on
with
hats on all the forenoon service, and then
I
and
was struck with the evident honest
tion,
after
the
part there is a General McClellan,
harangued.”
for the inventor of the flying ship, in building
purpose to reflect the will of the people,—a
Mr. Purinton worked on the farm until he
it, haa used the material of the two old army purpose which had not always appeared preballoons, and has adapted it to its present use dominant in conventions with which I had was twenty-one years
old, when feeling the
with characteristic ingenuity. The lower half,
been connected.
necessity of a better education than he had
say, of each balloon was left whole, the upper previously
been able to obtain, he put his pack on his
In a free conversation I found myself alone
part from zenith to equator was cut as an orback and trudged a-foot to Hebron to enter
ange peel is cut, then, by fitting these saw- in the expression of opinion
to secure
that,
toothed ends into each other, a balloon was
the academy which had'recently been opened
the
most
voice
of
our
State
at
emphatic
the
obtained new in shape and cheap in cost._
Underneath the balloon is a narrow, wicker- polls in favor of the Union and the adminis- there. Here he remained three years, having
work car, twelve feet long, secured by many tration, it was desirable to regard usage, and among his fellow students the late Preceptor
ropes.
renominate Gov. Coburn. I urged the conCushman, Wm. Barrows and Dr. Alien, who
The principle on which the thing works sideration of usage; that his election would be have long goue before him to the grave, on
a sure thing, and that Union Democrats who
was described to this writer by the inventor, as
leaving the academy, he took charge of a
follows:
were really what they claimed to
be, would school in North Yarmouth, which he retained
for four years, then came to Portland and bevote for him, if nominated, quite as
It is upon the shape of the vessel, he exwillingly
plained to us, that everythin" depends. Fill a as they would for any man who, the year came a clerk for Nathan Winslow, who kept
round balloon with gas and it ascends, don’t I
previous, had supported the gallant and la- what was then called a Variety store, common
it? Goes up vertically.
Throw out ballast,
mented Jameson. I found, however, that I in former times before the division took place
it rises higher; let gas escape, it sinks; but it
which established stores for special branches
has no forward motion. You’ve seen it drift,
was alone, yet not a single word discourteous
of trade. At that period, fifty years ago, the
you mean; go hither and thither with the curto Gov. Cobum was uttered; not a word that
rents. It has no motion of its own except the
traders were accustomed to embrace in their
was not complimentary to him as a man and
no
vertical;
momentum, no motion relatively
stocks of goods every species of merchandise
to the medium in which it floats. But now if as an officer of the State. But it was urged
you fill with gas a long, broad-backed, sharp- that a new era had arisen; that party usage from salt fish, New England rum and iron
pointed balloon, a balloon so shaped that ver- should be laid aside in the face of the terrible ware, to nutmegs, fancy and dry goods.
tical motion will be very hard for it, will be
After a brief apprenticeship with Mr. Winsgreatly resisted, what wUl happen then? How exigencies of the hour; that we should join
will such a balloon go up ? It will ascend, in hands with all truly Union men who would low, Mr. Purinton, in 1815, formed a partnerthe direction ot the line of least resistance.-—
support the war and the administration in ship with his relative, Moses Hall, and took
That stands to reason; its tl,e only
way it can
it,—and 16 show that our profes- the brick store on Middle street, which stands
prosecuting
will
go up just as you’ve seen a halfgo. It
next below Gilson’s stable, and next to which
sions of liberality were not hollow and heartsheet of paper tall; you’ve seen it a thousand
times; it falls in a slanting direction; it does less we should go outside of all party requisi- stood the old stage tavern, which survived the
not drop perpendicularly to the
groind, hut tions, and, if need be and more good could be revolution, and had been kept by Marston.
follows the line ot least resistance for a bodv
secured by so doing, we should even go outGraffam, Paine, Folsom, Boston and others,
of that shape. This air-ship is so shaped tint
when it is started at an angle of so many de- side of the organized party to find a candidate. and which was removed in 1833 for modem
crees with the plane of the horizon to rise into With such a standard-bearer we could with improvements. Here the firm pursued, for
the air, and the ballast is so placed as to keen
good grace ask those Union men not of the many years, a very successful business, which
her bow at the proper angle, she must necesafter the death of" Mr. Hall was carried
sarily rise not vertically but in a slanting di- party to make common cause with us.
1 think that
rection. She keeps on rising, going forward,
only two names were mention- on by Mr. Purrinton alone, in other parts of
you see, by virtue of the slant, and goes up tioned in connection with the nomination, be- the city, until July, 1865, when, alter fifty
perhaps two miles. In going that high, she sides that of Gov.
Coburn, viz: Judge Cony years of active business, he shut up his Shop
has gained so many miles horizontally—per
an Joseph H.
Williams. Mr. Spbing yvas and retired from the busy scenes of trade.—
haps more, perhaps less, according to the wind.
The wind will be sometimes with the ship, present at the
interview, and though he fav- He was the last but one of those who had
sometimes against it, and in the average there ore< u ge Cony,
knowing as I did his opin- been his early contemporaries, to leave the
is neither gain nor loss by it. Having reachions-that he sympathized
with views that I field of his half-century occupation. That
ed a height of two miles, say, the balloon’s
had previously opposed and did
bow is pointed downward. That is very easithen oppose- one is our esteemed fellow-citizen Luther Daly done by sliding a certain portion of ballast I was not a little surprised that he said so lit- na, who entered into the grocery business
ed with the recent
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Mr. Purinton’s
acter were

Academy

!

Summer Term begins May US, >66,
Aud Continue* Right Week*

Masters and Misses of all

ages and attainreceived at any time in the term.
C!as9U'al Course is sufficiently extended to
enable young men to enter any college in the

ments

THE

country.

In the department for young ladies, instruction is
furnished by competent teachers in all the Higher
English branches, iu Latiu, French, Herman, I'rawing, Music, Ac
limited number of private pupils, iu c'.assss.
or singly will still be attended to.
Terms $1.00 per week.
O* PICKS, l'rineiunl,
PQ*
28 Hanover St.
Jy
May 18—dJw*

Notice,
holding U. K. Bonds, (the Interest on
which is payable in gold) tor $1066 or upwards,

PERSONS

wish to deposit them where they will l*. secure,
apply at the Merchants National Bank for in lor*
rnation.
CllAS. PAYSON, Cashier,
March IK, 1866-dtf
who
niay

_

a spaniel fell out of a drum, rolled ovand over on the ground, got up and took to
his heels, howling louder than ever. Roars of
of the myslaughter greeted this

At last

Poetry.

[From Hours at Home Jbr June, j
COMB TO MB.
‘‘Oh! when wilt Thou come unto me?”—Psalm ci. 2.
We are Indebted to Hon. Geo. P. Marsh, our Minister to Italy, lor this exquisite hymn. We cannot retrain from giving his estimate of it: “The inclosed
hymn, which I consider une of the most beautiful
and artistically perfect religious poems of this century, is byjny axcellcnt iriend, Henry V. T.-Esq.,
an ICnglbh
lawyer.” With the author's consent, we
gladly place it before the readers ol Hours at Home.
—Editor.
Cotne to me, Lord, when first 1 awake—
As the faint lights of morning break;
Hid purest thoughts within me rise.
Like crystal dew-drops to the skies.

to

Presentation Speech-making.—When
any body is presented with a service of silver
plate, or a gold watch, or something else for
which the recipient has very likely been the
largest contributor, accounts generally say
that “Mr. X. responded in a very happy ami
feeling manner.” If sutli a speech were to he
reported, it would read something like this:
Ladies and gentlemen.
I beg pardon.
| Laughter. | Mr. Chairman, ladies—ladies
and gentlemen. [Checrs.J In returning—in
rising to return, ladies and genileman,—in reluming my sincere thanks lor the great and
distinguished, though merited,—[laughter!—
umuerited—[cheers] honor you have—I have
just—-just conferred—| laughter and cheers]—
permit me to say that I—1 beg to assure you,
ladies and gentlemen, that nothing I can say
on the present occasion can sufficiently express my—your sense of my kindness—(loud
applause and laughter]—will kindle a most—
i can assure you, ladies and gentlemen, this
is—this is the happiest moment of my life,—
[renewed applause|—and in—in reluming—
returning Irom the bottom of my heart—
[cheers.] It is perhaps unnecessary—unnecessary to say anything—[cries of “go on,”]—

night.

( cme to me in the evening sJiad*
And if iny heart from Thee have strayed,
Oh! brinj. it back, and Irma aiar
•Smile on me like thine evening star.
—

(\me to me in the midnight hour—
When sleep withholds her balmy power;
1 .el my lone spirit find its rest,
Like John, upon my Savior’s breast.

t

Come to me through life's varied way—
And when its pulses cease to play,
Then, Savior! hid me came to Thee
That w here Thou ai t
child
he.

Thy

may

Curious Case for the Spiritualists.

In the Paris gossip of tlie Nation,
followftig curious story:

we

find

the

Monsieur N. G. Bach, the great grandson of
tlie celebrated composer Sebastian Bach, one
of the professors of tlio Paris conservatoire,
and for four years past one of the most es-

and I trust I have said

teemed pianists of the capital, is just bringing
out, under the auspices of Legouix, the wellknown music
publisher of the Boulevard
Poissonniere, a song and a saraband which,
according to his account of the matter, have
come into his possession in tlie billowing sin-

gular

nothing

According to this gentleman’s statement,
his son, M. Leon Bach, having discovered an
old

spiuette, admirably carved, bought it and
presented it to his father on the 4th of last
May. Alter making a long examination of
this interesting piece of antiquity, the lather

lowing dream: He thought that, a man stood
beside bis bed, with a long b<?ard,s toes rounded at the toes, and with large hows of ribbon
at the instep; large lull breeches, a doublet
witli sashed sleeves, stiff collar, and a hat with
pointed crown and broad brim. This person
bowed to the musician, and said: “The spinet to that you possess belonged to me.
It frequently served me to entertain my master,
King Henri III. When be was young lie
composed ail air witli words which he was
fond of singing, and which 1 frequently played to him. This air and these words he had
composed in memory of a young lady that he
on*e met in a hunt, and ot whom he became
deeply enamored. She was taken away and
it is said that she was poisoned, and that the
king was deeply distressed at her disappearance.
Whenever he was sad he hummed this
song, and then, to divert his mind I played on
uiy spiuette a saraband of my composition,
which lie much loved. Thus I came to confound together these two pieces, for I was
continually playing them one after the other.’
The speaker then appeared to approach the
spinette,played a few notes by way of prelude,
and sang tlie air with so much pathos and expression that M. Bach awoke in tears. He
lit a candle, and looked at his watch; it was
just two o’clock. He soon fell asleep again;
but what was bis astonishment on awakening
in tlie morning, to find on his bed a page of
musicpajier covered with notes, microscopically small, and very fine writing. Being very
near-sighted, he had great difficulty in deciphering them,

even

with

eye-glass.
on the spinette.

an

He then tried the air
Tlie
song, the words, and the saraband were exthem
as
he
had
heard
in
his
dream. M.
actly
Bach is no somnambulist, and lias never written a verse in his life.
The song consists of
three stanzas and a refrain, sweet, plaintive,
and, in turn of. expression as in orthography,
exactly in accordance witli the style in vogue
iu the reign of Henri III. The melody is simple, naive, penetrating; and the style in which
the music is written is as ancient as that of
The notes are of a different
tlie spelling.
term troin those of the present day, and the
is
in
a different key from the bass,
air
written
though intended for a man’s voice. The three
verses tell how the singer, “during the chase,”
seeing his lady-love for the first time, thought
he iiad seen an angel, and became the happiest ot kings; how he would give “all his kingto see her again tor one instant; how,
dom
“sad and cloistered,” his “pauvre belle” was
tin- from him in her last days; and how, while
“she no longer feels her cruel sorrow,” he,
“alas! suffers always.” It is known that
Henri III. had a great passion for Marie of
Cheves, Marquis d’lsles, who died in a convent
in tlie liuwer of her age, on the 15th of October, 1574. Was she the “pauvre belle, triste
et cloistree,” mentioned in these verses? It
is also known that an Italian musician named
Baltazarini went to France at that epoch, and
became a favorite with the king. Did the
spiuette belong to Baltazarini? and was this
the mysterious visitor who brought the song
and the saraband to M. Bach?

To

was

it due to you,
hair

my

w as

From the Daily Press.
To the Fair:—We wore slow to believe all we
heard in praise of this article, but with such testimony as the following, given by well known citizens, our
doubts have given way.
Portland, Feb. 26, 1866.
Mr. Todd : Dear Sir—My wife had been troubled
for a long time with a humor in the head, causing seI
vere itching, an\l the hair was falling ott very fost.
withhad tried many remedies ottered to the
but little faith that
out receiving any benefitIt could be cured. I bought a bottle of yuur Hungarian Balm, and the first application stopped the itch
ing, and in two or three days the hair stopped foiling
ott. 1 consider it the best medicine in use for the head.
CHARLES WALKER.
Yours,

public

My Malm docs not change Gray Hair to
its natural color*
rif^Those wishing to have the color restored,
should use TODD’S MANNANA CREAM,
found wherever the Balm is sold.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by

JOHN M. TODD,
NO. 74 MIDDLE STREET,

of Exchange St.,

corner

PORTLAND,

ME.

Wholesale Agents—J. W. Perkins & Co., W. W.
Wliinple,-W. F. Phillips & Co., and Crosman & Co.,
Portland.
Sold by Druggists and Traders everywhere.

Apr
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Goods.

of

Seizure

Toward night
Judge begins to look
around for his distinguished opponent, but
could not find him anywhere. He waited natiently till evening services began, and concluded lie would go out to the large shed where

iicoplc

the

bad assembled for

meeting,

think-

meet his friend.
On
ing perhaps he might
ooing out, what was his astonishment to find
the gallant Governor, tlie hero of the sliootsurrounded
ing-matcb, in front of the altar,with
a liymuby ministers and class-leaders,
thrown
back, singing
book in bis band, bead
as loud as his lungs would permit—
‘•How

firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord.”

“From that moment,”
tell
gave up all hopes. I

is

that the

Clothing

!

Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected tho very rest and the VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive arrangements with large Houses both In New
York and Boston to supply me with the latest styles of goods, 1 am now enabled to offer to
purchasers first
CLASS goods at very low figures; in tact, at lower prices than before the war.
Parties about purchasing goods for SPRING AND SUMMER wear, will find that for
style, finish, durability, and above

in

ijll, price, that 1
|S3r*Callaiidsec foryoursell.

can not

ITV
and in every instance regulates and restores to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it. It is the most wonderful remedy aud
the most speedy iu its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in tho house that
lias ever used it once.

be beat.

TOPPAN,

L.

YOU

124 Middle Street.

May 21—eod4w

ISRAEL

the

same

are

re-

WASHBURN, Jr.,

Collector.

«

May 1,1SeO,—dlawTh&w

DEPEW & POTTER.

Broad Street,

ii

Solicit accounts from Banks. Bankers, and others.
Interest allowed on deposits subject to sight draft.
All kinds of Securities bought and sold for the usual
commission. Special atteutiou given to GovernSecurities.
Collections made on all points.
CHAUNCEY M DEPEW, HENRY W POTTER.
(Late Secretary of State.)
ment

Hanover

1INEN

GENTS’ L.HSTEN'
Get up in the Best Possible Manner,
Short

At
And

SCIENTIFICALLY

and is

C.

am

eli

Street.

near

Emery

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

the
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Clayed_Molasses.
.

)1

f

HHDS flayed Molasses, per

Nichols,''

from

If.

I.

Cardenas,

barqnc

for sale

by

ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

FOB

N°tul

AV.
May

SALE.

dock-at wholesale
w.

£££

on

^
--^
4+
The many and great advantages of these Compasses appear almost incredible to those who have never used them, but a liti le exjierience at sea soon dispels all doubts in regard to their superiority.
When the vessel is rolling about in a rough sea, these Compasses remain
perfectly steady, and in light and
smooth weather they are extremely sensitive—more so even than the lightest wood
Compass. The needle is
enclosed in an air-tight metallic case and is entirely exclude ! from the air
therefore free from rust.
aud,
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Such a needle could not be used in
any other
Compass on account of its great weight; but bore it is almost wholly supported by the buoyancy of the liquid
to wldch the weight of the card Is nicely adjusted. The bouyancy of this
them
from
ever beliquid prevents
coming dull, as it reduces the weight on the pivot to a,few grains. Hence the trouble ami expense of sharpcning and “touching” is altogether avoided. But more than this, the exemption from disorder renders them
always perfectly reliable at sea.
During four years of constant use in the Naval and Merchant service, both on steam and sailing vessels,
not one of them has been returned, although it is
always agreed to take them hack if they do not give satisfaction in every particular. The more iutelligcnt of shipmasters
appreciate these Compasses most, of couise,
but no case has yet occurred where they have failed to win favor witii the most ignorant or
prejudiced.

C. H.

Notice

r-ItHE unUevsigncd hereby glvanotice that
aportinn
A ot the cobwork at the aoutherlv end oftenL'hail's
will bo

remove

fridge
for the pur|K»e

of

i

Mond^tt.e
lifl, "nffi
and making solid the

on
tilling in

souiheriy end of said bridge, and allperums m travelling over the laiat will do so at their own rink until
further notice.

J. M. ROBINSON
GEO. F. HENI.kV
H. S. JACKSON,

Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth
aplttf
Cape Elizabeth, April 13, lHW*.

which

accom

LfON,

M. D.

Sold

by

U. S. ami Canada.

Coe’s xjuugn Ualsmn!

Gore,

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza9 Whooping Cough,
OR UKL1UVK

ft CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
as

Cltizeus of Portland.
DESIRE
attention to Dr. Cutter's improved Chest Expanding Shoulder Brace which is
recognized as the only perfect Brace ever ottered to
the public.
They fit the form perfectly, are worn with comfort,
and arc sure to result in expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and improving the health.
They are convenient and desirable for both Ladies
and Gentlemen. For gentlemen they make an excellent suspender and considering their durability, about
to call your

I

as

Union

iis

your children grow to make
and women? Then see to it that they
healthy
have a good form to start with. “As the twig is bent
the tree is inclined.'' The school room is where mawnny get the habit of stooping forward.
am
cnas if gar mg the luugs. 1 lieso
trneti»«
braces are just the thing for them.
11 you would leave to your cliildren a legacy, see to
their physical as well as mental improvement.

LADIES.

CutBrace and Skirt
are
worn
with
ease
and
Supporter. They
comfort,
and to say nothing of health ami form, they are richtry
ly worth the price as a Skirt Supporter.
them, and as you find them, recommend them to
your friends.
A. N. Smith, the Agent for the manufacturers oi
<hese Braces, will l>e found for two weeks at the International Houso. between the hours of 4 and 9, P.
M., or, if prelerreu, w ill call at residences, by leaving
word at the above i>lace, or addressing him through
the Post Ultice.
may 23—2w*.

Then

the terror of the Crown-heads, Flat-heads and

Boys’

and

now

established

as

winding
And a

BOYS,

HURRAH!

& Men’s

Clothing,

STREET

the only reliable place to purchase

J

A R P E T W
and

all sorts of

FURNITURE,
NEW

AND

HAND !

SECOND

IIOYT &

CO.,

Nos. 43, 45 & 47

UNION

STREET I

premature decline. Nor is it pleasant to consuls
a physician for the relief of these various delicate aifections, and only upon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman so far sacrifice her greatest charm as
to do this. The sex will then thank us for placing in
their hands simple specifics which will bo found efficacious in relieving and curing almost every one ol
those troublesome complaints pecul ar to the sex.

and

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF RUCHU.
Hundreds suffer on in silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to druggists and doctors, who

At Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

merely tant&lizo tueui with the hope of a cure
or apply remedies which make them worse.
I would
not wish to assert anything that would do injustice to
the affiicted, but I am obliged to say that although it
may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
either

Company’s,

Just Removed to

Market

Square,

powers of life, by laborious employment, unwholesome air and food, profuse
menstruation, the use ot
tea and coffee, and frequent, childbirth, it is far often-

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, Portland,
E. LEVREX &. CO*

may22o3m

Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 101, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the oilier Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
CHAINS, ANCHORS,
Tbc subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents lor over this great world; but 1 do claim they will
the sale of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY” prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment or GENTLEMEN) n any part of the United States
on hand; likewise
of America; and also that our Counting Rooms
lor iiuluctive training (without any copying,) both in
30(f Pieces Cotton Ravens Duck.
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, S>'c,
2ft Bales 2 ami 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
fro., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and
Stout
and
2ft Bales
Light Russia Ravens Duck.
expeditious FACILITIES lor BUSINESS EDUCA600 ( ’oils Hotli’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors, TION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
lftft Chain Cables, $ in. to 12 in.
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keepIftft Tons Coil Chain, 3 1ft in. to 12 in.
ing, Writing, &c., is taught without copying, so that
Warranted American Anchors.
no one can pass through the course without obFor sale at 23 &, 25 Commercial St., Boston.
taining a thorough counting-room education.
(pj* Mr* Browm would present to the Citizens
may4—d3m
FEARING, TH A CHER & CO.
of Portland and vicinity. Ins warm gratitude lor
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fi'teen
promise ol faithfulness, soyears; and with the
licits otherfavors !
R. N. BROWN.
MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
sep20deod&wly
Portland, September 18,1865.
Is open

caused by direct irritation applied to the mucous
membrane of the vagina itsell.
When reviewing the causes ol these distressing
complaints, it is most painful to contemplate the a
fondant evils consequent upon thorn. It is but aim
pic justice to the subject to enumerate a low ot the
many additional causes which so largely affect the
life, health and happiness ot woman in all classes ol
society, and which, consequently, affect, more or less
directly, the welfare of the entire human lamily.
The mania that exists lor precocious education and
marriage, causes the years that nature designed for
corporeal development to be wasted and perverted in
the restraints of dress, the early confinement of school,
er

COTTON DUCK,

dec.

especially in the unhealthy excitement of the oallroom.
Thus, with the body hail clothed and the
mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting In midnight revel the horn's designed by nature lor sleep and
rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished.
In consequence ol this early strain ujioii her system, unnecessary effort is required by tile delicate votary to retain her situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. Wbeti one excitement is
over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbidly
sensitive to impression, while the now constant restraints of fashionable dress, absolutely forbidding
the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; the exposure
to night air; the sudden change of temperature; the
cjinplete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regard

and

HOTEL,

Tliis Hotel is finely located in the pleaa■Sfant and thriving village of Meehan it; Falls,
JHon the Grand Trunk Railway, thirty-six
WmilcH from Portland, surrounded by fine
drives, Utauliful scenery and pure air.

LADIES.^®

GEO. H. REED &

CO.’S,

The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING id
but six miles distant, whose waters give promise to a
large class of invalids of the complete restoration ot

heal

less of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her
delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture ol the
exj>erience of thousands nt our young women.
Long before the ability to exercise the lunc lions ol
the generative organs they require an education or
tlieir peculiar nervous system; composed of what is
called the tissue, which is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions and associations at art early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their victims ere nature has self-complfcted their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or Leucorrhma, Too Profile, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and Bearing Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we otter the most perfect specific
known: HelmBold*s Compound Extrac t o/Buchu.
Directions foiruse, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every
period of life, from infancy to extreme old age, will ind it a remedy to aid nature in
the
of its functions.
Strength is the gUrv of manhood and womanhood,

< a.

subscriber intending to make the house worthy
public patronage, solicits a share of the same. A

The
ol

lin itod number of boarders can be accommodated.
{JT* Charges reasonable.

lOOO Hilda*

SALT!

Turks, Inland*

40 Shades, all

Liquids,

Which will recommend themselves to every
has ever used Liquid Dyes for

one

who

Brilliancy of Color,
Simplicity of Use,

in store.

Dana Ac Co.

Certainty

22—d3\vis

of

Satisfaction,

Economy of Time,

10,000 BUSHELS

Corn!

Yellow

MEALING,

Mixed

Western

Ho.,

50 Toms Fine Feed and Shorts,
ON

EDW’D
mayl4dti

FREEZE.

NOT

WILL

The constant demand we have have had for
UQUI L> D YES has induced us to put up a complete
line ot

QGAA HHDS LIVERPOOL SALT, nowdisOUv/U charging from shipJ‘*Charles Chalones.”

Pure

PATENTED OCTOBER 17, I860.

COBB, Proprietor.

SALT !

H.

RALE BY

BURGIX

No* 1 20

<C

CO.,

Commercial'Street*

two story irame itouse, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumboi land Streets.
Plenty of hard and soft water on the promises. Enquire bl
C. RICHARDSON.
Feb 12—di»tl

®A

one

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU
is

preparation.

Bark

The only Dyes of (lie kind ever invented ibr Silk,
Woolen and Feathers that will giVe a perfect color requiring only 5 to 30 minutes, according to shade.
Full directions for use, and Certificates from eminent Chemists with each package.
Samples actually dyed with each of tho colors on
silk and woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained
at all stores, for 25 cents.
you desire to insure SATISFACTORY COLORS, in tho shortest time, with the Least trouble, infor Reed’s Liquid Dyed, and take no
for
quire
other y as they are the only Reliable Colors.
Sold at wholesale by
J. W. PERKIN
00, and W.F. Phillips & Co.,

™'1'>r»»nient ol the most
1 PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES, is now ollered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure for the followiug diseases and
symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental ana Physical Depression,

EJfSJSFP1

imbecility,

Deteimination of Blood to the Head,
ConAised Ideas,

Hysteria,

General
^
Restlessness and Sleeplessness at Night, Irritability.
Absence of Muscular Efficiency,
..

Coal,

Coal.

Clayed Molasses.
350

KHD8.
\ SUPERIOR CLAYED MO50 TIERCES. I LASSES, now landing per
Brig “J. W. DrUko,” Horn Cardenas, for sale by

April

7—dtl

BARKER & CO.,

130 Commercial Si*

JUST

Molasses

okoceey

musco-

2*0

by tlic undersigned

,.

And,
To

BROKEN AND EGO SIZE.

:WO TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
SIZE.

the

TICK,

genuine,

cut thin out.

SCAB,

TAKE NO

VERMIN.

LOBERY,

Jan t5th—dtf

S. ROUNDS & SON.

oa

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders in their
it will be forwardod free ol
express charge by

vicinity,

JAS. F. LEVIN Aet. South Down Co.

i

a Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2—d*wtm

to the City Marsuch dog to go at

JBy Electricity
The Rheumatic, the
the lame ami the lazv
leap with joy, ami move with the agility and elasticof
the
heated
brain
is cooled; the frostity
youth;
bitten limbs restored, tho uncouth deformities removed ; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear ami
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature Hit
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated ami an
active circulation maintained..

gouty,

LADIES
Who have cold banns ami leet; weak stomachs, lamand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
loucorrhiea, (or whites); lulling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure meant
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all oi those long line of trouble*
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short limie, restore the sutferer to the
vigor of health.

00 Commercial Street.

..

May 1—<111

i\ot

Hotel.

a

unfurnished rooms to let with goo.:
Street.
People visiting Portland can have all tho conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired an.
geuicel place. Also permanent board lor lamilles ane
Furnished ami

TEETH ! TEETH !
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elec-

Persons having decayed
to have removed for resetstumps they
polite invitation to call.
ting
Superior Electro Magnetic M y .mines tor sak
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. I). can accommodate y few patients with boan
«nd treatment at liis house.
Oflice hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; lYom 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation 1 tee.
novlti
tricity without pain.
wish
teeth or
lie would give a

gentlemen.
nfKemember the place, opposite Wood’s Hot#
corner ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2.lt

Flower

A

Seeds.

FULL and complete assortment ol Flower Seech
from the most celebrated Seedmen in tho coun-

try. Also
WASHBURN

Illustrated

~CHEROKEE PILLS7

HOVEY’S

8c

Amateur

Or

Cultivators

Flower and Vegetable Seed.s,
sale at the

Portland Agricultural Warehousi
AND

SEED

STORE,

-BY-

KENDALL

April

&

WHITNEY.

2—i*2m

SPRUCE SLAB WOOD.
For sale to

clear the wharf, by

Betliel Steam ]VTill Co.,
Delivered in ally part of the city for

{$-4.50

Still

-A. T

Stock

AUOTIONI

ON

TUESOAV,

.June

6th,

AT JO O’CLOCK A. M„
well krozrn stable stand opposite the Kim

nt the

r;^ ntly occupied by
sold,

will be

Mr. u. H.

Bibcock,

Without the least Hosetve,
the entire stock ol

Horses,

Carriages, Harnesses,

etc.,

follows, vizOne Brett in ex'•client order, with Horses and Harnesses all ready
tor work, too Jenny Linds and
Top Huggit s, five two
und lour wheeled Chaises, three excellent.
(’arrynllB,
with other carriages: also eleven Horses and Mart*,
all well known in this coinmunit v tor mi* ed, endurance

as

honesty, suitable

and

tor

livery

or

land I y use,

having boun selected, uwnwl and driven betore purchasing by one ol* our best ll.-rso foncicis.
LIKEWISE,
some twenty Harness's, double and
single, made to
order ol the best oak stock and mounted with heavy
plate, together with ail the stable furniture, such a*
Robes, Whips, Hallers, Saddles, .Shawls, Ac., etc.;
also office lumiture, Walnut Desk,
Racks, Engravings, Stove, Wilder Sale, etc.
In

ance

calling

attention to this sale it is with the assurthat every lot and number will be sold without

tire least reservation to the highest biduer.

All persons indebted to, or having demands against
Geo. H. Babcock, are requested to call at the Stable
Office and settle.

may25dtd
M. PATTEN A CO., Auctioneer*,
No. 18
Exchunge Street.

EOVV.

June fitb. at 12} o’clock,
ONtlieWEDNESDAY.
promises, Will be sold that very desirable
on

on the
north-oasteily corner of Brackett
property
and
Gray Streets, know n as the Biadley Estate.—
This lot lias a front on

Gray ol about so feet by 64 on
Brocket! St.
On the
premises a one and a halt
storied cottage House—nearly
new—containing ten
finished rooms, well arranged, fitted lor
gas, with
brick cistern, etc. Also a large two and a half toned
House, arranged for cue or two families, with a Store
underneath, well fitted for a Grocery or Dry
Goo«is business.
In the rear a good Born or store
house, all in good order.
Excellent water on the
premises from a spring that, never foils.
The entire premises surrounded with large and
thi lily shade trees, offering attractions tor a resilience
or for investment.
For terms and particulars call on
J. BRADLEY, Jr, Cor. of Commercial and India
Streets,

or oil

E. M. PATTEN

May 2il—did

Sale

&CO,

Auctioneers.

of Forfeited Goods!

COIXECTOB’S OFFICE,
)
Portland and Falmouth, \
Portland,
)
following described Merchandise having been

District

THE

of

torteited for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
United States, public notice ol said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
will be sold at Public Auction, at the
made,
Office or the U. S. Appraisers, 198 Fore Street, on
THURSDAY, June 7th, 1866, at 11 o’clock A. M.f to
wit:—
One trunk containing 3 bags of Nutmegs; one basket containing Ear the in, Crockery and Glass Ware;
one nackage Tea; two bundles Cloth; one Silk Velvet Vest; one brl containing Beans and Nutmegs; 3
jugs Spirituous Liquors; twenty-toor dozen pairs
Alii tens: twenty-one and a holt dozen prs. Stockings;
one pke
Broadcloth; one bdle. Clothing; one box

they

containing

one

Lady’s Cloak;

one

chest containing

two chests Tea; one trunk containing one bag 'lea;
box containing ouc ] air Boots, two pair woolen
woolen Pants, one pair woolen
Drawers, two
Gloves, one pair woolen Mittenr, three pair woolen
Socks and one jalr woolen Shirts; one roll Cloth;
two Cassocks; twelve bottles Porter; eight j arils
bottles Brandy; three
homespun Cloth;
bottles Whiskey; three bott’es Gin; live lbs. Tea;
tw« nly-tive lbs white Sugar; twenty-lbur lbs brown
Sugar; two lbs Collee; one-half lb Cassia and ouc
one

pair

twenty-one

bag Sugar.

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb.,

Collector.

April. 30,

I860.

Portland, May 1,I860.—dlaw&wtdTh

Auction.
be sold at public auction
the j remises,
WILL
SATURDAY, the 9th day of June, A. D.
at
unless
on

on

1866,

o’clock,
previously disposed of at
private sale, House and Lot No. 29 Wat orville street.
The lot is about 31 feet front by 60 feet deep, and baa
upon it a two story wooden house, well arranged for
two families. Large portion ot th»i purchase money
can remain on mortgage
Apply to
E & F. FOX.
May28d d
12

Argus

copy.

NEW PEEFCTDIXf
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

mu A%Q

I

N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 nio prepared for
apedul coses, when milder medicines full; tbeso
are sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5^
the price of each ha*.

Head Hobeon'a Wharl.

Fraser

Livery Stable

*

per Cord.

may7dtf

Sl CO.. Aiclisseeri,
No. 18 Eichaugc S|,

Dr. W. E. MEEWIN, 37 Walker St., N. Y.

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL. STREET,
Mrs.

livery Saturday at 11 w’clock A. M.f
U Forest ( ity Stable, eo»ner Federal and Lime Sts
where Carriages can be storeu ami Horse* bo udeil ii
desired, previous to or alter the xale.
These sales wiil be under cover, and held withou*
regard to weather.
HFVRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

Female'Hegulator,

Cure Suppressed, Excessive and
I'< infid
Menstruation, Green
Sickness, lie rvous and Spinal Affections, Lains in the Lack, XickJUadache, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from
irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
arc perfectly sale in ait cases, except when forbidden by directions, anil are easy to administer,
as
they are nicely sugar coated.
They should be 'in the hands of
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
in the land.
Ladies can address us in perfect
1
conndeiice, and state their complaints in full, as we trent all Female Complaints,
and prepare Medicines suitable lor all diseases to
which they are subject—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee Pills are sold by all drmrglsts at fl
per bos, or six boxes for #5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
descriptive list ol two thousand varieties ol

For

AT AUCTION!
Carriages, Sleighs,* Kobe.,*

TEETII I

board at No. 27 Willow

nair.

soil Horses,
tirijshall
▼ V Harnesses, Ac.,

<Turt

complaints.

COAL.

in Business.
Dr. WRIGHT’S

Pearl Street Garden!
PLANTS, FLOWERS
MRS. M.

REJUVENATING

AND SEED

FRASER, Florist,

lor

sale
large assortment oi Garden
OFFERS
Roots, Herbaceous Plants, Shrubbery and Flowoi

olt

stores new

a

1

Seeds,

l»ev own raising.
Also Dahlias and
Roses ; some hundred Varieties which can be
purchased lower than at any other Garden in the
State.
tlfFlowers, Roquets, and Wreaths from April to
November.
Mayl7d2w
er

of Lore" removing Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes’. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Klixir of Life." It gives a note
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated *>
have renewed strength ami
vigor.

And

»n«l

Haul Kxqai.itc.
Prri.in.'

Frn.

(roan

tha

n«J Kr"“,ilul FI»w«t from
Which i< mK-* >*• ,,nn,rii.....hc.wd only by HHAI.OW & SOW.
Ui.it

of Counterfeits.
jt-^jBeware
(.</.' for Phalnn*s—Take
other•
no

by druggists generally.
tx r sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
dan. 1, 1866—eod&eow6m
Sold

one bottle |2; throe bottles «*•'scnt by
anv address.
p.. ,11
Our medicines are sold and roeo»«"d" m *
respectable druggists In every

express to

the

gl.Ae;

seme

unprincipled

l‘*,tdievertrvto

deoeive their customers by *y. Be Dtlt
less compounds in obIm «» "
„dnel and take no
deceived—ask for tl‘V
nut keep them, write
<|(M,8
others. If the
,hein bv express, carefully
to ns. and wewUI
Creation. We will he plcas<-d
packed, free
r,tu statements tn regard to
let
to receive
h w|,|,.h ladies or gentlemen are
any ,,l»eS?J(k]ra— all letters for aiMIciues, p»u>phto the sole proprietor,
Walker 8t, K. Ifc
Dr. W. K. MEBWIH, 37

style.

is Now Opened fo> the Public by
11. HREW8TEH,

£*.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEUAN HOUSE.
Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet Ids old
friends and the public generally.
Port laud, Feb. 2, 1605.
^

A

A

nruiti

Price,

This excellently located Hotel has been
furnished in

fioej

Vila Elixir rejuven- Debility, reatyriny Milnlineaa
ate the ay stem and and full flyor, thus proving a
overcome diaeaae.
perfect "Elixir

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

most elegant

Di*ea*r*. It rovigor to the

lilt* and

6”^
t& ttam.nm*imy
$7 ££S
rn*,hc 2^7*0/
life."—to
JnipUeaup „ntl
vew

International Hotel,
thoroughly refltted, and

ELIXIR,

Or, Cswiirr or IA/'e,
Cures General Debility, Weak*
»e**, Hyittrrirs in Female*,
Palpitation of the Heart and

No. 52 Pearl Street,

Door Plates and
by all Fanners

consumption*when

RANDALL, McALLISTER & 00.,

White and Bed Ash Coal.
Should be used

they

Blacksmith’s uso.
Also, oil hand the best qualities ol Red and White
Ask Coal, at he lowest prices for cash.

OTHER

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds

7—dtf_

Eir-Job work of every description ncatlycxccuttbo Frets Office.

injure

permanently
city. During the three
years we have been in this city, wo have cured soim
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To ansyycr this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. I>. has been a practical Electrician lor twentvone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
Electricity is )>erfectly mkiptcd to chronic discuses in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgiainr
tiie head, neck, or extremities;
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not full\
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, slantpalsy or
llSering or hesitancy ol speech,
indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—yve
every case that can he presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

a

..

tlie concomitants of a Nervous and
fact,
Debilitated state of the system.

FOR HELM BOLE'S.
Apr 5^-eodtf.

Superior Muscovado Molasses,
These Coals are ot the very best quality, and warSO Tierces. ( just landed par line L. staples
ranted to give satisfaction.
roni Matanaaa, for sale by
ALSO, 500 cords ot bestqualitv of HARD nad
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
LYNCH. BARKER «£• CO.,
lowest price and deliver It to any part ot the city at
J39 Commercial Street.
short notice.
us a call and try ns.
April
ed at

m

ho would

respectiully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity that he has
WHERE
located in this

dyspepsia,

fino

Desirable Real Estate at Auction.

Electrician

MIDDLE STREET.
Nearly Opposite the (Juilcd States Hotel

arrived per sell. Redington, from Baltimore
JUSTcargo
of fresh-mined George* Creek Cumber*
land Coal for

or
Appetite,
Dyspepsia,
Em.bdation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization or Paralysis of
the Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart,
all

ASK

900 TONS

COAL.

NT DEWING,

174

Sec. 7—In case any dog shall be iound loose or going at large contrary to arty of the foregoing provisions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the head of the
family or keeper of the house store, shop, oflice, or
other place where such dog is kept or
harbored,shall
forfeit ami pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
J. S. 11EALD, City Marshal.
May 12—(12\v

Loss

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hozclton Lehigh,

EGG AND STOVE

Muscovado Su^ar &
100 Hilda
SSS-bSSS?
I

RECEIVED and tor sale
at their Wharf,

ft E DICA Ij nr, icr -riil ( iJ'y

paralysis,

M

Horse*, Cardans, Slewb, kt„

consisting In port

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult one of theii
own sex.
A lady of exjierieuec in coustant attend,
ance.
ianL18G5d«£w

SECTION

at 10 A

KU|V» M. FATTE.V,

by addressing
D&. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

OF PORTLAND.

tor

[

purely
safety

Marshal’s Office, May 11th, 18CG.
ORDINANCE ON DOGS.
J. No dog shall be permitted to go at
or
loose,
in any street, lane,
large
alley, court, or
traveled way, crin any uninclosed or public place in
Ibis city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or
the head of the family, or the keeper of the
house,
store, shop, oflice or other place where such dog is

Goods, etc., at Auc-

tion.
Iuuc2d,

maySOdtd

vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing ir
the least injurious to the health, and maybe taken
with perfect
at all limes.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

ALSO,

Trotting Paik

Auctioneers.

Tm'v-iTd'
llL;lr,v' .Wramwatdfiwy
d™!ri"tlua«•

LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of ob
structioiiK alter all other remedies have been tried ir

DR. W.
Medical

Hawk.
Knox,

M. 1 ATTEN <&
CO., Auetioneers, 18 Exchange St

OMSATUP.DAY.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvitcs all Ladies, wlic
;ed a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. D
Tmiplo Street, which they will find arranged for tlieii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrival
led in etticaey and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short, time.

PORCELAIN, AND COLORED LIKE IVORY
MINIATURES.
Particular attention is given to taking the likenesses of children, making views of
country residences, copying engravings, crayon drawings and
paintings.
may 23—3w

license

BA,r Kr & CO

Groceries, l>ry

n

Portraits Taken from Life, Various Sizes

a

be examined at the

call

A“Y

MaylWdtd

Electic Medical «Infirmary.
TO THE LADIES.

Mr. W. executes every desirable style of Photographs—copies old Daguerreotypes, Card Pictures
and Tintypes, life size, coloring'them in oil, like oil
paintings.

large*

The- ir.i.es

morning of saie.

No. 5 Temple street (corner of Middle
Street), Portland. Me
£33*** Send a Stamp for Circular.

No. 297 Washington Street,
Corner of Temple Place, over Hogg, Brown &

paid

’arryall and Harness.
Om* Sunshade.
me

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, aud vs .11 be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dlt. J. B. HUGHES,

Health.

TJ*11!

it.

One Work Horse.
ui.tM.HAHi
Horse.
One Mare and Colt, aired
by Slu rmnn Black
One two years old entire
colt, bired by lien.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ui the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult uio Dr.,
cau do so ay writing, in a plain manner, a description
ol their diseases, ami the appropriate remedies will

XtOOlHS)

have

fiJCf

Sale ol Horses at Auction.
SATURDAY, June £, at 3 o’clock P. M.,at
ON y
Tr.,tting Park, we blndl Bell

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

WIIIPPJLE»8

shal Two Dollars for

ijutcl homo,

hit* been nil'led at auction ‘./',lrl,hlc
This property a ill bo sohl wUi,out
and
uu
terms Cl voluble to (lie nn in...
serve,
i?
particulars rail on J. C. I’lttX TEK. Um" street
on the Auctioneers.
^ylTdtd

There are many men at the age ol thirty wlio art
t oubled with too ifetiueul evacuations from the bladd »r, alien accompanied by a slight smarting or burnin sensation, and weakening the system in a maiint-i
tin palient cannot account lor.
oil examining the
n inary deposits a ropy sediment will ollen be found,
a d sometimes small particles of semen-or albumen
w 11 appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisli hue,
a *iu changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
Th ;re are many men who die oi this difficulty, ignora .t of the cause, which is the

Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Offishall deem necessary for the Health of the City
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom
by anil
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall bo directed, within four
horn's alter notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Officer.
SECTION 10.—Any
person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, sli&ll forfeit and
pay not loss than one doiiar nor more than twenty
dollars tor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
for every house that the nuisances or substances
mentioned in the previous sections of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All persons violating the above Ordinance are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as 1
anal! proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
same.
JOHN S. 11EALD,
aprlS- tt
City Marshal and Health Officer.

keptoa harbored, shall

a

our
oi

residence that

fol-

but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some o'
w ioib are as weak and emaciated as though they bad
th 5 consumption, and by their friends supposed to
h k\re it.
An such cases yield to the proper mid oiil>
correct course of treatment, and iu a short time art
made to rejoice in perfect health.

City

CITY

on one

I-

rlardly a day llasses

9.—All

ON

i<m^hin?^:n*>'*OIi,e

Siiu
cookhlg arra.“SCu
u,>'a”\*aUT- b' 'i‘Uf
ol
ituatod
m0»i uoihJhu/ ?* f,.fr4°^tr,ty
in the very heart
the city litlLdv"! sU''?lH’ alIUO*J.
business, and y.-l lar enough trou/iJuL*?? |U,,U" ,?*
lor
and iii in
and

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPEDIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—o
co upbuilt generally the result of a bad habit m
yo ith,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warra itod or no charge made.
!

cer

strengthening than any of the preparations < 1
or Iron, infinitely safer and more
pleasant.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.

Portland, Ale.
April 7—0od«X:w3m*

Coal,

more

the Ba.uiuctcr to the whole system.
Do not wait for me consummation that is sure to
low: do not wait lor Unsightly Ul-'ers, lor
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, cinders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lobster shells, or nny animal or vegetable
substance,
or tilth of any kind, in any house,
warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,

discharge

Freedom from all Dust or Dirt.
Mordant and Eyes Combined in

___

LYNCH,

.-u

■

corner

,,
lho

^“1^

ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lollow Impure Coition, are

Taylor’s.

Females, owing to the peculiar and important relations which they sustain, their peculiar organiz?tion, and the offices they perform, are subject to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small degree
to their happiness and welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ol these various female complaint® can long be suffered to run
on without
involving the general health of the individual, and ere long producing permanent sickness

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

28

of the scalj» and hair, it is unsurpassed.
Manufactured and lor sale Wholesale aud Retail by
HORACEII. JOHNSON 6c CO., 80 Mirfdla
St,, Portland, (Up Stairs).
May 23—d&w22tf

ease

merlins

WOMAN.

-ALSO-

New England Clothing

***'

I

CJ

Cents 11

rco.,
J
n rr.-ix~t Tortiunu MeWholesale Aqent*.
August 31.1865
eodfcwlyr

UNITED PUBLIC
proclaims the fact that

is

NATURAL1ZER, or Improved Keproduetor.
As a dressing, as well as fo. a remedy for every dis-

isfor sale by all Brpggists.

W.F.PHlLTAPy

the

UNION

public

C.G.CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.

wear

Ladies,

HURRAH!

Price Being Only 35

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION
;is

as

It does not dry up a cough, but loosens it so that the
It is within
patient can expectorate freely.
the reach of all, the

Thick-heads of all Europe.

men

quick

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

for a hard light and victory.

Would you have

Would you have a graceful form ?
toi’s Improved Chest-Expanding

Strength

THE UNION NAVY

TO PARENTS.

THE

!

UNION SOLDIERS

cheap.

TO

is

I have compounded
ami perfected a preparation for restoring
gray, light or red hair
to a boautiiul brown
or black in lour weeks.
It is not a dye. does
not stain the 4%in, or
soil the clothing; it
contains all the medicinal
of the
chemical Ueproducior
lor making the hair
glow, preventing its
tailing off, and removing dandruff, and contains nothing poisonous or in the least hurtful to tlie
bead or hair; on the contrary it Is composed of vegetable substances healing in their nature, and which
arc in tact being daily pr< scribed by the tlrst physicians throughout the civilized wollct for external application in skin diseases.
I w ill not insult the good sense oftlie
by giving ita name, the pronunciation of which would be
likely to dislocate their jaws, but will call it.simply

on

at 3 P, M., on the premoi Free ami Oak
streets, will be
tractive
in.
v,*jr}r. Hon. property loruieriy owned
"
J. V. fik obb. This lot lms
hy
1 • uu»U'e!i ‘nn I'lc«v al?ut e,ehty-one loot by about one
1 et on Oak street, in all
* bout
tine k-tf'n, t“ou*’*a,,d three hi mured and ninetv“Hwais
a three storied mansion
«
wiih
iiniise,
manner, the whm,. 'Vll,^' l>uili iu the most thorough
tor
thirty rooms, airanged
gowl rrra,r w!,h tbe
moton improvomcni *
s*

/"i

SEEK FOll AN

tlie Hair.

Ordinance

AUCTION.

FRIDAY, Juno ibt,

A’l wlio have committed an excess ot any kind,
whet ier it be the solitary vice of youth, or the aungmg rebuke of misplaced confidence ui imiiurer year*,

NATURALIZER !

SECTION

No Medicine ever known will euro

F Alt LEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments,
38 Exchange Street, Portland, Agent for the State of Maine.

14—codtf

March

re-

BKOAVN,
W** wIlABF'

L.

M.M.T/DDi DEL.

May 15—Isdlrn

Southern Pine Timber

CASES

T,

AT

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

properties

Complaints,

J.fV. PERKINS 6r CO.. W. F. PHILLIPS
if CO.,
-tnd H. U. HAY. Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

For Sale.

“David

at all times

For

BY CAE* I.OAI),

bead ol Stato street:

Powders l

C. G. CL AUK cD CO., Gen? I Agents,

High

Lewi. Streets, noar Pino
\V. H. STEPHENSON,
2d National Rank.

THE

397 Commercial St, 47 Si 43 Beach Street,

For

pany each bottle.

Nov 4—dtf

miblelot
AVERY
sise,5Sby»2,
Also lot*
and

use

especially forbidden in the directions

FOlt

HOUSE LOTS.

safe to

or

EXCEPT IX CEKTAIX

EARKEll.

B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed
Mattress Ticks.

Drops!

PREPARED

Pills

For all Female

SatiMfaclioJi Guaranteed in all Cn»ei«.

N.

Hieathe &

privately, and with

lortunate should be tarticular in
selecting L>
puysician, as it is a'lamentable yet incontioverfthat many syphilitic
patients are made
with ruined constitutions
by malUeatmenj
fr ni inexperienced physicians in general
practice;
to it is a point generally conceded by the best
gyphilog apliers, that the study and management of these
ctupiaints should engross the whole Unicoi those
wh > would he competent and succestu'ul iu their trearThe inexi»crioneed general pruculin nit and cure.
iouer, having neither opportunity nor dine to make
Utilised acquainted with their pathology, comwdiHy
pursues one system of treatment, in most eases umki g qm indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Alercory.

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Slate.

New Haven, cioun.
F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. W
A geu Is, Port land. Me.

Better than any

May

Notice,

BY ALL

be

aiie tact,
m serable

GORE’S

A

can

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.
Every intelligent and Chinking person must, know
t «at remedies handed out for
general use should have
th ir eilicacy established
by w ell tested experience in
tin hands of a
regularly educated pliysieiun, whose
preparatory studies lifs him tor ail tne duties no must
iilull; yd the country is Hooded with l*oor nostrum*
ami cure-alls,
purporting to be the bent in the worlu.
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The uu-

Bast Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
are enabled to furnish a
supply of Soup* of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Ex*
LEA THE

he

cess.

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

St.

ot ail kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
J without injury to lhe finest fabrics.

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in package* suitable f r the trade and lauiily use.
Importing direct our chemical*, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods, are niauiiiactured
under »he personal 8ui>crviBion oi our senior partner,
who lias* had thirty
years practical experience in the
business, we therefore a*sure the public with condeuce that we can and will lurnisu tho

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY
36

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,

SOLD

Periodical

Lyon's

P. It.
May 11—dim*

No.

OLEINE,

PORTLAND, MAINK.

THE

NEW YORK.

NO. 1,

March 2G—(lu

EAG L 33

BANKERS,

No.

HAY,

tV

PFRKlflS if CO,,

-’

on

A Funny I)og Stoky.—When the war in
Italy commenced, tl\c Zouaves embarked for
Genoa; but, a* they were going on board the
ship, they saw a formal order forbidding the
entrance of all dogs upon the vessel. As they
to their
were very much attached
dogs, they
were stricken with grief. It was not easy to
deceive the sharp lookout kept by the intendant, for every soldier advanced ajong the narrow gangway, one by one, as their names were
called. Necessity is the mother of invention.
'The drummers unscrewed their drums and the
I u‘st dogs ol the regiment were concealed in
jl„. drums which were screwed up again.
VV'hen regiroeuts embark no music is played,
but on this occasion the Colonel determined
there should be music. He ordered the trumpets a:.d drums to take the head of the column,
and to play a lively tune. The laces of the
drummers—-every one of whom had a dog in
his drum—may be conceived 1 The trumiiets
sounded; the drums v$ere all silent. The
Colonel got angry and bawled to know why
the drums did not beat. There was but one
tiling to do and that to beat. The moment
the drums began to heat innumerable dogs bethe astonishment
mui to howl and to bay, to
of everybody but the Zouaves. Everybody
looked right, left, backward and forward—no
and yet. the more
sj<rn of a dog anywhere;
drummers beat, the more the dogs howled.

claiming

persons

quested to appear and make such claim within ninety days troin the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods will be tlisjiosed of in accordance with the act
ol Congress approved April ?, 1844.

FAMILY*,

trial

C. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,

■

or

one

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

H. H

\

Keg.
Aliy person

iust

REFINER SOAPS,

port and Domestic Consumption.

SUFFERING,

We beg of you, if you are sick, to make
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

RITCHIE’S LIQUID COMPASS

Revenue Laws*—

said the Judge, “I
you—I tell you, sir,

that’s good for a camp meeting and a
shooting-match, can’t be beat tor Congress!
It can’t be dune, sir I” And so it proved.

a

l'eb 23d, on Fore Street, one-half bbl. and one jug
Molasses: March l.on board Br. brig “P. J. Nevins'*one Bbl. and lour Kegs Molasses; Mar 7,on board
bark “Mary C. Fox” two bids Molasses; March 9, in
Middle Street, in this city, 1300 Cigars; Mar 14, at
Grand Trunk Wharf, Four Trunks containing Clothing and a piece of silk; Mar 19, on board steamer
“New Brunswick,” one bbl Spirits.
March 23, on board St hr. Georgie Deering, five
'*
boxes Tobacco, marked Rick'd Irvings \ bbs.”
small
!
Mar 2S, on Custom House Whirl three Kegs Olives;
on board Br brig “Beauty.” two bbls Molasses; Mar
31, on Custom House Wharf, one keg Tamarinds;
April 3,onboard sell “Joseph Long,” six bbls. Molasses, one keg Molasses, two bbls. Sugar; April 5,
on board brig “Win. Robertson” one keg Molasses;
on board bark “Sarah B. Hale,” one case containing
two thousand Cigars. Anril to, on board brig “Geo.
Burnham,” six packages Sugar, viz: 4 bags, 1 Box,
1

THAT ARE

WHERE

-viz:-

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DE131I.

Sales.

K. M. PATTEN & CO., A uctionecr*, 18 Exchange St
•

utc
utmost* commence by tuw
uin.cuju, at oil
hours uuly, ami irom 8 A. 31. to ‘J P. 31.
Dr. H. addresses those who arc suilcrnig under the
affliction <>4 private diseases, whether arising in m
iiupure connection or the terrible vice of seli-abute.
Devoting liis entire time ro that particular branch oi
the medical protession. he feels warranted in UuakR AN TEEING A CURE IX ALL CASES, Whether of Idlg
standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PKBAIANhKT CUBE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
feet ox his long standing and well-earned teputaiion
furnishing sulticlenl assurance of liis skill and suc-

and

EXTRA,

One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case of
one dose will instuutly
relievo the most aggi avated attacks of
Cholera Morbus,
Sick Headache,
Dysentery,
Sickness at Stomach
* ever and Ague.
Heartburn,
Colic Pains.
and in lactall disoascs
oceediug
from
the Stomach
pi
aud Bowels. It is a sovereigu anti
permanent cure lor

-_

l>lt. J. B. HUGHES
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

solicit the attention of the trade
WOULD
consumers to tliuir Standard l»i ands of

STEAM

BOWELS!

Auction

Valuable and Desirable
REFINED SOAPS! PRIVATE MEDICAL
ROOMS,
CITY PRO PRUT I
No. 5 Temple Street,
EEATHE~& GORE,
coiuiuitwl
ON F Ii E E
S T K E E

Dyspepsia in existence, and

AND GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

following deon

mentioned,

days

a man

|hc

Made

-

Or Clothing Slade to Order.

hereby given
the
seized at tills port,
scribed goods
NOTICE
lor
hereinafter
violation of the

or

and halted at a camp ground,
an annual camp meeting was being
held. They separated in the crowd, each
electioneering with alibis might, with oid and
young, friend3 and strangers—making hay
when the sun shout—tor there was a fine

Ibe

Ready

as a

falling

troubled for a long time with

Mr. Todd:—I had lost my hair by a disease of the
scalp, and on the top of my head there was a place as
large as a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and glossy. 1 was told by judges that it would never
grow, but I can give you fifty names, if needed, to
prove to any one who may doubt the fact, that the
hair has grown out as perfect as on any part of my
head; and 1 know it was brought out by the use ot the
Hungarian Balm. You are at liberty to publish this.
Respectfully yours,
CHARLES B. SAVAGE, Bath, Mo.

miles,

opening.

STOMACH AND

_Medical.

STEAM

a'.l diseases of the

FLUID PREPARATION

I have been using Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and caD
say that it is the best dressing lor the' liair in use. My
hair was fhllmg oft' very fast, and by the use of hall a
bottle of the balm it has stopi>ed falling off entirely,
and is last thickening urn and is in fine condition.
F. H. STEOITT, Portland, Maine.

Leaving their Iriends
twelve

and

OF

Public.

I have tried Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and I consider
it the best article iu use tor the hair.
J.B. WLBB, Gorham, Maine.

some widows who he ascertained lived in the
vicinity, and then asked the b’hoys ii they
were not dry ? Of course they were, and the
Governor ordered a plentiful supply of the
“()li, he joyful.” Here the Judge hail scruples and did not participate; hut had It been
otherwise it would have availed nothing. The
Governor was decidedly the man at the shootmatch, while the Judge felt himself ensome

STYLES

A

public l>cncoft' very bada disease ot
the head known in the medical world as Porrigo,
which causes severe itching ot he head. 1 tried your
Hungarian Balm, and to mv surprise and pleasure imj
hair stopped fallingolf, and the humor has entirely
left the head.
C. R. PACKARD, M. D. Boston, Mass.

The Judge had conscientious scruples as to
shooLing matches, and 'did not participate, but
stood by, conversing with the more sober of
the crowd, while tuc Governor was in higli
glee with his companions over the beef. When
it was given out to the suceesslul shooters,
our Governor ordered his to be divided among

their way

SUMMER

AND

DYSPEPSIA!

very large and extensive assortment of

nothing—[laughter]—

the

Mu. Todd
I feel
factor. to state that

ly, and 1

prize.

oh

SPRING

a

he&d,

wled

they proceeded

I have just reaeived

Remedy

—FOR—

by

ed in other Western States:
About twenty years ago, Governor Yand Judge W-were candidates ibr Congress hi this district. They were botli farsighted, shre .vd politicians—the Governor by
lur the more -winning in his manners, as the
sequel will fully establish. One hot day in
J uly, while they were travelling together on
the capvass, they came upon a party of twenty men or more assembled on the roadside lor
tue purpose of having a shooting match.—
Thinking it a good time and place for presenting tlieir respective claims, the Governor prostopping. They halted, and the Governor soon made himself at home. He bought
a number of chances in the match, and being
a good marksman succeeded in winning quite
a quantity of beef, which constituted the

fifteen
where

|

Miscellaneous.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

GREAT vATTIiAACTIOTST!

HAVING

following
capital anecdote of Arkansas political life is
oidy an exaggeration ot what may he observ-

tirely

Coe’s

been engaged for more than I weutv years
in the liair Dressing business, and knowing as 1
do all the preparations that are offered for the restorutlonof the liair, and how they are made and what
composed ol, and knowing most of them to be useless,
ami some injurious, and feeling the great need for
some preparation free from injurious substances, such
as Oils, Alcohol, and Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a
most poisonous preparation) injurious to the health ot
the liair and body; I liave endeavored to
supply the
want
preparing an article that is tree from oils oi
all kinds, and all substances known to be injurious.
It will keep the hair moist and glossy longer than .any
oil, euros ail humors of the. scalp, stops tne itching ol
the
prevents the Lair from falling oft in the
worst cases of fever or other disease, and will not soil
the nicest silk. My Balm is not a Dvc. but purely a
J trussing for the Hair and a Medicine for the Head. It
should be in every house; it is just what is needed to
clean the heads or children, from the babe to the eldest child, lor it is free from everything that will irritatc the scalp, cures the humors and stops the itching
oi the head.
1 here offer the names of a few i*u sous
who have used my Balm. Lot them speak tor themselves.

A Western Politician.—The

in the vocative.

Medical.

COMEI

the present occasion that—but I’ll

on

were

ing

HAS

TIME

not detain you ladies ami gentlemen—[“yes,
yes, go on,”]—by sayiug that—having said
mare than I intended to say on the present
occasion—[hear, hear,]—I can only say that—
that, in returning my sincere thanks, I—1—I
beg most sincerely to thank you. [The speaker on resuming his seat was rewarded with
several rounds of applause.]

manner:

<li covered on a board in the interior of the
instrument an inscription stating that it was
made at Kome, in April 1564. He passed
part of the day in contemplation of his precious spinette; he thought of it as he went to
beil, and, having lallcn asleep, he had tlie fol-

GOOD

explanation

terious howls.
The intendants ordered the
drummers to advance on board, one by one, and
each to roll the drum as he came. If a barkwas
unscrewed, and
ing was heard, the drum
the dog put ashore. Only one dog got on board;
and that was Toutou, who kept quiet through
all the rolling. It need not be said the 3d
Zouaves adore Toutou. He made his entry
into Paris, at their head, a few days sidee.—
Paris letter.

Come to me in the sultry noon—
Or earth's low coiumuniugs will soon
oi thy dear lace eclipse the light,
And change my fairest day

THE

er

•™!c^advice,

Numbers!

'look

™
hBd“t

AT THIS!

to the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase ol dose, do n< t
exhaust, ana (or elderly persons, females and children, are just the thing. Two taken ai night niov-

PLEASANT

tlie towels once the next morning.
W^nuNd
in all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Rectum* We
a cure lor all symptoms of the Dysfxpsja,
such as Oppression after eating. Sour Stomach, Spit-

promise

ting ol tood, Palpitations: also. Headache,
HaPain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness oi »Ae Skin
and Eves. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Billous-

Second-Hand Clothing,
Wagons,
A EM V
Vi**
JJEAVV
#
tile comer of

Unlo

FOR SALE
W11.
No. 91 Federal Street.
BROWN,
By

Wagons!
WAGONS.
n

au«l Fore

< 'ail

be

s»en on

Sts,

lor

sale by

JOSEPH W!KSCOTT & SON,
May 22.—d2w*
Head Union Wbarf.

1

Clothing of all kinds Cloansed and Repaired in
marJdftn
good style, and at short notice.

*>nat wry sero.«»

i*e«

wr wo

oampaci

ana

inodorous

that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Trice 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by .1.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, NoiTreniont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to an
a ou
enclosing 80 c^nts,
*’

Sch Lutlier Dana, Blake, Bootbbay.
Sch Lucy J Watson, Wallace. Harpswell.
Sell Erne line, Farnliam. Duinuriscotta.
Sch Capt John, Torrey, Franklin for New York.
BELOW—A deep berm brig, carrying a white signal with red border.

The Markets.
Milwaukee Wheat and Flour Market.
(Reported for the Dally Press.]
Milwaukee, Wis., May 25,1H66.
Since out last Wheat has been in good speculative
demand, and some orders on the market. On Saturlast the
of a bridge on the St. Paul road,

day

firm at 1

Flour—the demand for flour has been good all the
week, particularly for Country Spring Extras and
Double Extras, and all the flours of these grades, offered either spot or for short future delivery, have
beeu readily taken at good prices. On those grades the
market has boon tinner aud higher day by day, until
00 per
very ordinary Country Spring sells easily at $9
bbl.; good to choioe Spring at 9 25 @ 9 5J; Country
double Extra Spring at 9 76 @10 00; City do. Extra

Spring at

@ 10 50.

10 00

Winters

early, but

for the last few days have been in some demand and
sales at 12$ @ 12$ for Superior, and now held pretty
firm at an advance of 15 @ 25c oa these prices.
1 00 on
Freights 28c on Corn; 30c on Wheat; and
Very truly Yours,
Flour to Portland.
J. A. Davis & Co.
Boxtoa Stock Livt*
Sales at tue Brokers Board,

May

octl8dtt

Atluutic W harf.

30.

..

Tlie
ated

surpassed. Enquire

Boston.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 23d,

Union, Ackley,

Machias; Clarissa, Walker, Bangor for Elizabethport; M S Hathaway, Cole, Rockport: Mary Ann,
Bryan, Perry, Me; Nal han Clifford, Shute, BellOst;
Veruah, Daniels, Bath; Helen Mar, Wines, Portland;
Maria Lunt, Boynton. New London ; Gun Rock,
I Boyd, New Haven for Rondout.
TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.
Ar 29th, La ques Elba, Drisko, Sagua; Hunter,
I
York, do; brig John Bernard, Jameson, Remedios;
schs Chas Thompson, Brewster, Baracoa; TJHiU,
Financial.
Baker, Cedar Keyes; Lion, Hooper, Jacksonville.
New ItoRK. May 30.
Cld 29th, ships B Aymar, Sawyer, Turks Island;
The Commercial's article says the money market is
Star
of the West, Perry, St John, NB; sch Sablno,
late extreme ease.—
steadily returning towardis the
Mobile.
with
ex
6
now
cent.,
Morrison,
collaterals
per
Money on good
PROVIDENCE—Ar
easier.
29th, sch Albert Jameson,
ceptious at 7 per cent. Discounts are also
New
York.
of
4
about
an
Candage.
under
improvement
Stocks stronger
Sid 29th, brig Abner Taylor, Lowell, Bangor.
continue quite firm.
per cent, in Erie. Governments
FALL RIVER—Sid 28tn. schs Canary,W all, and
If the Persia has brought any very important amount
Marcellus, Remick, New York.
of 5-20’s they have nor yet made their appearance in
PAWTUCKET—Ar 29th, sch Surf, Shaw, from
in
without
material
Gold
change
the market.
quiet
Stueben.
rates, opening at 138], and at 1.30 P. M. was 13SI.—
NEWPORT—Ar 28th, schs Canary, Wall, and
firm
at
109*
exchange
Coin is less plentiful. Foreign
Marcellus, Remick, Fall River for Norwich; Savoy,
with an active demand for short sight bills at 111.
At
the
of
Bray, Providence lor Calais: Trances Hatch, Gregomeeting
The Commercial’s dispatch says:
ry, Vinaihaven lor Philadelphia; Julia Newell, Mcthe Directors of the Erie Railroad it was stated that
is
in
adthe
$1,700,000
Intyre, Georgetown for Portsmouth.
the floating debt of
Company
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 28th, brig F Nelson. Wiley,
dition to $2,000,000 owed Mr. Drew, who holds 28,000
Baltimore for Portsmouth; sens Mary E Gage, HopThe
President
shares of stock as collateral therefor.
kins, Sierra Morena for Portland; Elia Fish, Ogier,
thought the Company would bo able to declare a divi- Darien
for Boston; Maryland, Randall, Portland for
dend by the end of July, !i the earnings continue as
the Commercial underPhiladelphia; Wm Penn, Phillips, Bangor for New
they have been in May. But
York.
in
of
a
clear
loss
made
$400,000
stands that the road
Sailed, brigs John Aviles, Crocus, Mary Means,
March, and $300,000 in April.
Lewis Clark, Forest State; schs Snow Squall, Mary
The Post says on official authority that there has
Milnos, Van Buren, Ruth Thomas, Gettysburg. Gerbeen no over issue ol Erie stock. The Company ex$3,500,000 during trude Horton, Mattie Holmes, Mary Brewer, Rising
pended fer materials and suppliesfrom
the construcSun, Sea Foam.
the past year, to which they add
Ar 28tli, Bchs
whole
net indebtedness
The
tion account $2,500,000.
Nancy R Heagan, Bunker. Baltimore
for Portland; Black Warrior, Lethers, New York lor
is $3,000,000. The condition of the road is highly satbeen
rehave
Bangor.
materially
isfactory. and the expenses
In
duced. The Company will pay a dividend on the preport, brigs Olive, Orozimbo, J H Counce; schs
Maryland, and Seventy-Six.
ferred stock, and nope to do so on the common sloe!.
BOSTON—Ar 29th, barquo Alice Tarlton, Connor,
New York Markets.
Barhadoes.
Cld JDtli, barque Danl Webster, Nickerson, PalerNew York. May 30.
mo; brig W 11 Bickmore, Bickmore, Cow Bay CB;
700
bales.
Midsales
Cotton—hoavy and lower;
sch Champion, McDermott, Bangor.
dlig Uplands at 39 (of 41c.
Ar 30th, ship Mindora, Allen, Manila; brig ProAmir—State and Western steady and unchanged;
teous, Mahoney, Matanzas; schs Franconia, Hoit,
sales 12,800 bbls. Southern unchanged and a shade
Remedios; Mary Mlines, Burdge, Cardenas; Emma
firmer; sales 480 bbls. Canada uuchanged and a
Furbpsh, Jones, New York; St Lawrenee, Colbeth,
shade tinner; sales 350 bbls.
Machias.
Wheat—without change; Milwaukee Club, choice
Below, brig Mary Means, from Jacksonville.
now No. 1, at 215 <& 2 23, the latter an outside price;
Cld 30th, ship Puritan, Knowles, St John, NB;
choice new No. 2 do. at 2 07.
sch Alice B, Bennett, Hancock.
Com—1 ^ 2c lower; sales 98,000bush.; new Mixed
GLOUCESTER-Ar 28th, schs Henrietta, Handy,
Western at 82 (gj 83c alioat.
Portland for Norwich; Splendid, Sawyer, from do lor
Beef—steady; sales 5C5 bbls.
Boston.
Pork—hoavy; sales 9,400 bbls.; now mess at 30 55
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 29th, sch Duroc, Hardy,
(& 30 87, closing at 30 70 cash.
Bangor.
Lard—firm; sales 720 bbls. at 19 @ 22$c.
Slu 29th, schs Jas Bliss, Hatch; Camilla, Hurlbut,
Whiskey—firm; sales 570 bbls. at 2 27.
and Rising Sun, Chandler, Bangor; Kato Walker,
Rice—dull.
N H Hall, Murphy, Calais; Sarah
Sugar—steady; sales 600 hhds. Muscovado at 11 @ Taploy, Eastport;
Gardiner, Teel, St George.
111c.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar
26th, brig Burmah, Sherman,
Rio
of
on
sales
4,000
bags
private
Coffee—steady;

Philadelphia.

to

Liverpool—a ahado

fivmor.

York Wool Market.
New York, May 30.
The offering of California Wool was fairly attended
Bostou and
the
of
this
dealers
Pliiladelpliia,
by
city.
adjacent towns. The quiity offeredwasnotdeslrrblc.
The best quality brought fair prices, but poor descriptions sola low. As a whole, however, tho sale was
satisfactory ami all offered was sold. Prices ranged
from 74 to 35c cash.
New York Coal Sale.
New

New York, May 30.
w ere sold
Thirty thousand tons of Scranton coal and
steamThe
at auction to-dav.
j>rices, except lump
er, are lower. The following is the range of prices
G 80 @
at
6
uO
6
at
@ 25; grate
lump at 6 00; steamer
6 90; egg at 6 25 C 50; stove at 6 50; chestnut at 5 35
(o)5 50.
Cincinnati Markets.
30.
Cincinnati,
The market Is
quiet. Whiskey m deProvisions quiet but very Arm.
man at 2 24 in bond.
Mess Pork at 31 00. Lord at 22c. Gold 138.
Chicago Markets.

May

generally

Chicago, May 30.
Flour Btoady. Wheat firm; sales at 1 64* @ 1 66
for No. 3, and 1 08 @ 3 16 for No. 2. Corn firm at 63
(a) 63? for No. 1, and 51* (g 62c for No. 2. Oatssteady
at 31} («> 32*c tor No. 1, and 30 @ 31* for No. 2. Hign
Wines active and firm at 2 23

bonded,

and 2 29 free.

Provisions dull. Mess Pork quiet. Freights quiet.
Receipts—6,500 bbls. ol flour. 22,000 bushels oJ
wheat, 250,000 bushels bushels of corn, 99,000 bushels
ol oats. Shipments—9,000 bbls. of flour, 18,000 bushels oi wheat, 27,000 bushels ol corn, 174,000 bushels
ot oats.

Milwaukee Market•

Milwaukee, May 30.

Flour dull. Wheat dull and declined 2 @ 3c; sales
at 1 77 lor No. 3.
Receipts—1,200 bbls. flour, 67,000 bushels of wheat,
10,000 bushels of oats.

Wilmington Markets.

Wilmington,

May 30.
Virgin, and 3 23

N. C..

Crude Turpentine firm at 5 25 for
f ir 1 ellow dip. Spirits Turpentine at 58 (a; 60. Rosin firm at 5 50 @ 7 50 for No 1, and 7 50 (g? g 50 for
pale. Tar 1 50 (g| l 55.
Charleston Cotton Market.

Charleston, May 30.
Cotton—quiet and declining; sales 150 bales; Middling to strict Middling at 36 itt> 38c.
Havana Market•

Havana, May 26.

Sugars firmer; 7* @ 8 rs. No. 22. Lumber— W P
Boards nominal; $28 <g 34. Box Shooks—sales moderate at 10* (a) 11 rs. Hoops—$55 for long, $45 fir
dull.
Bark E W Wright,
short.
North of Uatteras via Sagua, 000 hhds sugar, $9.—
Exchange in moderate demand; on London $17 @
17*; US18* @ 18 discount.

Freights—very*

New York. May30.
Second Board.—Stocks strong.
American Gold.138*
United States coupon sixos, 1881,.109}
United States 5-20’a, coupons 1802,.102/
United States 5-20's coupons 1865,.102*

Treasury

73-10 .102*

Missouri Sixes...!. 77"

Virginia Sixes.
Southern

66
.81

Michigan

FOREIGN PORTS.

Xt STiangnwr Maren «*.,
i»..
vista, AyfCB,
for Foochow: Winona, Lunt, unc.
At Amoy March 7, barque Victoria, Hutchinson,
from Shanghoe, unc.
At Hong Kong April 1, ships Windward, Barrett,
for San Francisco, gots $9500 in full; Sooloo, Hutch-

eligible Lot on Temple Street, near
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
a good cellar with
connecting drain. Lot about 70 by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to

THAT

JOHN C. PROCTER,

I

half story House, in good order,
;; pleasantly located, together with the lot 30 by
■IL 80 foot. Price low—terms liberal.

16th inst, barque Samuel Tarbox, Tarbox, New Orleans.

slops Vanguard, Russell;

Webster. Nerris; St Mark, llewes, and R Robinson,
Robinson, for New York; Progress, Wooderd, for do;
Zouave, Blair, and ironsides, Tapley, for do, ldg;

El Dorado, Thompson, and C has
Davenyort, Stevens,
for Boston, ldg; Ida Lilly, Minot, for Charleston,do;
Bertha, Humphrey, and Alice Vennard. Young, fbr
Cardiff and Montevideo: Tbeobold, Tlieobold, for
Cardiff'and Baltimore; Elcano, Cbeevcr, tor Calcutta
Freeman Clark, Small, for Rio Janeiro; S D Thurston, Snow; Transit, Kellar; Sarah Newman, Giles;
Eastern Star, Pousland; Priscilla, York ; Sardis,
Scott; Living Age, McClure, and Pocahontas. Percy,
disg; barques lstria, Sewail, and It A Allen, ao.
Ar at Fayal, (no date given slop Reina del Sud,
Weeks, London tor New York, (in distress, lire in the
hold and was extinguished.
Ar at Barbadocs 5th inst, sch C C Clark, Cum-

mings, Baltimore.
Sid im StJago ISth inst, brig J McIntyre, Marshall, New York.
At Sagua 20th inst, barque Ormus, PettingQl, lor
New York, ldg; brig Hiram Abiff. Giles, for do.
Ar at Halifax NS 25th inst, brig Birchard t&Toi rey,
Turner, New York.
Ar at St John, NB 24th inst, schs Margaret Dill,
Diil, Portland; 25th, Maggie McLean, Peck, Stockton: Wentworth, McBurnie, and Eclipse, McBurnie,
Portland; Mary Louisa, Hamilton, and Tallaut,Merriam, do.
Ar at

(Per steamer Persia, at New York.]
Liverpool lGth, Alexandra, Crosby, NYork;

Jasper, Emerson, Savannah.
Sid lGth, J R Keeler, Delano, New York via Cardiff; ISth. Vanguard, Russell, New York.
Ent lor Mg 17th, Contest, Mayo, for Calcutta.
Sid ftn Cardiff 16th, Union, Miller, for
Baltimore;
Golden Rule, Loach, Kurracliee.
Sid fin Troon loth, Argo, Saunders, Boston.
Sid ftn Table Bay, CGH, April G, C M Davis, Koopman, Falmouth, t.
Ar at Leghorn 13th inst, Esther, Prince, Marseilles.
Sid ftn Marseilles 15th inst.
Wilson, Boston.
Ar at Bordeaux 15th, Caroline, Perkins, from New
Orleans.
Sid 17th, Harrisburg, Wtowell, New Orleans.
Cld at Havre 16th, Celeste Clark, Foster, Gotten-

Fury,

burg; Rival, Applegate, Cardiff.
Sid 16th, Shakespeare, Packard, New York.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St.
May 15th—d3w

SPOKEN.
lat 9S, Ion 29 54 West, ship Elizabeth
from Newport for Galle.
April 9. lat 20 23 S, Ion 1 24 W, ship Rocklight, 56
for Liverpool.
days from
April 18, lat 32, Ion 40, brig Wm Mason, Small, fin
tor Boston.
23, lat 27 17, Ion 70 38, brig Northern Light.
18 days from Trinidad for Halifax NS.
24, lat 42 03, Ion 60 35, ship Waterloo, from
St John, NB for Liverpool.
May 26, lat 34 36 N, Ion 72, ship Gettysburg, from
New Orleans tor Havre.
March

Telegraph.00*

Western Union

MARRIED.
In Cumberland,
May 29, by Rev E S Jordan,
Ctaudian H Hall and Miss Sarah A Sweetser, both ol
Cumberland.
In Gorham, April 29, by Rev D A Maddocx, Chas
Lombard and Mrs Frances Nason, both of Gorham.
In Freeport, May 27,
by Rev B T Sanborn, Alfred
Johnson, of Harpswell, and Miss Clara Jordan, of
Freeport; 29th, Charles M S Chase and Mbs Ellen H,
daughter of Dea E II Mclclier. bothof F.
Jh BuxtoUj May 29, by Rev G W Creasey, Edwin C
Merrill and Mias Carrie E Bacon, both of Gorham.
In Boothbay, May 13. by Jas
Tibbetts, Esq, El well
S Barter and Eliza A Day, both of B.

DIED.
this City. May 29, Deacon
78 years 7 months.
In

JolmPurlncton,
**

arail
®

this (Thursday)
afternoon, at 21 0o’clt
c,lc’
No 165 Cumberland street.
this city, May 29, Mrs Klizaboth V Pendleton
23 years 10 months.

CS^Kuneral

irom

iu

aged
In

Winthrop, May 1, Mrs Elizabeth Leggett.

Smyrna
May
May

Five

Brig Lewis Clark—230 hhds sugar.
80 hhds 112 bbls molasses, to Chhrchill, Blown* &

voted, that the Bank will receive on
Special deposit, sums of $100 and upwards, (giving
certificates therefor) payable at a time, and at a rate
of interest, as may be agreed upon when said denosit
is made.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jb.,
President.

Portland, May 17,

FROM

FOR

DATE.

«£»▼»....New York. .Liverpool.... .May
Eagle.........New
City ol Dublin.New
Atlantic.New
Citv oi Boston.New
C“ba*

York..Havana.May

30
30

York.. Liverpool.May 30
York Bremen.May 31
York. .Liverpool_Juue 2

•.Boston.Liverpool_»June
City of London.... New York.. Liverpool_June
leutonla..New York. .Hamburg.... June

G
9
9

Almanac. Mar SI,
Sunrises.<.2Q Moon risoH.9,0# pM
Bun seta.7.39 High water.12.15 pm

PORT

OF

17tli met.
Brig Forest
13th inst.

Brig Mechanic, (of Portland) Merriman,* Matanzas
19th inst.
Sch H P Cushing, (of Surry) Wood. Cardonas ICtb.
Sch Van
Sch Goo

Sch

f}eh

L

!

GOOD chance is

offered in the manufacture of
A Elasticsale.
established
Goods, lor which thorc is
an

and

ready
Any one wanting
one

address,

alight and pleasant
requires but small capital,

to engage in

that

MANUFACTURER,

Mav25—dtf

Box 176# P. O.

LEGAL

WMa.

i
legal papers.—
j'ontracts,
examining title, to real ostate, by
H. p. DEANE,

COUNSELLOR

AT

October,ISM*7 ^"Street.

LAW,
n|>T8edt<

Peruvian Hair Regenerator

rrUJBNS Grey Hair to its original
1 Its grow til, and prevent, its
sale by
y 12—ii3m*

E“For
A

Druggists.

For Sale.

for

maySSdlw*

OH

Tenement to Let,
large rooms, over Perkins’
Confectionery Store, Morton Block. Enquire of
L. J. PERKINS.
may26dlw
seven

that has had two

or

vears

WANTED.

the Stalo of Maine for Medallions of
public men—the best production of art before
the American people. Address G. E. MOREY, No. 80
Federal St.
way21(12w*
canvass
our

TO

Wanted.
SITUATION in some establishment, by a
young
man having a thorough business
education, ana
is well posted in Book-keeping in all terms.
to
S1MONTON & KNIGHT,
Apply
48 Commercial St.
aplOdti

A

*

For Sale.
2} STORY House, situated in the eastern part
A of the city, suitable for two fomilies. Can be
rented for $200 per year. A capital chance for investment. Price only $1500. Terms easy.
To Let.
The Id andTld stories of a block of stores, centrally
located, suitable for a manufactory.
Offices for Surgeons, Dentists, and responsible parties constantly on hand. Inquire of
PATTERSON & CHADBOURN,
Real Estate Agents, 82} Exchange Street.
may22eodtl
For Sale.
House in good repair and immediate possosskm
31 Oanibrth Street, together
Ho.
given.
|;
ULwlth a large lot of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.

May 11—d3w

Wanted.
Agent

in every town in the Siate of Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing ibr a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKKRSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,

AN

Nov 23—dtfPortland. Maine.

A Chance to Make
BY

IlfVESTING

Money

IN

RIGHTS

STATE

-OP THE-

New and one of the most Wonderful
Inventions of the Age,

"

THE

Howarth Patent Pocket Dinner Pail.

RESIDENCE
—OF THE—

Late

JRev. J.
IN

ADAMS,

GORHAM,

FOR

great desideratum of this new patent consists
in its being maao of continuous rings or bands,
so that after the meal has been eaten, they can be so
folded, ono within the other, as to make it small
enough to be put into any common coat pocket. At
the bottom of the pail is a cell of a capacity to hold
cortee, toa or chocolate sufficient for a meal, which
tolds within the hands so as not to add in the loast to

THE

It.

the hulk.
In order to he

SALE.

appreciated

it must he

Per-

seen.

going on pic-uic and pleasure excursions into
country, or to the Islands, where the comforts of
a dinner table are not available, will not fail to purchase ono as soon as they are put on sale. Every
school hoy and girl will want one. The mechanic
and the day laborer need no longer be encumbered
by carrying a large tin pail to and Irom their labor.
The patenteos claim this as .entirely new and original, and would invite the public gonorally to call and
examine the article at the
sons

the

THE House Is large (13 rooms) beautifully located,

conveniently arranged, and in good repair, with
a choico variety of fruit and sbado trees.
Thirty
acres of land or less will be sold to suit the purchaser with the bouse.
Parties seeking a borne unusually attiactive

INVENTOR’S

invited to examine the

property.
Five trains leave Portland daily tor Gorham.
are

EXCHANGE,

NO. 80 FEDERAL STREET,

mayl7d3t tbeneod&w22tf.

FOR

PORTLAND,
soon

may26dlw

IN WESTBROOK,
A one and half story

Me.

Persons wishing for State rights had hotter call
and improve the opportunity of making money.

SALE!
house, has

eleven

finish-

closets, &c.
JLiJjl ed rooms, and well arranged with
JB&mIL Has stable. The
are all in
or-

buildings

der. The lot contains about 3-4
under cultivation.
Situated
from City.

good

acre

good

ot

laud

Capisic Pond, about 21 miles
For partieulai s enquire of G. THORN,

near

the

D.

——Uaa^)XOf

JOHN

C. PltocTrm,

May 22—d3w

lime St.

W.

CLARK,

Hfixj-riMt mx\ Tfji]

jTOVStxr.

—AND—

FOR SALE.

No. 32

THE

desirable House and lot

southwest

on

corner

of Pine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most pleasant in the city. The lot is about 46
x 103, and well arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN, A.
LIBBY, or to

JOHN C. PROCTER,

ap6—tf

Lime street.

Horses for Sale.
the Horse Railroad Stable ten or twelve good
driving and family horses. Also a few good breeding mares to be exchanged for car horses.
April 2—e cm12m

AT

at

LOTApply to

For Sale Cheap.
of Spruce and Brackett street,.
W. L. PUTNAM,

comer

mayl9d2w

74 Middle street.

10
15
20

interest in a Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
a great bargain to a good business man who can
cliarge of a Store. Apply to
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.
ap3tf

Anat
take

For Sale.
Stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
and Willis streets. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and stocked with Fruit aud Ornamental Trees, Grape
Vines and Shrubbery. Persons desirous of purchasing a Home, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is one ol
the finest on Mupjoy Hill and wiil be sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire on the premises of*
C. W. SMITH.
May 23—dtf.

HOUSE,

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House No. 70,
rpHE
X

comer

of

and Tate Streets. It has all the mod
ern improvements and is in oxcellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to

«

E.

WOOD,

Forty Cents per 100 lbs.

those who take Ice lor the season, it will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later than 1st October, at the some rate per month as during the season.

When not wanted for the full season, it will ho delivered at the rate ol $2.00 per month for 10 lbs. a
dav.
Notice of change of residence, if given at the Oflico
instead of the driver, will always prevent disappointment.
Any customer leaving town for two weeks or more
at one time, by giving notice at the Office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
Complaints against the drivers for neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must be made at the Office,
and will be attcudod to promptly.
may2Sd2m

GILMORE

three storied modem built BRICK
containing thirteen rooms, with
}•«IL HOUSE,
abundant closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whole house; never tailing supply ol

hard and soft water: gas throughout the nouse. Lot
good size with line suade trees.
The house is in fine order and located on one of the
streets of tlio city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at a bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can be Lad at
once. Apply to

principal

W. G. CHADBOURN,
Office 91 Middle St.

Valuable Real Estate
-on-

FOR

& Cumberland

sent free

by

9

’60.
Mail.
Tbe general adoption of our instruments by all
first-class bands and musicians throughout tbe counis the best evidence ot their superiority over all
try,
others now offered to the public.
GILMORE & CO.
Musical Instrument Manufacturers,
18 A 19 Harvard Place, Boston, Mass.

May 3—dim

T

I

C

Stock-holders of the Portland Steam Packet

the

Selee’s Hair Life.
BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

HAIR RESTORER
Dresser.

CHOLERA
A

sure

Preventive and Cure tor

bSSSSf'US.
buabipa»^«^llb«ft?he*^
01 *bc
to conveniently
liine th.1 5?ntcr
city
“vantages ot both country
anfcltvPien8!!re8
as

cora-

I

Papor

Your
and

New

DRESSER'S
99
Exchange st.

Hear Sir—In answer to your

immemay2y9dl‘Uhe

drapery

20 Sum? &r "**at ,ow prlce-

m

■

from Portland,

about sevone Farm,

al>out 45 acres; one conning about loo acres. Also one
1111(1 lot, situated
^okey s
with a quantity

Westbrook,
Bridge,
of fruit trees inn£ar
bearing order. One House and Lot
situated on Congress street; also about 300 to 400
and
Wood.
Soft
cords of Hard
Apply to 15 Sliver Street, Portland.
in

May lfr-ihfcwSw*

This Company makes

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

DAILY

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

land,
or on

policyholders.

CHANDELIERS,

PENDANTS,

officers.

|

BENJ. F. STEVENS,
President,
JOSEPH M. GJBBENS,
Secretary.
W. \V. MORLAND, M. D<
Medical Examiner.
I. T. DANA, M. D. Medical Examiner, Portland.

POHTIiAJTO, ME.
W. MUNGEJt <6 SON, Agents,
166 FORE STREET.

BRACKETS,

FOB

SALE

1860.

April 26, 1866—3meod*w.

General Insurance

Agency!

-ofAT

S3

UNION

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.
No. 23

STREET.

Old Gas Fixtures reguilded and bronzed.
Goa piping done to order. And also Gas Cooking
and Heating Apparatus.
BF" Agent or the Lava Tip Gas Burner.

Exchange

Returning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sun5 o’clock. touching at Hampden,
Winterport, Buck sport. Bellast, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or passage nlea^e apply
to
A. SOMEKBY,
at Office on Wharf.
Portland, May 15,1856.

of

JOHN KINSMAN,

NO. 53 UNION

STBEET, Portland, Me.

J. B. GREENHALGH’S
EATING

HOUSE,

AID—

OYSTER

SALOON,

[hi and after April 24th the new,
betantial and 8wilt going Steam-

EIRE COMPANIES.
AEtna,

Of Hurtford*

Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,
Fulton,

Of Urcrpool and l^oudon*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of New York*
Of Norwich*
Of Worcester*

Norwich,

People’s,

OF

(Opposite the International Houte.)
Ladies entrance 154, Gents. 152. Hours
7 A- M- to 11 P. M.
The public
JPffjKfromfind
it to their advantage to call and
v
/ v—^
the
above
He will
Saloon.
Oyster
try
also fhrnish Parties and Pic-Nics with

Jfill£S.

Ice Creams, Fruit, Current, Pound and

Sponge Cake,
At the very shortest notice.
Remember the
Place, No. 162 and 154 Exchange St.
maySCtf

131

Will make two trips per week to Machias, leaving
Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FitJDAY

KVJ£NlNG3,at 11 o'clock, and touchingat ICockland,
Ilesboro, Oastlne, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Mill bridge, Jones port, and thence to Machiosport.
RETURNING, willleftve Macliiasport every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS,
touching
at above named landings, and arriv ing in Portland
the same night.
Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to

|1

carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 879 tons measurement, has large
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bedding, and is in all respects elegantly fitted up for passengers,and has large Freight room.
Freight forwarded hum Portland by the Boston
and New York Steamers
Passengers by the three o'clock and Evunin" Express trains fvonr Boston, on their arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their

STYLES!

Goods,

New

Cloths,

LIFE

186«”

April 19th,

Boston

PORTLAND AND

t

Ottawa

[Middle

Street.

New

Lowest

Cash

Prices!

131

Middle

The Hi>i«!'did and fut Btfamships DIRIGQ, Capt. H.Sherwood,
ana FRaMCcNIA, Cupt. W. W,
iKBawooD, will until further no;
ioe, ran an follows:
Leave«Brown’s Wharf, Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, evory WEDNESDAY
ana SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P. M.
These vessels are iitted up with tine a. v^nnpodft.
tio us lor passengers, making this the laoetepeedy,
safe and comfortable route ior travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Passage, m State Room,
516.00. Cabin passage #5.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this lino to and from Montreal, Quo boo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastporlaud
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY * FOX. Brown s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO.. No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Mav 29, 1866.
dtf

THE OTTAWA HOUSE
On

CubIiIiir’b

Island,

Will be opened for the reception of visitors on Monday, June 18th, and the Steamer Gaselle will
commence her regular trips to the Island on thatday.

rortland, May 22,

I860.

Town and

may2Sd3w

County Rights

valuable Inventions lor sale at
GOUKLAY & POOR’S,
161 Middlo St., over Rolle’s Drug store.
May 29—dtf

OF

and

Philadelphia

JEVEliY FIV5
From Long

TV

GrOULD.

Portland, April 14—2m

Whar', Boston,.at 12 M.

From Pine St. Whari, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad and to Baltimore and W ishing ton by
Canal or Railroad. free o commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Whari, Boston.

REFRIGERATORS,
MANUFACTURED

FOR

CITY

OF

Olive,

PORTLAND,

May 29, 1866.
is hereby given that It U the intention of
the City Council to establish the grade of the following named streets, via:—Mellon Street from Congress to Portland Street.
Deering Street from Stale
to Mellen Street. Lincoln Street from Chestnut to
Preble Street; nnd that the Committee on Streets,
&c., will meet on the two first named, on Saturday,
June 2d, at two o’clock P. M., and on Lincoln Street
at three P. M. same day for the purpose of hearing
all parties interested in the said streets.

kinds of

Sale

of

Chairman.

M.C.

51 Union Street*
Also lor sale at

53, Next Door Above.
Different Sizes made to Order.
May

CO.,
may8d2m

White Oak Plank for Sale,
TO

At Factory, Corner of Vaughan and Brackett

Inducements

ARRIVE.

WHITE OAK PLANK,
AO H2, MARYLAND
tr
3, 31 and 4 inch thickness.
12 M 4Jx71 and 8x71 Wales.
SO M Oak Timber.
McGILVERY, RYAN k DAVH,
151 Commercial Street.
may32dtt

ready

....

aP*4tf

MsjturACTt'BE B,

Be*178», P.O,

city, lying

on

PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
Apply every day except
A. M., at the ottice of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, 31 ay 3, 1865.
mayStf

The

Great

Fortune

Teller,

Comer of Pearl and Congress Streets,
from i) A. M. till 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wondeftul Art. Will tell the PAST,
Present and Future correctly.
iar-No OenUemen admitted. Ladles SO cents.

mayltf

m

arket.

The Latest tiling out—Except the
Police!
JAQUE’S

Serg

Button

EUREKA

Congress

Boots!

The easiest, prettiost, and most durable Boot evor
put Into the market. For sale at
E. T. MERRILL & CO’S.
23—dtt
89 Middle Street.
May

Good

Opening

!

GOOD Chinee is offered in the manuiheture ol
JClastic Ocodt, tor which there is an established
dema nd and re. vdy sale.Any person wishing to en-

A

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday,Muy 14lh,
QZriJgJMGZQ P*i«ei»ger Trains leave Portland

for
i|yr|lil,^Hiy^lioMUm ata.iu A. M.t 2Jiu and u.uo (oppress) A\ M.
Loavc Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. Ai.t 3.00 and
7.00 (express) P. M.
On Mondays, Wednesdays ai d
Fridays the Express
train to and from Boston will run via Boston A Ma ne
it. K., stopping only at
Saco, Biddeford, kcniM-bunx,
North Berwick, Soul li Berwick
Junction, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence. And on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays wid run via the Eastern
K. It., slopping only at Saco, Biddetbnl,
keiuicbunk,
North Burwick, Portsmouth,
Newbuiypon, Salem
and Lynn.
A special Freight train, with
passenger car attached, will leave Biddelord lor Portland daily at 8

A*M*

_

Portland, May 12,18C6.—tl

Francis ulvse,
Supt.

PORTLAND SKtNNEBECR."ft
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
C.nuuuiciug Monday, April 30lh,
CSggggjSS: I’auengor Trains leave rortlam] daily
at l.uo P. M., lor Bath, Augusta, WativcmlaJi’f* Mills,’Skowhegan, and intermediate

er vine,

at
Stations.(connecting
R.

Brunswick with Amlroscog
U.), for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
Kendall's Mills with Maine Central It. R. lor Bangor
and intermediate stations. Fares as lino
by this route

gin

any othur.
Leave Portland lor

as

Bath, Lewislon, Augusta

and

intermediate stations on Saturday only at 8.00 P. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland for Bath and intermediate stations daily, except
Saturday, at 3.P> P. M.
Freight Train, witii passenger car attached, will
leave
tions

Portland lor Skowhegan and
every indniing at 7 o’clock.

inte mediate sta-

Trains Irom Bath and Lewiston are due at Portland
at 8.30 A. M., and from
Skowhegan and E'anningtoii
and aU intermediate stations at 2.30 P. M. to connect
with trains lor Boston.
Stages lor Rockland connect at Bath; and for Bellast at Augusta, and for
Solon, Anson, Norrhlgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for

China, Eiast and North Vassal boro’ at
salboro’, and lor Unity at Kendall’s MLTs.
W•

\

an-

IIATC1I, SuperialcudeuC.

April 28,18C0—dtf

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On ami after Monday, April
30,!8«G,
jaggjl rains
will leave as follows:

t

Leave saco River for Portland at 0 3u and 9 QO A. n.
40 p. M.
Leave Portland for Saco Ri ver at 7 13 A. m. 2 00 and

3

6 2o p. m.
I ho 200 r. u.
Portland wiJl bo
attached.

train out and the A. M. train in to
freight trains with pusocicbr cars

CJr*Sta^08connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Fulls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridjton, Lovell. Iliraui, BrownUeld, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limln^ton, Cornish i’or-

ter, freedom, Mad.sou. and Eaton. N. U.
At liukcon e'euterffor West Buxton,
lionny-Ka*le,
South Liiniugton, Limiu&tou, Limerick,
Newheld,
Paramslicld and Ussipee
At Saccarappa tor South Windham, Windliam Hill,
and North Windham,dailysteam Car ami Accomodation trains will run ns follows:— Leave Gorinui for Portland at 8IX) a m. and
2l)Ur. m. Leavo Portland for Gorhuiuatl J lj p. m.
and 4 p. m.
By order ol the President.

Portland, April

28,18t6—dif

GRAND TRUNK
Ol

RAILWAY,

Canada.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
aitor Monday, April y/A, 13CG,

On ami
□BEggasq1 trains

will

run os

follows

Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston

Auburn

at 7 00
Mail Train tor

a

and

m.

WaterviHe, Bangor, Gorham. Island
Pond, Montreal and Quebec at 1 in p m
This train connect# with Express train tor Toronto,
Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached lrotu
Inland Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked- after the
time above stated.
Trains will arrivo as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

8 it) a. u
2 16p, m.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value (and that personal) unless notice is giveu, and paid fur at t he rate of
one passenger lor every $&oo additional vaiuo.
C. J. BRYDGES% Mantujintj Director.
H BAILEY, / neat Superintendent.
Portland, April 7. i HC6.
dti

MAINE CENTRAL R.

R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Trains leave Portland dally (Grand
Trunk Depot) Sundaynexcept*!,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.3u A. M., and tor Bangor and
all intermediate Stalionn, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston at e due at 8.30 A.
M., and lroiu Bangor and all inUrmodiatc stations,
at 3 P. A!., to connect trains for Beaton,
fcir* Freight trains leave daily at 8 A. 11.

EDWIN No**.* Sunt.
detttt

Dee 15.1885.

~

THROUGH

TO

T1CKETH

THE

$6

WEST!

loss than any other route, via the

Grand Trunk

Railway!

Also tickets by all principal routes through Boston
or New York front Portland to the
West, North and
South-West. For reliable information or tickets cell
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.
■>. H. BLANCHARD,
13.

•

Portland, April

Agent.
»prl7dtf

Important to Travelers
West,

tbi

South, Rorth-Weat and tho Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

Agentforall the great Lending Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Helena, Oshkosh, Bt. Paul, Lacrosse, linen Bey,
Quincy, St. Louis, Luuisvpio, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fco.. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Town!

IS

In

thu leva! States and the Cans die.

at

the

RATES OF FARE.
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Teavkllshu will find it greatly to their advantage
to procure Tbrcugh Ticket, at the
Portlan.l Railway Ticket Office, 31 Eg.
change' Street, tup stair a.)

W. ©.

LITTLE, Agent.

P&ssago Tickets

for California, by the
Old Lfn.
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad
may bs so oared
oa
by earl* application at this olhee.
Maroh W.

1866._marSOdfcwtf

Extra Flour & Shorts.
The subgcrlbcr*

are

maklngat their Mill

Souud Spriu},' Wheat Extra Flour,
White Wheat Graham I>o.,
Shorts & Chicken Feed, or Wheat
IN

200

Barrels

Screenings.

STOUE

Canada

Bens,

For sale by

E. E. UPHAM &
,,

May

SON,

Ricbardaon's Wharf.

„„

20—dim

"

MADAME E. F. LEAVIN',

B£ir Their WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article tor Washing Treos. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs.%&c., and their FACTORY
SOAP tor cleansing Wool, Felts, and Fulling
Blankets, and other manufacturing purposes.
May 24—T T&Stf

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Vaughan, l'ine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,

West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Brand toll, Monument, Dantortli, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by tl 10 purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they mil advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost of building, on
completion of the house. From parties who huilu im-

Streets,

A

A™?0!?<*M1™

subscribers offer ior sale
large quantity oi
THEdesirable
building lots in the West End of the

THERE they offor these Soap*, to <he tra<lo and
consumers, at lowest market prices, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be oqual to auy offered in

Business.
*• offered In the manufacture ol
Elastic Goods, for which there is an established
damand and
sale. Any person wishing to encage m a light and pleasant business, and who oan
furnish a cash capital of *300 »o 3.400. con address

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

CL AIK VO YANT.

this

1.86
2.15
2.25
2.60

oxlbrd

LOWEST

1—dtf

this city for a short time, and may be
found at
NO. 10 PEARL STREET,

MANUFACTURERS,

*•

Mechanics’Falls

PORTLAND

MERRILL,

MADAME CARY,

TROWBRIDGE •& PATCH,

Kmpire

Quebec.
T»\ii w%r 'iJ' .i i^ManagingDirector.
Local Supcrinteudiud
BA1LLY,
Portland, May 230. 18(16.

to

BY

Will be in

Powder.

Blasting,

and Erasive

SOAPS.

NOTICE

SALE

Sunday,

Extra llefincd, Family, Chemical

**

lu»ad

tr
H.

PAYS.

mediately, NO CASH

SOAP!

Cobb’sBri lge & back,.'? 1.45
1.43
Danville J une.
Hotel Koad
1.75

CflouceBtcr
1.35 South Faria
After the above date
passengers will not be allow ed
to tra\el by
irieghttrains on that part of the lino bc^ orilaiwl aud
South l*arls.
J he summer
arrangement oi trains will come into
on the -Stli ol June
when the 7.00 A. M. train
wiUrun through to Montreal and

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

a

Manufactory!

$1,05

xsew

Steamship Line.

FOR

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

Street.

YORK

SEMI-WEEK LY LINE.

til'eat

Call and examine Goods and Prices.

FLETCHER &

House.

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

AND

or

<»

«"*gg8r1'

are

Marine Risks placed in any
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. 5 I860—dtf

Yarmouth

freighter passage apply to
ROSS & SJURDEVANT,
General Agents,

COMPANIES.

$37,000,000.
prepared to carry tho largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

Yaanouih,Junc.“
No.

Fownal

of charge.

free
baggage,
hor

Connecticut Mutual,
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford*
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York*
Tlie undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

of which will be made to onler, and sold at

AIX

J

RICHMOND,”

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

Nos. 152 and 154 Exchange Street,

Yarmouth

CHARLES DEERING, Master,

Boston

Philadelphia*

40
CO
05
05
ll5

Falmouth and back,
Cumberland

PORTLAND&JjOCHESTER R.R.

INLAND ROUTE.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

of New York*
Insnrauco Co* of North America,

In order to afford increased accc.nnnodatien to the
on and after Monday, May 28th, a train will
Portland at 0.00 F. M. daily, conveying passengers lor South 1 am and all intermediatestations;
and a train will h ave South Furl* in the afternoon
arriving In Foreland at 0.50 P. M.
With the exception «i such alteration of time as
may be desirable in the w inter .season, it is intended,
should sulticieuL encouragement be extended to these
trains, to continue them all the year round.
Beturn Tickets,(goodfor the day of issue only,)by
sold u> and from all stations at thu
any tram, will be
following reduced rates, viz:

public,
leave

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

St.

Washington*

Portland and Smith Paris.

PORTLAND AND MACH1AS

COMPANIES.

MARINE

Express

days excepted) at

1843.

JOLICYUNTIL

GAS AND COAL OIL

excepted)at 11 o’clock,
(Sundays
train from
o’clock

every evening,
the arrival of too 7

Boston.

NUALLY.

SEELEMAN PEARLfcROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Yr.
Mar. 19—d3m.

The splendid sea-going Steamers
LADY LANG, Capt. F. A. Prince,
and REGULATOR, Capt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Whart, foot of State str.ot, Port-

“CITY

1. Thig Company being purely mutual, insures
at the lowest possible rates; and it the premiums paid exceed the actual cost, the surplus is
returned to the parties insuring in cash, not scrip.
3. The low ratio of expenditures io receipts, averaging only 8 per cent., and the slip itl raviation in this
ratio from year to year, as shown
oy the Kenoitsof
the Company, make it cloar thftt their business is
conducted systematically, and with strictest economy.
8.
In this Company a person may not forfeit a
its value is worked OUT IN INSURANCE, Ivor rvamyi., if a xternoil PAYS FOUR
life premiums in
cash, this will insure mm SEVEN or eight
years, or about three years alter his
tour have expired, if he
is unable, from any
cause, to pay the annual premiums. The laws of no
ofchor State make such a provision.
9% The New England Company will make as large
a distribution of
surplus to the insured as can be returned by any Company doing a safe business.
The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and interest; and the mutual
whose
company
ratio of total expense to receipts is lowest, must have
the largest proportionate amount io divide among its
members. People have been strangely misled in this
matter oi dividends. The Compnny in which insurance costs the least, the rates of
premium being the same, must do best hi the way of returns to

LINE

BETWEEN

DIVIDEND AN*

a

L. BILLINGS, Agent.

May 32nd, 1865—dtf

ing and Endowment Policies Issued.

request, I am pleased

159 Commercial Street.

Inquire from 5 to GP. M.

In the town of Falmouth

duced rates.
Freight taken as usua’.

Term, Life, Ten Year, Non Forfeit-

to state that I have manufactured shoo? containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any1 difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully vours,

May 7,1SC6.

Six Octave Melodeon, but little used, at E.
A^Jne
B. ROBINSON'S Music Rooms, 347* Congress,

adii 211

fare,..$1.50
1.00
Deck,.
23r~ Package tickets to be had oi the Agents at re-

And Issue of Return Tickets to and from ail
Stations between

Cabin

BOSTON.
ORGANIZED

Arrangement!

will run as follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf for Boston,
every cveuiilk* (except Sunday) at
Leave Boston the same days at 7 P. M.

7 o’clock.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

tention neveb to bo without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention for the preservaI remain Iruly yours.
tion of health,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
Mb. Samuel J. Seely :
Hear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
testimonv to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. I have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Sole, and feel
8*Yii!£ that I have never worn shoes
that combined1“so
pcrTectiy
uunlitiog of
dryness and durability.
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely,Esq.:

Mining and Snorting
Powder constantly on hand and for sale.
Also Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford & Co, manufacture, for sale by

A
store ol

1

A.gent>

(

BOSTON.

Until turther notice the Steamers
of the Portland Steam Packet Co.

NEW ENGLAND

Yobk, Dec., 1865.

Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Hear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole,l take great pleasure in stating
that I had them put in a pair ol line calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing jour Metallic Soles now, with full in-

Agents for

Envelopes

SUIT OF SAILS, nearly new, taken from a
schooner of 200 tons. They can be seen at the

A
A

REDUCEDJO

Summer

Munger,

fel9codly

Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.

Per Ordor Committee.
A. P. MORGAN,
may29dtd

BUY

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,
Cape Elizabeth Ferry. A good house and lot.
ATwith
improvements, within 3 minutcB.walk of the

Farms tor Sale.

John W.

which is reckoned among tho first conditions of health
and comfort.
We heartily commend the “Metallic
Sole” to ail the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,

CHOLERA,
Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery,
Summer Complaints* Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels, &c«
Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its
virtues
have been tested
by thousands since the Cholera Season of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the rest Compound kirnvn ior
the
Complaints for which it is designed.
fcSTODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy N Y
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicine!
J. WEBSTER «£TCO., Nashua, N. H.
may 12—d&w3m
Traveling Agents.

may25dtf

U<Ma?i8UStre0t’

FARE

Street* Portland* Mr*

COLBY & TWOMBLY

All

SPECIFIC.

IN

SAMPSON & CONANT,
Commercial Wharf.
May 16,18G6.—d3w*

(Sundays

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

is at

To Let.
a private house, within five minutes walk of the
Post Offico, a large, pleasant front parlor. Terms
reasonable. References required. Address M. B.,
Press Office.

Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will llnd it for their interest
to give us a cal!.
Marino

Fore

Freeport.

The Stoamor CASCO will
leave FREEPORT for PORTLAND every day,
excepted) at 7 o’clock A. Al.,
and returning leave CUSTOM
HOUSE WHARF for FREEPORT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Fare each way 60 cento.
Freight taken at low
rates.
may23dtf

—AND—

STODDARD’S

his
miles from Portland, naif milo from Morrill's Corner,
Post Office. Railroad Station, Horse Cars, and Westbrook Seminary. This Farm contains one hundred
acres or more of choice land; cut the past season
about seventy-five tons ot Hay; lias plenty of Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
Fora MILK
FARM it is second to none in Westbrook.
For Early Gardening it is unsurpassed, it being so near a good market, it will be sold in lots of
twenty-five or tilty acres or the whole farm, to suit
purchasers. This is a rare chance for capitalists for
mvestment, it being so near the city.
II. B. BOODY.

Steamer for

Buildings,Vessels

New

^

Westbrook.
subscriber, on account of poor health, offers
FARM lor sale,—situated in Westbrook,three

Andrews, Kobbinston, Calais and New Brunswick
Railway to Woodstock amt Houlton Stations, and
Stage (’caches will connect for Machias.
At St. John passenger* take E. & N. A. Railway
for Shediac, and from tin nee for Snmmerside and
Charlottetown, P. E. Island, and Pictou, N. S; also
at St. John the Steamer Empress for Windsor and
Halifax, every Tuesday and Friday evening, and
for Digby every Monday and Thursday mornings.
Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
c. C. EATON,
May 29, 1866.—dtf
Agent.

MARINE INSURANCE,

CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.,
Tailor’s
Trimmings/
Wholesale Argents.
The best Stock in the city
Another Home
May 21—d4w

Apr 13—dtf

Valuable Ileal Estate tor Sale in

Returning, will leave St. John and Eastport same
days tor Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer (Juecn will connect ior St.

THE

SPRING

For tale by all Dealers.

of that desirable

eligible building lots on
embracing some
Munjoy Hill. This property is now offered for a
short time at private sale, on terms favorable to
purchasers. Apply to
AUG. P. FULLER,
281 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.

authorized to increase its Capital

4th—To sec If the Company will increase its Capital
Stock and to what extent.
5th—To act on any other buslnoss that may legally
come before them.
WM. KIMBALL, Clerk.
Portland, May 17, 1S66.
niayl8tjul3

SALE,

John.

INSURANCE^ AGENCY!

—

And

FRIDAY,

"general

Company will accept the Act of
Legislature passed February 8,1866, whereby the

Company

organ-

am

OFFICE, 16G

the Steamers ot the Internawill leave Railroad
foot of Slate Street, every
MON DA Y,
WK1 >NESI)A Y
and
at 5 o’clock P. M.,for Eastport and St.

Wharf,

prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses ior a term of years, anil also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
I

PER WEEK !

tional Line

Dollars !

Million

TRIPS

On ami alter MONDAY, ,iun,.

To ladies and children the Metalic Sole* will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
teste, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
speedily aud universally adopted by the public. The
nndersignod rospoctftilly announce to tlicir
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes are being infriends and the business community generally,
troduced into the leading Boot and Shoe Stores that they have perleclud complete
arrangements lor
will
supplant all the transaction of
throughout the United States, and
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
FIKE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIand take no other. If your shoemaker does not hapDENT INSURANCE,
pen to have them, he can procuie them without dif- l
ficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inTo any amount, and in tlie most responsible comventor one dollar and thirty cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will bo panies in New England and New York City.
promptly forwarded by express pre-pald, and which
Stocks of Goods,
ou Stocks,
can be made up by
any shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will l>e established in every city and village,
&C*9 &C*9
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
/» the most Reliable Fire Companies.
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, with proper testimonials to the inventor. HULLS. CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,
SAMUEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
In Marine Go's of well known responsibility.
street. New York.
And they respecttully solicit the attention ol all deTESTIMONIALS.
siring insurance.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the coldsaso often taken from damp
22 Excfiange St, over Merchants* Exchange.
feet. Most gladly do we testify to the perfect efficienWe take pleasure in relerring the public to the
cy of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
well known Gentlemen and businesss linns
grand contribution to tho cause ol general health, following
in this city.
but a postive luxuby, obviating all necessity of
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
Hon. Benj.Kingsbury, Jr.
& Co.
dampness, and even water upon pavements,
ordinary
C. M. Rice, Esq.
Messrs. Deering, Milliken
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
Isaac Emery, Esq.
<& Co.
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton
Hale.
used them will ever be without them again, as they
Messrs.
W. & C. R. Milli- Messrs. Clias. E. Jose & Co
ncrcase the cost of boots and shoes by a sum which is
ken.
worth
feet,
scarcely
naming,and insure,positively, dry
Mar 2*4—dfim

if the

was

ever

ARRANGEMENT.

4th,

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

to devise

something that shall make the ordinary Root
and Shoe impervious to water, without affecting their
eleganco or durability, ami, it possible, without adding sensibly to the cost ot their manufacture. Those,
it will be couceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm that they are absolutely attained in tho invention herewith presented to
tlie public.
The invention consists In inserting between the iner and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
Metalic Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, ana every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exposed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.

E

THE
Companv are herebynotified that their Annual
Meeting will be helilon WEDNESDAY, June 13th,
1866, at the office of the Company .on Atlantic Wharf
at 3 o'clock P. M., for the following
purposes, viz:—
1st—To hoar the Keport of the Treasurer.
2nd—To,choose the officers of the Co. fbx the current
see

attempting

or

tie.,

May f

O

method,

Navy.

Reduced

TV

been devising some

One

it, lor keeping the leet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the’ wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their manv evils, that
while they keep the feet dry from external moisture,
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a susceptibility to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand

*

Circulars

Sts,

part
property
COMPRISING
formerly belonging to the Dyer Estate, and
of the most

THE

and

on

and St. John.

with reduced pare.

Original Capital

A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting tiie Feet is the most prolific cause ol
disease and death known to humanity. It is almost
mire to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and often
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent oi the country has for years

Instruments!

Extensively Used in the Army

zed

Patent Metallic Sole.

CO.’S

Prices

THE

Congress, North

Band

Celebrated

3d—To

A

May 18—dtf

&

SEELY’S

year.

For Sale,

fjfe.

8 00
10 00

To

Danforth

No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Apr. 30,1866.—tf

Exchange Street.

Prices of Tee for the Season* 1866.
lba. a day, lrom Juno 1st to Oct. 1st,
$6 00

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.

THREE

is for

May

AGENTS

the FII1ST and ONl,Y Co.
this Continent, with an

This Co. is

Melodeon for Sale.

Sale.

A NY person desiring to purchase at a fair bargain
t*1® mosfc Deautifully located and desira?ne
{i lots
within the limited/' the city of Portland, amoje
Ane residence and fruit and flower garden.
an<l
bF°M “res *l,ghly cultivated
yet so near the
,.tln]s>

_

accommodat-

in*

Aa^etiJau’f 1* 18G5*

For Sale.

To Provisioned.
SPLENDID large Meat Refrigerator; one of
best in the city. Also a number of other articles

Lot

be

threo
experience.
Address Druggist, 143 Congress St., Portland.Mc.
ONE
22—dtf

Shop at hood of Ferry Wharf
Inquire el
tVM. H. CHANNEL.
iuay2tdlw*
Cape Elizaboth, April 29, 186th

carrying on the meat business, for sale at 388
Congress St.
may29d3t
for

can

Drug- Clerk Wanted.

For Sale.
Chebeque Island, a farm containing 1“» acres
land
and
35 acres pasturage and wood
tillage
land, a young and thrifty orchard, two dwelling
houses in perfect repair, possessing the best ot water
privileges; also one barn, etc.; a good seashore
privilege tor sea dressing. Said form is situated on
the west end of the Island, 8 miles lrom and in sight
of Portland city. Will be sold at a great bargain.
Inquire of CHARLES SAWYER, No. 123 Commercial Street, or ot the Proprietor on tho premises.
dtf
ma>29

CONTAINING

at home._

Boarders Wanted.
FEW gentlemen boarders
ed at No. 38 Preble Street.

A

particulars enquire of, or
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of StevenB, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

Furry.

off-

Agents are making$10 per day

STATES PATENT' EIGHT for

Westbrook, May 35,1SCC.—dtf

INSTRUMENTS.

P ARTICULAR attention
given to drawing
and all kind of

A loo
Also

Buren, Montgomery, Elizabethnort.

Brooks, Henley, New York.
Florida, Thompson, Boston.
J C Kokor, Bogan, Boston.

A

A First Rate Opening lor Business.

NEWS

State, (of Stockton) Sbute, Cardenas

y

HAVE

PORTLAND^

Wednesday* May 30*
ARRIVED.
Brig Lewis Clark, (ot Bangor) Bartlett, Cardenas

mayl82weodwlw

CHAS. A. BACKLEFF & CO.,
removed from 301 Congress St., to 176 Middle St., opposite the U. S. Hotel, where can be
found a good assortment of Ladies', Misses’, Gents’,
Boys’ and Children’s Boots and Shoes of the latest
styles and variety, of the best stock and workmanship, which we offer at prices that can’t be competed
with. Remember the place, 17G Middle St., opposite the U. S. Hotel.
may29eod2w&wlt*

Miniature

MARINE

I860.

REMO

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

Bank.

tra dividend.
It was also

Manson.

Brig Forest Si ate—104 hhds 25 boxes sugar, 2C3
hhds 28 tres molasses, to J D Lord.
Sch H P Cushing—228 hhds 51 t.cs molasses, Isaac
Emery; 3 bbls do, 4 bags sugar, master.

Savings

have voted that an exof one per cent, per annum) be addod to the regular dividend, to be payable in October next. AU deposits made between uus
date and the Fourth ol
July next, and remaining till
October 2d, will participate in the benefits oi thia ex-

will

CARDENAS.

Cents

Managers of this Bank
rpHE
X tra dividend (at the rate

business, and

IMPORTS.

a

iamily.

1G,

Bombay

Hudson.113*

Cumberland Coal Co. 45*
Canton Company.
60*
Boston Water Power.49*

and Female—to sell The Great
Labor and Fuel Saver, worth $40 year to any
AGENTS—Male

SUMMER

Surplus,201,188,10
$1,201,188,10

of referwith board in a desirable
part of the city. A private family or a
place where there are but few boarders preferred.
Address Home, Press Office.
may26dlw*

Wanted.

Eastport, Calais

$1,000,000all paid

K

a room

YOUNG LADY WANTED. One having sorno
acquaintance with the business preferred.
AT THOMPSON’S Hosiery and Glove
Store,
Cor. Cross and Middle Sts.
may25dlw

International Steamship Oo.

CASH CAPITAL,

Board Wanted.
can bring the best

Address with two stamps for full particulars M. E.
PIERCE, Box 239-4 Chicago, 111.
may24d2w*

MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
THE
Far further
address

fcUFUS

Reading...109J
Erie.C!|
New York Central.9b
Chicago and Rock 1 stand.93*

a

Inquire of

UNITED

Flour

A
For Sale.

and

one

A. —Metallic Solo.
B. —Outer Solo.
C.—Inner Sole.

Richardson’s WTiarf.

Lime Street.

A

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

man, who
A YOUNG
ences, desires
and central

Ar at Havre

At Liverpool 15th inst.

QUALITY, round hoop,
at Thirty-five Cents, by

Wanted.

May 18,1866.—dtl

inson, unc.

Cushing,

New York Stock Market.

Barrels,

a

a

1

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1865.

E D !

Railroads.

'special Steamboat Notice.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY
reason ot
slight accident to the Steamer New
BYYork,
steamer will leave FRIDAY Inst* ad ol
C* C‘ KATONweek'
Reduction of Fares
INSURANCE COMFY maya^t*1*8

E. E. UPHAM & SOX,

very

4

twillB.

N_T

"j
OOO £IRST
XV/v/v/

Valuable Lot for Sale I

—

Mobile;

The house contains
The sea view is un-

a

DOMESTIC PORTS*
SAN FRANCISCO
Ar 26th, ship Harry Bluff.
Oliver, New York; 27th, barquo E C Beal, Dawes,

Bickford,

of

W^

May 29—dim

Dyer, Sheppard, do; brigs Emma, Swett, and Chas
Poole, Sherman, do.
Sid 2d. barques Norton Stover, for New York; 22d,
Jennie Cobb, Spaulding, Remedios.
Ar at Matanzas 17th inst, brigs Frank E Allen,
Merrill, Sierra Morena, (and sailedmext day for Portland); 18th, Ella Maria, Dailey, Portland; 20th, bark
Triumph, Parker, do; brig Scotland, Rose, do: 22d,
barque Orchilla, Havener, do; brigs J w Drisko,
Bucknam, do; A G Jewett, Marinas; 23d, Minnie
Miller, Anderson, Portland; 18th, Arthur Eggleso,
Clifford, do.
Sid 18th, barque Sarah Hobart, tor Nuevitas.
Ar at Cardenas 18th, brigs Mariposa, Nasb, from
Portland; 23d, idzabel. Patterson, and C £ Kelley,
Atherton, do.
bl»l 10th," brigs Geo Harris, Freneh, part North of
Hatteras; 19th, Mechanic, Merriman, do.

schs

COTTAGE,

of land, situCape Cottage road in

W. H. STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.

Aprils—tl

Ar^U™ avail's 21st. barque Waldo, St John, NB;
sch Jos Long. Osgood, Portland; 24in, barque Ellen

Richmond for

FRENCH

seven acres

the

on

_Cape Elizabeth.
--fourteen rooms.

Blake, (Br) O’Brien, Hillsboro NB—master.

Gillespie, (Br»Smiih, St John, NB—Andrew

Bums.
Soh Noel (Br) Marsters, St John NB-A Burns.
Sch D Williams, Hunt, Rockland—master.
SAILED—Barque Enrique; sch Z L Adams.

^

now

and about

Starr,

New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Sid 25th, sch Julia Newell, McIntyre, from Washington for Portsmouth.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25rh, sch Statesman,Nickerson,
New York
Ar 28th, sch Joseph, McCarty, Belfast.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 28th, brig Aroostook,Lord,
Palermo; sch Mary D Iiela d, Ireland, Charleston.
Also ar 28th, brig Mazatlan, Leland, Cardenas; sch
Leonessa, Hunt, Matanzas.
Ar 3<)th, brig Lije Houghton, from Cuba.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, brigs Atlas, Mitchell, from
Sagua; B Young, Gibson, LepreauxNB: Castatelle.

do
small.1021
2d series. 102*
do
3d senes. 102|
do
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 102j
1861. 102i
do
1865. 102j
do
United States Ten-torties,. 93
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 40|
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 85
Rutland Second Mootgoge Sevens. 38
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 104
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 33
Boston and Maine Railroad. 122
Eastern Railroad. 1054
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.... 101
Bath City Sixes, 1870. 94

For Sale.

Coker, Cienfaogoe—Emery & Fox.
Brig Rosetta, (Br) Jack, Pictou NS—master.
Brig Sword Fish, (Br) Lemeux, St John, NB—Geo
H

ship Flying Eagle,
Hayes, Liverpool; barque G W Horton, Packard,
New York: brig Golden Lead, Lang thorn, Matanzas;
sell Mary liaskell, Haskell, Boston.
RICHMOND—Sid 27th, sch Hardscrabble, Jones,

American Gold.....
109i
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
U nited States 7 3-10ths Loan, IbI scries.. 1024

Freights

gentleman, wife and child: one who can bring good
references if required. Address Box 1789 Po9t Office,
or call at Exp: ess Office 282
Congress St. may30d3t*

KNIGHT,

Barque Andaman, OtlB, Cow Bay CB—Littlejohn

81$.

are dull

BENJ.

Steamers.

INTERNATIONAL

a

& Chase
Br g Iris,

FBOM HEBCUANT8 EXCHANGE.
Sid fin Ciouiuegos 18th, brig J D Lincoln, for

Insurance.

Wanted.

Ei ick House

a

& Fox.

Sch P
Sch D

Miscellaneous.

Two-story
and Lot, No. 2 Deer
and Wife to take
furnished
Street, at great bargain.
THE
TAKE CASE OF TOOK LIFE
A GENTLEMAN
House and board the occupants, consisting of
For particulars, enquire ol

Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Emery

from that
cutting off for the timo being our supplies
serious
section, and giving rise to apprehensions of a
diminution oi receipts, caused considerable excitesome 10c per
ment, and prices rapidly advanced,
bushel. Since then the improved tone of the Now
York mar ket and the advance in gold, have kept
been considerable fluctuprices well up. There has
of 1C @ 17c
ation but we note an advance sustained
the week. Considerable confidence is
per bushel for
lelt in future prices. We note large sales to-day at
1 81$, sellers' option this month, 1 81 seller to June
15th, and 1 78 @ 1 80 sellers all June. To-day prices
for spot ran up to 1 83 @ 1 83$, and down again to

closing

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale.

CLEARED.

burning

1 81.

3ale and to Let.

For

celebrated English Clairvoyant Doc tress, and
one ot the greatest
Phrenologists ot the day, and
also the most reliable Trance and Test Mediums now
travelline In this State, can be found at

CLANOHAlTiys
Improvement on Steam Boilers!

THK

NO. 41,cor of FORE & HANCOCK STS.
from 9 A. M. till 9 P. M,
may29dlw

S. H. DELA will hereafter be at the M<v
lodeon Ware-rooms 01 W. P. HASTINGS,
Temple Street, to receive orders for ( ’ycjpid Pianos,
&o.
niay29dlw*

MRS.

_9A Tj

heat

E T~

second-hand HAND PRESS fur sale clieav
if applied for soon. Size oi Platen 20x2H
Inquire in person at, or address hy mail,
°mCE- P0rtUpd. M»~
FebU-dtl

LOTS

For Sale,

^

IRreugh the water heater,
“
heat but WIO dogn.; the heat uning up u|| 11,.,°^ ^
there can be au danger of being reduced
setting tire. |>v Ji
thrown from engine*, which will
adit mnA? J5*1**
tide invention, eSeldei the aavUmT-a ,L"“fh ,V|U“B “*
J t“®
For particular* inquire of ^
wMi WlLMnn
Corner of Commercial Wharf
natl 10,11',?
4nJ Commercial
Feb *4—illy
St.

JX*

ONE

HOUSE

tWywaVM"""-i
ail

ueat carried
through heater*, heating the
W ‘“'•RWWure deaired; the remainder

NOTICE.

FO R

cs.i'r^iTbXr'StuS.^-,
the

New
Me., lor

one

w^k

luventions.

only-

Kwkral

_R-

Street, l'ortlaud.
FARR, Proprietor.

Notice.

fla*n»,

“~'Box2u£K’0. j

J“n,Sul5»®*

^pru 11—dtf

near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Qn the premises,
|

•^ru-aSgasa!EM-“”.«

